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1, Use this form to request files and/or documents 
from IP/CFS. (Not to be used in lieu of Form 
362.)
2. Include badge number and tube station in "FROM" 
block if gummed label has not been issued.
3. Indicate type of charge:

Temporary |~"| Permanent

4. Indicate source of reference:

11 Document reference from IP/MI.

Document reference from source other 
than IP/MI.
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3 IP/CFS __ ,DT-6
4

5

SUBJECT (must be furnished)

DIMITROV, Dimitur Adamov
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DOCUMENT 
DATE

DISPOSITION OF REQUEST 
(To be completed by IP/CFS) '
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. K 

? ^ATHE 5150 (EN—-361^ ‘ 20.4.51” RECORD IN IP/F1LES

yFRAN 2910 21.4.51 -___ - Copy May Be ObtaInert 
In Cable Archives

? $^kTHE 5 20 5 (£# 37(mj 25.4.51 ■' /

? *ATHE 5 2 82 -(TN~3T83U: 29.4.51
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CONFIDENTIAL
Gt'hen Filled In)

■r REQUEST FOR DISSEMINATION CHANGE OR CABLE REFERENCE SERVICE *6 *
TO: CABLE SECRATARIAT BRANCH, OC 

CABLE REFERENCE SECTION
IA-53 HQS. EXT. 6159, TUBE ES-6

FP HOLMES RUSSELL B HM-788 ’ 'a/
CI/EXO 2D4921
EXT* 1253 TUBE CT5 l°1''

SECRET E2 IMPDET CL RY 004108

| |It is requested that the dissemination of
IM/OI* HUMBER

________________________ be changed as indicated.
STATION NUMBER

| | ADD: ______________ _____________  ______________

I___J Recall copies from:

|__ J Change action from: .______________ To:__________ '

Authorized by: ______________ ___________________________________
name (type or print) ext.

In coordination with:________ :__________________________ ;_______
name (type or print). ext.

| xx | Please furnish one copy of the cable described a I have |xx 1 have not | |
made inquiry of the CS Records control system.

IN/DIR NUMBER STATION NUMBER DATE . SUBJECT

IN 46672 ATHE 3200_______ 25.10.50 KELLY ______

IN 30224 ATHE 482,1_______ 22. 3.51 - "

IN 36130 ATHE 5150 20. 4.51

IN 36297 FRAN 2910 21. 4.51 ■ •" ■ ' ,

IN 37092________ ATHE 5205 25. 4.51 "

IN 37839 ATHE 5282 29. 4.51 "

SIGNATURE

1601 USE PREVIOUS EDITIONS CONFIDENTIAL | E-2, IMPDET CL BY: OO7fi22| ,47’
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"' ;' After emerging briefly from hiding in September 1944, DIMITROV again-we$?t^

' r 'underground engaging in anti-Communist activities , touring various tbwtfs’J;^ 
' '■■ .■'■■ ■ ■'■■.' . • . ■'■■

^^j^and cities (including sections of Yugoslavia and Macedonia) and urging’;?-^ 
a . ■ ■'-■' ’.■■ .,J J/*-*members of the Agrarian Party to take positive action against the Commu-1* ^
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1

October 1946

DIMITROV arrested by the police. He believes the reason he was not exe

cuted was that the communists wanted to use him as a witness against

Nikola PETKOV 

104 CAGWU, dated 4 October 1950; Memorandum for the record, 9.5.51
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23 July 1947

He escaped to Greece.

Memorandum for the Record, 9.5.51



30 April 1950 (date of. information)

The Bulgarians at Lavrion Camp established a new political organization 
known as the "P. D. Petkov Organization". The member, who are listed 

‘in the protocol (attached to the report) , have deserted the Bulgarian 
Agrarian Party in an effort to retain their "pure" agrarian character. 
In the opinion of the Petkov Organization, the Agragrian Party has been 
penetrated by the leftists. Protocol signed on 30 April 1950.

DIMITROV’S name appears as a member of the Board of Control.

SO 48993, 1.6 September 1950
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October 1950

ATHE 3200 (IN 46672), 25.10.50; Memorandum for the Record, 9.5.51



OCTOBER 1950

Early in October 1950, DIMITROV visited the Lavrion Camp where he met 

with a number of his Bulgarian friends and advised them that he had been 

given a "charter and instructions", by certain members of

to form a committee of five members for the planning and execu

tion of a fight for the liberation of Bulgaria. This committee, according 

to. DIMITROV, would be established in Athens and would cooperate with other 

similar committees which have already been formed in France, Germany, and 

other countries. The committee would later expand to 20 members and would 

establish a so-called "Democratic Agrarian Bloc". Recruits would come from 

among the members and sympathizers of the Bulgarian Democratic Party 

(Moushynov) and from the Gichev Agrarians. Eligible Bulgarian emigres

would come to Greece from Western Europe to assist in the work and pro-



minent members of the Gichev Agrarians and of the Democratic Party would 

be assisted in escaping to Greece (presumably from Bulgaria) to join the 

organization.

DIMITROV listed the organization's tasks as follows:

a. Intelligence activity in Bulgaria.
b. Organization of an underground resistance 

movement in Bulgaria, and
c. Organization of sabotage activity against 

Bulgaria.

DIMITROV revealed that he was the president of the organization.

committee had its 
room assigned for 
offices at
working at this address 
that hos office has two

DIMIRTOV took 
headquarters in 
his own use. He

frequent occasion to mention that the
• where he has a
also stated that the commitee maintains

|, and there are alread) 
He also sfatecsight Bulgarian-speaking

Bulgarian typewriters and a car with

31992, 14 December 1950
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2 3 October 1950

Memorandum for II/OS, dated 23 October 1950.



1 November 1950

DIMITROV again visited the Lavrion Camp to inform his recruitsthat they 

would shortly be moved to a pleasant hime in Athens which the Americans 

were repainting for the purpose. On the occasion of this visit, the re

cruits were divided into three groups, as follows:

a. a groupd of 10 men to specialize in intelligence;
b. a group of 6 men to be trained in radio in Germany 
c. a group of. 15 men to specialize in sabotage.

The source of hhe information contained in the 31992 described 

DIMITROV as"an unprincipaled opportunist and Greek agent”.

31992, 14.12.50



During this period of time, DIMITROV was the principal agent 

in an ill-fated operation which resulted in a major expose and 

trial in Sofia during 1951. The agents used were those selec

ted by DIMITROV, at least one of whom was probably an 

operative of the Bulgarian Militia and acted as the betrayer 

of his colleagues.

2 L
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23 January 1951

Chief of EE/1 requested that the attached Provisional Operational 

Clearance be approved for Dimitri A. DIMITROV be approved. He is 

to be uswd as a contract agent in Greece for political, psychological, 

and guerrilla warfare operations under Project QKSTAIR.

Memorandum for EAD, dated 23 January 1951.



25 January 1951

Frank G. WISNER, ADPC, approved a Provisional Operational Clearamce for 

a period of ninety days subject to renewal if the full clearance has not 

been granted.

Memorandum for EE/1, dated 25 January 1951



3 March 1951

DIMITROV signed a memorandum certifying that he had received three hundred 

.dollars from Lawrence F. MacBRIDE, literary agent, representing a sum

paid for a complete and unabridged option on the use and possible publica

tion of three books written by me and brought to Mr. MacBRIDE, in Greek 

translation, by [ ] who acted in this instance purely informally and

as a friend. The option is effective as of this date for a period of c 

six calendar months.

Memorandum dated 3 March 1951 [attachment to SGAA 24772, n.d. not in 

file]
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13 March 1951

Operational Clearance issued to permit the use

under project QKSTAIR.

Memorandum for Chief, EE/1, dated 13 March 1951

5



22 March 1951

QKSTAIR reported that it was considering breaking off association with 

DIMITROV because he had become too unpopular and dictatorial and self

important. There were also indications of serious misappropriation of 

funds (NB: This charge was later proven false - see document)

ATHE 4821 (IN 30224), 22 March 1951
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April 1951

Discussions held between and of CIA and Colonels COVERDALE,

and CARLAN, Mr. TOD, and Captain VILLEMETTE of G-2. Points (given below)

the Army wants covered in a cable to OSO in Panama. .

a. hospital detention war considered best possibility.

b. Has this been discussed with G-2| If so, does it meet
their approval? Can it be worked without advising Provost Marshal, 
Washington? (so leave in G-2 channels).

c. AC of S G-2 Washington concurred in principle with proposal of 
assistance to CIA in this matter.

d. As soon as operational details worked out with _______ J cable ad
vising generally that can be effected forwarded by G-2 to ACos S
G-2 (personal for BOLLING). Details will come back through CIA.

e. Identification of KELLY (DIMITROV) case.

f. Detention period maximum of one year, relieve Army sooner if
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^'facility available.

g. Transportation under escort via MATS to military base Panama proposed.

NB (included at bottom of page): reworked cable and rewd draft

to CARLAN TOD, and VILLEMETTE who approved. took draft in

4 order to have OSO get it out today.

Note dated 8 April 1951.
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12 April 1951

. DIMITROV __________________________  that he was to tell FLORIMOND by 13

April whether he would work with him. DIMITROV asked for instructions. 

He was told that hss answer was to be a definte and final no. He was 

not to see the French again.

Memorandum, dated 18 April 1951
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13, 14, and 17 April 1951

DIMITROV saw FLORIMOND on Friday (13th) , Saturday (14th) and on Tuesday 

, (17th). On the latter day he also saw a certain French assistant mili

tary attache named PIRAY.

Memorandum, 18 April 1951
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18 April 1951 (date of memorandum)

Athens Station describes reasons for distrusting DIMITROV (see document)



19 April 1951

According to Yani KOLOMONOS, DIMITROV'S friend, stated that the latter 

' agreed to meet PIRAY at the French Embassy between 11 and 12 o'clock 

on Thursday, 19 April. At this meeting DIMITROV will (1) give the 

French detailed accounts of all United States operations of which he is 

aware, with special emphasis on and (2) receive for this

information the sum of 10 to 15 million drachmae, 
a 

KOLOMONOS suggests that this effort of the French might be/communist 

inspired attempt to penetrate United States intelligence activities.

Memorandum dated 18 April 1951



Circa 21 April 1951

Discussions concerning disposal of DIMITROV since he had full knowledge 

’ of names of next infiltration teams and general knowledge of operations.

WASH 38789 (OUT 97616), 21 April 1951



1

3 May 1951 (dt of memorandum)

ADSO, informs ADPC of a report from a fairly reliable source 

from an informant who knows DIMITROV from having worked with him, but who 

may be somewhat biased:

See document.

Memorandum for ADPC, dated 3 May 1951

I
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SICBB f homss?

never participated in the actual cross-border operations. Is 
marly ISSl, rariwus opnr&ticml ami adMMstrative difficultiea 
began tn unniftalt thensslves rad It was melded tamt OLLY should 
tai reuooed Bn* Ms position. In April ISM it can to 6K*o 
attention that KELLY intended to mil tadUa operational knowledge 
to tarn French Intelligrace Servico. IMs fact woo weed as the 
orinarvreasontor Ms reweval frai active participation in

4. Tine ansa of cpcrntatanal wcurity consideraticns sten*lsg 
fro* KHMUY's duplicity and personal sake-up, it was donned in* 
advisable to team Mbs at lasso in Greece, It was decided to 
transfer Me to a holding facility in the/Venter* Honisptanw, 
So was airlifted fra* AtMes to Frankfurt where be ms hospital* 
isod fear days for observation' and then Hewn to th© boldlag 
facility* arriving on 4 8tyte*bor 1961. Bo nenainod there until 
January 1954 when at that tian it was deternined whatever opera* 
tienal knowledge he had was obsolete.

5. After ^successful efforts to resettle Ol&Y'is'WaflKU'i 
to was tewporarity renewed fro* the holding area tto tyrran .....Swoon, 
A tinsel twat was wade to the Break anthorltle* tliat n o c.^ wid 
not abandon hl* in droeee and would take steps to ibeve M«t .1 
resettled in one year, Efforts were wade to iefi&str'MLLY’l's"''1 
ntyratien to Canada, hew Kealand' Australia' but
to no avail. After dee eonsldwratlon by the authorities 
fencorned' it was decided that the best effective solution 
would be to let M* twat grate to the Baited States on his era 
wader the Befugee Belief Ant ptygra*.

6. Since waterlog the Betted Status. KELLY taw been a 
continual ooareo of eutaurrasanrat. Heglomnia is evident in his 
various rnranni rations with OjB, goveronent agencies. Over the 
yeas* be has written lengthy letters to Me Btyeetwr' Secretary 
of State, OSSA' Vim President Slxon, President Kemody, etc, 
A typical eaanple of this comspradesee was his letter to tats 
Vice President requestli^ an appeintnrat as Br, Bison's anti* 
coaonmlst advisor' er the statement in bls letter to Presitamt 
Kennedy that he could liberate the Balkan coratries fro* Cosannisn 
is five years if he were allowed to week actively with financial 
support. Our first knowledge that KB&Y was representing Mnsolf 
as a fil* producer was a 14 Bay 1987 entice fro* the Btoparinewt of 
State advising that KELLY was trying tai interest then is pwrcbaslag 
a feature length fil* script.

7. the last correspondence fro* Athens on KELLY is contained 
in writ m of 36 April 1068' written ty Philip L. BACHBAB (P). 
On this occasion BUY appeared at the ftnerlcnn Sbbaswy in Atteas 
asking to talk to the First Secretary. Be identified binself as 
leader of "The SsH^riaa Liberation Itaderground Hovraent Against 
Cnennnina.” The Station at this tine reported no traces' but added 
a connrat that be probably was identical with Subject of 201*048145. 
However' the Station evidently has no record of bis pseudo or Ms 
early association with

8, A final note, concerning his carriage to the Greek wonan 
motioned in reference' nay be of interest considering the events 
which generated the latest inquiry fro* the field. At ore tine 
during Ms sojourn in the holding area nraticsed above, KELLY cm* 
f ided that bis narrlage was recogpired ty both parties as one of 
convenience. He claired that be and Ms turner wife agreed to 
narry in order to be eligible ter isnigratios ta» the Belted States 
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with a ntoinaa waiting period. lie gave a lengthy, coaplieated 
emanation of ha* Win was supposed io work. ficwever, Weir well 
laid plane were wrecked by We arrival of a baby dnoghter while 
Way ®aro in Bone* Italy oa Weir fleet step toward innlgration. 
According to BBXY, this event forced their retara to Athens Were 
he wveatcally got involved in Bulgarian oporatisnw. lie declared 
Wat tad Weir plans rated oat, to aad Ma fomer wife tad 
agreed to part congaay once they were safely ensconced ia 
We Baited States.

P. Wo feel tats aceosnt Weald be on record at We 
Station tocune ledgim f ran tie past pwtatunra We inf manto 
Lyle O. KBULY <p> pretably will cone to cur attention again. 
Wo can provide nore detailed infernatlaa co KBLY’s operational 
history if regnitad.
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■■■ a m ■ CLASSffKATKSNDISPATCH '8BCMT PROCESSING ACTION

X MARKED FOR INDEXING

TO 
Chief, NE NO INDEXING REQUIRED

info. Chief of Station, Madrid; j
Chief, European Division f

ONLY QUALIFIED DESK 

CAN JUDGE INDEXING

FROM , \.I\J

Chief of Station, Athens Z MICROFILM

subject^ PBRAMPART'
UDimitrios DIMITROF

ACTION REQUIRED - REFERENCES 

ACTION; FYI and Direct Traces 
 . • 

"T* X '
1. Subject is Dimitrios #*DIMITR0F aka General Dico DIMITROV;

DPOB: 24 May g24 xax Bulgaria; CitiroBSiiSp:Unfinbwhf 6ccupSii<>»^ 
Mevic~ film producer; Address;i\o/o Marjorie DARE, 360 West 22n<f Street 
New York, New^Ybrk; Miscellaneous: Claims to have worked fbr WOFIRST,'

2, Subject came to Station attention as a result of a pre- ; 
marital investigation which was being conducted by LNEASE on - 
Kalliopi Stylianou GERALEXISj aka"Poppy", Mrs, Dimitrio^ DIMITROF, 
born 18 August 1941 in Athens, Greece who was married to Subject in 
a civil ceremony in Italy on 4 July 1962, The marriage was not 
recognized by Greek law. Under separate cover is a copy of the 
LNEASE memo .which outlines Subject's allegations regarding 
collaboration with WOFIRM,

3, The marital investigation turned up the following traces 
from the Liaison Section of the American Embassy in Madrid, Spain; 
’’This office has information on a' Diko DIMITROFF, who may be 
identical with Subjeet's (GERAI£XIST) former husband, A source 
of unknown reliability reported in 1965 that Diko DIMITROFF had 
connections with the Bulgarian Intelligence Service and with a 
dissident group in Bulgaria, DIMITROFF represents himself as a 
film producer".

4, The only remotely identifiable traces at Athens Station 
are on a Dimitri DIMITROV aka Dimitur Adamov DIMITROV, DOB circa 
1920, who was a member of the Bulgarian Agrarian £arty and a student 
who fled to Greece in 1946, (Source: PGA-4769 of' 8 March 1950, 
file 33-5-2), He was‘in contact with the A,D, at that time and 
reported that he had an order to go to Washington for a time. The 
above is carded info only with a caption; "French I,S,“.

5, Subject also has travelled to Italy, France, England, and 
Switzerland in connection with the movie industry, but we defer to 
Headquarters regarding possible notification of other field stations 
until after they have conducted traces. In the meantime we have 
informed LNEASE/Athens that Subject has np.connection with WOFIRM 
Att; LNEASE Memo; USC Distribution: /-T^Chief, NE; Att USC

!OSS REFERENCE TO S/C ATT'I) BY

■■ a

ffSpApC&ftMBOL ANO NUMBEg^

NKAA-2613
-—OASSIFICATION

S-E-C-R-E-T

date 1-COS, Madrid; Att, uS 
1-Chief, EUR; Att. USC 

3.01-0
HQS HIE NUMBER
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DISPATCH SYMBOL AND NO.

NKAA-2613

and that his use of the name of the current head of WOFIRM was 
probably a means of attracting attention.

Oliver M. COAKLEY ^-7.

Walter D. NEWBY 

J

t

V. 

* \

^0/
FORM USE PREVIOUS EDITION.
10-51 REPLACES FORMS
(40) 01-28, 51-28A AND 51-2®

WHICH ARE OBSOLETE.

CL ASSIFIC ATION
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10 May 1967

MEMORANDUM TO: Chief, Office of Security
ATTENTION:
SUBJECT:
REFERENCE:

PSD
General Dico DIMITROV
Memo of 13 March, sane topic

1. General DIMITROV called the undersigned on 30 March to 
say hello and request a meeting. We met for dinner at the Astoria 
Restaurant at 8 p.m., 31 March.

2. During the course of the evening, Dico said he had seen 
my boss. When I asked whom he meant, he replied, Dick Helms. He 
said he had known' Helms for years and further that he had seen 
him that Thursday in order to find out his position on the new 
organization the General was in which was holding its first rally« 
the next evening in New York. (This organization has something 
to do with rabid anti-communism and support for the U.S. in the 
Vietnam war.) The General said Helms* position was one of go 
ahead; he had no* strong feelings.supporting or condemning such 
a group.

3. Dico made further loud comments about support for the 
war. Our waitress overheard and mentioned that she was leaving 
the next morning for Saigon to entertain troops and to find out 
what the war was really about. Dico made a small scene about how 
wonderful this was, etc.

. 4. The General is the most rabid anti-communist I have ever 
met. For him there can be no compromise between them and the 
Free world; they must all be destroyed. After continuing on in 
this vein tor some time, he finally quit. Also, he stated at the 
beginning of the evening that he did not drink and then proceeded 
to have a combination of drinks fairly fast. He did not appear 
drunk, but with each drink he got louder and louder. The other 
diners paid little attention, however, due to music and other 
covering noises.
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5. I have not seen the General since that evening. My mother saw him one time (3 April) just after his return to 
New York, but has not seen him since. She still contends that 
she never mentioned where I worked and says he must have put 
two and two together. Any guidance you can provide on this 
matter would be appreciated.

FI/SIG/SSB
x 1433 Red

SECRET
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< APR 1967

2. On 30 March 196? ths/Subject* who identified himself 
as General XMmitrov* called your Office seeking an interview. 
During the afteneca of the same date two xepreseatatives of my 
Office interviewed the Select ha Me hotel room in Washington* D. C.

3. The Subject stated that ha wa* bom in Bulgaria* is 
currently stateless and has applied for United States citisenahip. 
He related a detailed account of hi* former activities aa a 
Bulgarian Freedom Fighter; claimed that he cooperated with a 
United State* military missis* ha Bulgaria in the 1940** and 
stressed the feet that hi* only goad* In life are the elimination 
6f the world-wide menace of Communism and the liberation of 
Bulgaria* He claim* to have cooperated in the past with the 
United State* Information Agency and Radio Free Europa and 
to have offered hi* service* and these cd hi* freedom-fighter* 
to former President* Truman, Eisenhower and Kennedy*

4. The Subject claimed to have visited your Office in 
April 1962 a* a result of a referral from the White House. He 
advised that he i* currently a Vice-President of the Aad-Comnm- 
nist International and works closely with former United State* . 
Representative Hamilton Fish from New York who is one of the prin
cipal sponsors of this organlsatiQcu Dimitrov is currently staying 
in New York City and advised that he came to Washington to con
gratulate you on your appointment a* Director of Central Intelli-
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to counteract the anti-American feeling which Betrand liuasell 
is spreading throughout the British Isles and Kurepe; and to seek 
$50,000 from CIA to enable him to start production in Greece and 
Spain on a movie concerning the history of Greek mythology. The 
Subject claimed that* once he had successfully completed this 
film* ha would be given world recognition and could then do what 
he feels is his real goal in life, namely to produce films depicting 
the evils of Gowumudam*'

5. A review of Agency files discloses that*, during the 
period October 1950 through March 1951 * the Subject was 
utilised by OFC in Athens/ Greece and provided 21 agnate for 
infiltration into Bulgaria* la early 1951* various operational 
and administrative difficulties began to manliest themselves 
and it was decided that the Subject should be removed from his 
position* In April 1951 it came to OPC’a attention that Subject 
intended to sell his knowledge of CIA's activities to the French 
Intelligence Service* Because of operational security considerations 
stemming from his duplicity and personal make«up* it was deemed 
inadvisable to leave the Subject at large in Greece and it was 
decided that he should Im transferred to the

He remained there until January 1954.

6. La May 1951* a CIA case officer was dispatched from 
Headquarters to Where he interrogated the Subjects
It was determined at that time that whatever operational knowledge 
the Subject had of <3Ar its methods* personnel and operations a 
were obsolete*

7* On or about 12 January 1954* while still at ' 
~| the Subject signed a Certificate of Understanding and 

was temporarily removed to Greece due to the termination of 
the holding facility and the fact that there were no immediate

2

/

SECRET
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7 SECRET

poesibilittes to resettle him* CIA made a commitment to the 7 
Greek authorities that it weald not abandon the Subject to Greece 
and would take atop* to remove hlmfrom.Greok soil within one 
year. Effort* wore made to effect the Subject’s migration to\^4^<^ 
Canada* Mew Zealand*;- Australia and elsewhere* but to no avail*/-;7- 
After, due consideration bp interested Headquarter* element® and 
the Athena Station* , it was decided that the most effective solation 
for the Subject’s disposal would be to let him immigrate to the 
United States on his own under the Refugee Relief Act program* 
but without any assistance from CIA.

8* Since his arrival in the united States* the Subject 
ae to our attention <m the following occasions:

On 14 May 1957* the Department of State 
informed CIA that the Subject had contacted 
their Office and tried to interest them to 
purchasing a feature length film script 
and asked if a representative of CIA would 
like to meet the Subject and discuss the 
script* The offer was turned down.

Oh 28 June 1968,the Subject attempted to 
arrange■•» meetingwith, the then Vice- 
President Richard M. Nixon. A member 
of Mr. Nixon’s staff tamed the matter

* over to Mr* Contact
Division* Office of Operations* Mr.

interviewed the Subject at
length* acting tm behalf of Mr. Nixon’s 
staff* with no CIA connection. . No 
commitments were mads to the Subject.

SECRET
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On 29 September 1961* the Subject called 
the Office of the DCI requesting an appoint® 
meat* The matter was referred to Mr. > 

■ who advised Mr .Jef the DCX■
Protective Staff to tell the Subject that his 
story was a matter of record and font there 
would be no purpose in further interviews 
unless he hadpcmethlng new to add*■■■.'7^7.

9* On 31March 1967* In view of the above information

Office called the Subject at his hotel in Washington* D. C. . and : 
advised him. that the results of his interview of 30 March had bees 
passed to appropriate Agency officials and that if any interest *

■. ? developed he would he contacted* :

■.'7 10* No further action will bo taken Ln thia matter unless 
r equested by you*

Howard 3. Osborn 
Dlractor of Security

Distribution: 
Orig. - Return to OS 

2 - DD/S 
1 - ER
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, ' •• Anti-Communist International
U.S.A. OFFICE: 2188 BROADWAY - NEW YORK

s OX 7-5895

The A. C. I. is starting V.V. (VICTORY FOR VIETNAM)

RALLIES
SATURDAY, APRIL 1, 1967, 7:00P.M. at 4 W. 43rd St.

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY CLUB will be the first rallv 
with these important main speakers.

Adm. Joseph J. Clark (U.S.N. Ret.) 
Hon. Hamilton Fish

. jy. L Lxj LI, 1 li nip ii yr org.
^Lee Sterling, American" Psojoerty Rights Assn.
VJ3e neral Pico Dimitroff
^AfitSE^fcQillogh, Peter Feg^tfer Brigade 

Edward RorejP^*HMBWBeFUH rifE^xots for Freedom 
Jason Friedman, Director Jewish Section of the

A. C. I.

Make reservations either by phone, OX 7-5895 or by 
mail, P.O. Box 1095, N. Y. 10017.

Bring your friends. Be there to help the fighting 
boys in Vietnam and the Vietnamese People. Help 
the President of the U.S.A, and his Military Leaders 
in Vietnam to win the war in the battlefield, which 
will produce the VICTORY PEACE TALKS.

nr. Wm. GLASKOW, Chrinn. 
A. R. K.JERIC, Treasurer

. S.KRAWEC, Publish. Dept. 
Hnvlv SCHIEBER, GenT. Sec.

, St

Mail adress:
P. O. Box 1095

New York, N. Y. 10017
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r. Will. GLASKOW, Chrtnn. 
n. K. JBniC. Treasurer 
KRAWEC, Publish. Dept, 
■ivir SCHIEBER, Gen'l. Sec.

■; V . .........- - ') ------------- - ■ ■ ------

Anti-Commuhist International
/ U.S.A. OFFICE: 2188 BROADWAY . NEW YORK

f
Phone: OX-76895

Mail adress:
P. O. Box 1095 

New York, N. Y. 101!

February 19, 19 67

RECEPTION TO WELCOAIE His Excellency BUI DIEM 
South Vietnamese Ambassador to the United States, 
at the Park Sheraton Hotel in New York City. •

To all friends of the ANTI-COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL and parti
cipating guests and organizations:

This important event was successful.

Messages of greeting and support arrived from U.S. Senators: 
Thomas J. Dodd, J.W. Fulbright, Joseph Tydings, H.A. Williams Jr., 
Peter H. Dominick, Edward W. Brooke, Russell B. Long and James B. 
Pearson; Congressmen: Daniel J. Flood, Herman T. Schneebeli, John J. 
Rhodes,Robert J. Corbett, Joseph P. Addabbo, Charles E. Bennett, Wil
liam L. Dickinson, Porter Hardy Jr., Joe Pool, Williams. Mailliard 
and James B. Utt; Governors: John H. Chafee, Claude R. Kirk, Winthrop . 
Rockefeller, Dan Moore, George Romney, Richard J. Hughes and Lieut. 
Governor Malcolm Wilson; President of the Council of the City of New 
York Frank D. O'Connor; Presidents of the N.Y.C. Boroughs of Manhattan 
Bronx and Queens Percy E. Sutton, Herman Badillo and Mario J. Cariello; 
also from the Permanent Missions to the U.N. of Malta and New Zealand.

A large number of representatives of civic, patriotic and anti- 
' communist organizations were there.

The Honorable Hamilton Fish, a congressman of 40 years, who ori
ginated the House Committee on Un-American Activities was chairman of 
*th e event • •These people spoke on behalf of their organizations:

Edward Rorer for American Patriots xor Freedom; .
Arnold McCullogh for Peter FechterBrjgade;
Lee S. Ster lingfQr_-Amerrcan"_Pfbper'ty RTghYs~As~sotr?rtixrn-y-~^^_^  ̂
MaxweLL-MiTler for Q1IP (Community Housing Improvement Program7~t“nc^J; 

^•-'■juan Lugo of Local 6 of the Hotel' and Club Employees' Union;
4pfr3General Dico Dimitroff of the Bulgarian polotica1 exiles;

Nalcnshldy.6 of Columbia University, Captive Nations Cj>s»rf*tte, 
.... ■■mm »i I, ■ ■■' ■ BuenQA«A?iBr^§^Argentina:

Thomas Veteska, genera 1 ^cW'Y^Fy^T^fff’e^triFT^n^f’slovak Combatants; 
Cathryn Dorney of the American Education association;
Captain Janes Jones, recently returned from long service in Vietnam.

In the name of the Anti-Communist Internationa1 spoke: 
Dr. Wm. Glaskow (’Soviet Russia is fighting the Vietnam war by proxy”) 
A. R. K. Jeric (’’Communism in practice is a one-man-mnnnno iv-nwn«r«h:^-
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GENERAL DICO DIMITROV

March 10, 1967
Date

•☆*☆ PREAMBLE OF THE ORDER OF LAFAYETTE

For God and Country, we pledge our support:
To maintain mutual understanding and cooperation 
between the United States and France, and to uphold and 
defend the ideals of JUSTICE, FREEDOM, DEMOCRACY 
and PEACE, for which we fought. « '

To Unite the destinies of both Republics in defense of a 
free world realizing that any weakening of our traditional 
friendship would help World Communism and jeopardize 
the survival of Free Nations.

IVE LA FRANCE —GOD BLESS AMERICA

vk'yZ!'.- <4:
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dncsdny, August .4, 1965 Motion Picture Daily TELEVISION TODAY

ilie Andrews Signed 
»r Hitchcock Film
<EW YORK — Alfred Hitchcock 

signed Julie Andrews to star, op- 
itc Paul Newman in his fortheom- 
spy tale, “Tom Curtain,” to be 

ami by Universal Pictures. Mi 
trews wilt report to the direc 
m completion of her role.^n 
iwaii.” 
Torn Curtain” will be Hite 
•i picture and his first u 
■ntly signed thrce-pic , . _ _ ....____ _ __ ,_ „
ii Universal. He planjTto begin motion pictures” with the result that the following week we printed in radio and television commercfc 
ruction Oct. 1, with exterior se- ..... -- . ... ......................
net's to be filmed on foreign loca- 

■— .r..’ the inlet io«> shot -at 'Urrt- 
;;il City Studios.

* his 
deal

Berle Adams to Direct 
Broadcasting Awards

NEW YORK - Berle Adams, v 
president of MCA, Inc., has accep 
the post of general chairman of । 

965-66 International Broadcast 
ardit, according io James 

pson, president of the Hol 
dvertising Chib, sponsor of I

"”.TV CIRCUI
__ with PINKY HERMAN

LUNCHING Friday with Diko Dimitroff and enjoying the exuberant 
presentation of his plans to produce-direct a $20,000,000 film saga, 

“The Loves of the Greek Gods,” based on Greek mythology reminded ltu 
this reporter of the time many years ago when a Boston exhibitor named VVMore than 1,000 ,
Joseph E. Levine (whom we met through a mutual friend, WORL ecutives from ail over the world ; 
Deejay Norm Prescott) revealed his ideas of “how to produce and exploit expected to attend the judging

event

atz

which will be held this year at I
59°^ Palladium 15.7 

festiwis now in its sixth year.

this piHar a paragraph in which we predicted Levine would “make mo
tion picture history by sheer showmansbip-”-After4wo months in Gotham, 
finalizing pre-production plans, Diko leaves Thursday for his office in 
Madrid where he’ll set in motion his ambitious production on this epci ■ 
to be. filmed in Greece skedded to start in the Spring of 1966 and Al — 
featuring 30 international stars. ... &

☆ .. ..
The zoom film effects, one of the many features of die "Pack & Jingl^r 
Vispot, MPO-produced “Newport” cigarets commershill for LennenJec . 

Newell, all of which added up to copping top mixed technique class honors , -
at the Cannes International Film Festival, were achieved by Eastern Effects, already is signing up members for fl 
Inc., New York-based film optical* and effects firm which used the new 'anety Club International convent* 
EMELL Camera. Prexy Maurice Levy of Eastern Effects has also personally “» London next April, and so far h 
developed several camera techniques as well as improved optical benches m 

' . . . Formerly with Paramount and Universal on the west

☆ ☆
(Continued from page 1).. 

pictures for theatrical and tele
tn outside the United States and 
rada. 
atz has been affiliated with Hy- 
i since 1954 with the formation of 
nan’s Associated Artists Produc- _____r________
s which later became United Art- the past decade. . . . Formerly with Paramount and Universal on die west

Associated. He subsequently coast and more recently director of press information and promotion for ABC-
cd as director of foreign opera- TV’s News Division, Frank Little has joined McFadden, Strauss, Eddy &
s for United Artists Associated Irwin as account executive. . . . Young man in a hurry is Michael Stanwood,

~ ' a graduate of die University of Pennsylvania in 1964, who’s’already starred _______ ______
in three Broadway productions, just been signed to a Univeraal-TV contract launched recently, according to Thon 
and will debut in the “Kiss Me As You Go” seg of that studio’s “Run for . aS A. Yawkey, prekident of the foui 
Your Life” series, starring Ben Gazzara, Barry SulKvan and Brenda Scott dation. At the same time, one i 
and megged by Leslie Martinson. . . .' . die most unusual tieins ever made wi

i i ’ , scheduled in connection with tl
--------------..... —------------ -------- ---—---- ----piTJ 

Lucille Ball, who will be CBSeen as Steve Lawrence’s first guest - dent Edwin W. Breed and Jimrr 
Fund executive director William ! 
Koster have completed arrangemen

MIAMI—Henry OxeB, chief bath 
of the local Variety Club, Tent- 3

United Artists Television.':

34 reservations for the Miami-Lisbo 
London Right.

A
BOSTON—The 17th annual Jimn 

Fund drive, to raise money for tl 
Children’s Research Foundation, w

Poet
(Continued from page 1)

.. ..wii ■ VTjiimunuc^ • laikiug'' "to“~ 
ISclvCS* * ’ ■
rhe fee formula sets seven base )vlie7 h« program preems Monday, Sept. 13 (10-11 P.M., EDT) sat 
:;orics against which payments are 
>e computed. For. an actor who . 
ccd one day in a picture, the base 
100; two days, $150; three days, 

week, $300; more than one week . 
not more than two weeks/ $400;' 
? than two weeks, $500. ; ' ;

wmfil^jyor30<^erOfc^nt,of CBSden^-fiction series, “Lost 'fn’Space,”’’i’n’thrrar^’t’ls^ue’ of haye voluntewed *eir services for 2 
?rs win receive ou per cem or... • . » ■»> %» . n . v « u i fmm r*avu» rvA a
base. When the producer’s gross Womans Deaj Magazine. Miss Alpert believes this one could last longer
res $125,000, players will receive than “I Love Lucy,” which is quite a prediction. . . . Freemantle Inter-
dditional 125 per cent; at $200,- national’s "Romper Room,” created and produced live 13 years ago by
an additional 25 per cent; at Bert &■ Nancy Claster in Baltimore, is now seen in Canada, Mexico,

,000. an additional 2254 per cent; Brazil, Japan, The Philippines, Great Britain and in six markets in
400,000. an additional 225 per Australia

at $500,000, an additional 20 ' '
cent; for each $100,000 above 
,000, an additional 10 per cent, 
’hen a film is released on a major 
i>rk in prime time, players are 
< 70 p#>r cent of the base

nt!.”

beside Steve in the howda of Wanda, the pink elephant, when the -
pachyderm strode through Shubert’s Alley last Wednesday to highlight vJFaLJ!!

:c<1 one day in a picture, the base the program’s introduction to N*Yawkers. . . . The many luminaries ’

i; four days, $250; five days or enjoying the Chinese cuisine featured at co-owner Cing Tom’s Six Hap-

craft during the month of Augu 
■ . • 1 -J. - T» J vr 11 t i. z-> . in Boston, Portland, Me., New Be<including Rudy Vallee, Johnny Carson, Vaughn Monroe, whove been ford Mass, and Manchester N.H. f< 

Z ' ' ' Z "* " ” Z ’ a one-hour sightseeing trip withoi
piness may dr may not be aware of the fact that the gracious Cing is charge to persons contributing $5 < 
the fifth generation of the famous family or restauranteins. . . . Hollis more to the Jimmy Fund.
Alpert has written an interesting story on the coming 20th Century- Fox Northeast pilots^ and stewardess) 

scheduled flights from Cape Cod-1 
the White Mountains, into Main 
Vermont and other scenic New Enf 
land areas. A celebrity will accon 
pany each flight. Baseball's Ted Wi 
liams will be on the fust flight.

British Admissions 
Declined During May

THE DAILY Bu'ratr—---- -
LONDON — A drop in cinema a<! 

missions in the United Kingdom i 
May this year produced the lowes 
figure on record since the Board c 
Trade has. compiled weekly averag 
admission figures. The figure was 
weekly average of 5.5 million durin 
May—a*-fall of 700,000 on the 6. 
million average weekly admissions i 
May 1964.

Takings, however, were equal at 
weekly average of & 1.03 million. Th 
fall in admissions in May, compare, 
with the previous month, foliowet 
the seasonal pattern with a. drop o 

special, and Jimmy Starbuck, choreographer on many , top-notch TV’ers in- two million on the. weekly average 
“Carol Burnett Show”, and. others. Exec pro- . Takings in April average £1.38 mil 

ducerwrill be Stanley S. Creene/i -Z ' r.v?'tton weekly.

Lee Savage, winner of- the 1963 Guggenheim Fellowship and well known 
creative artist, and Harold Friedman, former veepee and exec producer at 

. Elektra Films, have formed a new TV production firm, Savage-Friedman, 
Inc. . . . Ex-Newspaperman (“Cleveland. News’! and formerly gen. mgr. of. 
WJW-TV, Ben Wickham resigned his post with TV Information Office and 
as of next Monday joins MGM-TV as a general sales exec headquartering in 
Gotham. . . . Last CBSaturday afternoon we liked the novel TV’er, profiling 
lil ole N*Yawk and especially enjoyed the ditty, “New York’s a Great Place 
to Be,” defied by Joan Bender and Bob Hughes. . . . Official Films has pur
chased an as yet unpublished novel entitled, “Manhattan House” by David 
Rintels, which will be developed into a full hour dramatic teleseries to be 
produced by Robert Bices. This marks Blees’ fourth package, the other three 

iobal scope for U.S. release. . . already skedded for launching by Official next season are a dramatic-musical 
:n Against the Sun” is a World - by Herbert Baker, a half-hour comedy series, “Off We Go” by Bob Kaufman 
II story shot in Technicolor in and Bill Fox, and “Meet the Moos?s” by Henry Garsson and Edmund Beloin. 
alia. "Make Like a Thief” is a-' ... ABC Films will shoot a pilot for a new music series, featuring “The Song 
story in Technicolor filmed in Spinners” and tentatively slated for a 10 P.M. slot Saturdays over WABC-TV 
nd starring Richard Long. .. with additional showings on a syndication basis. Program will be co-directed 
:e Swords for Rome” was filmed by Hal Tolcbin, who recently directed the "Swinging World of Sammy Davis” 
ly and "Saturday Night in Apple . • • ’ . . . —-
y,” stars Mimi Hines, Paul Ford eluding “Your Show of Shows,’ 
JiffArquette. ■ * ”, * . ~

erson Acquires Four
JLLYWOOD—Joseph C. Emer- 
president of Emerson Entertain- 

Enterprises, announced yester- 
thc acquisition of four features
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NEW BRI TUN PRESS ATTACKS —- Grwtln* lh* Brltbh Amb««Mdar SIR GEORCNI LABOUCTffRI,mcnt to back it. the Zarzuela Thentre 
on Jovellanos, 4. has rounded up a 
brilliant group of actors, singers and . 
directors and has come back with some 
really exciting revivals.

AWC members and their husbands 
can call Jo Pitta 25003 35; Cherry Da* 
nos 253-WL70; or Jane Cahanvea for 
tickets.

AHmM m |h» Brttiih EmbMrg. »*d M» wW», BITTY.

I

Cocktails At The Ross*. The Ross A. 
Ross* red carpet was well and .truly- 
rolled out this last week for visiting 
and handsome son Dean taking leave 
from the U.S.S. Springfield and looking 
up old friends in his one-time stomp
ing ground.

Among those welcoming Denn nt a 
cocktail party given by Mary-Alice and 
Ross last Thursday at their Genrrnli 
simo apartment were Stewart Raster 
of American Express; Major Brn
Clark and his wife Alma; writer Alfred *V 
Brown and his wife Adriana: Jnse Ma* ■ J 
ria Garrigs. head of the Alra Travel FT* 
Agency; Major Mike Payne and his H- 
wife Nina: Ann! and Dale Brannon: . 
American stage and screen actor Brn 
Tatar; Air Force Contractor Jesse . 
Greene; Ken Crosby of Merrill Lynch. 
whose wife Cricket was not present • 
but was, according to Ken. whelping /
l*arry Bell's wife Jeanne have her

/•’

I

I

*

P

(£. .2

baby.s (It was a boy!»: Mariano Blitz. 
General Motors Distributor and his 
wife; Corinne Jordy, ex Madrid class
mate of Dean's; Araceli and Ed Kreis* 
ler; Tony Blomfield. just returned 
from the U.S. and minus his wife 
Harriette, who had a touch of La* 
Grippe. The Blomfields left later to 
join their yacht in Alicante; Col. John 
Ferry and his wife Carmen; Franz 
Kreil of Casa Americana and his 
attractive daughter Olivia; Oliver Trit* 
ton. who is with the Banco Espafiol de 
Crddito, Banesto; and Nick Fogarty of 
the maintenance company Tumpane,

CHRISTINE HARPING. Brltlrh Vlce-Contwl'* d«w 
PHILLIPA SAMUEL, ANN and ANTHONY BLACKII

^flftorUln* (Mt t* right) CMyg BRUTON, 
h*r recent birthday perty.

The Moment Of Truth. Christine 
Harding, daughter of the British Vice 
Consul in Madrid, might well look 
pleased (candles don't count at 161) as 
she cuts a birthday cake dedicated to

. SAY

«Mnn of the Yearn El CordoWs. 3Pne 
enke of course represented the/SulL 
rlng. complete with toro. matador and 
swords. Giving her a helping hand 
were, among others. Clive Bruton 
whose father is with the British 
Institute; Phillipa Samuel, daughter 
of Ian Samuel, Minister at the British 
Embassy; and Ann and Anthony 
Blaekie, whose father Jim Blackie is 
the Australian Consul General in
Madrid. _

An old hand at blrthdayskand some
what of a rolling stone/^Chrlstlrie 
takes credit for having spkgt her 
previous ones in nine direrent 
countries.

YOU SAW. IT IN GUIDE?

■Greek Gods* To Roll Tn June. GormL. 
big all the way is Diko Dimitrofftc 
Bulgarian - born poet, screen - writer, 
director and producer, who flashed 
into our office .this week with plans 
to make the biggest movie of all time. 
Slightly built, with hazel eyes, the 
softly spoken head of Diko Produc* 
tlons Inc. went on to tell us more 
about his 15-year-old dream. The Loves 
of the Greek Gods, which he plans 
to film in Spain and Greece. Interiors 
are to be done In Madrid with the 
use of the Bronston equipment. All 
exteriors will be shot in Greece involv* 
ing the use of Mount Olympus and 

contmned.

■ ....
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/«

spoBira confmtted

other authentic sites. The producer 
went on io explain, «I plan to bring all 
the ’Gods* together to make this 
niovie.n He named such box office 
'draws’ as Victor Mature to play the 
role of Zeus; Kirk Dougins as Adonis; 
Tony Curtis as Apollo; Peter Ustinov 
ns Dionysus; and Jean Simmons as 
Athena. According to the producer, 
there are many candidates for the role 
of Aphrodite (Venust but as yet she 
has not been named. «I*m using the 
largest cnsl ever.# Dimitroff told us, 
ant Olympia alone there will be 30,000 
extras and there are 05 starring roles.n 
A 4-hour-long epic, the cost of making 
.it is estimated nt twenty million dol- 
lars and shooting is expected to take 
a full year, starting in June -Greek
kids willing!

Const has some fine buildings, but ' 
r______  sadly lacks a master plan. The Rus-
‘ Following the fashion to pick sunny sinn. Guerngul Orlov, said he was 
climes for winter work, the executive 
committee of the International Union 
of Architects have just spent, six days 
at Hotel Pez Espada. fixing the agenda 
for their big annual congress in July, 
The summer congress, of course, will 
be held up north, in Paris. Flags word 
hoisted outside* Malaga Airport nnd 
the hotel for each of the 22 nation
alities attending, including the «ham- 
me and sicklen for the Moscow 
d ate. The seven three-hour sessions, 

sided over by Sir Robert Matthew, 
ere-spent sifting subjects to be dis

cussed at the Paris congress.* An 
interpreter sent along by the local 
tourist office withered under the cross
fire of languages, so an urgent call went 

= out fo Fuenglrola for Lana, wife of ex- 
resscs, . Soviet painter, Sacha Lloutikoff, who 

like birds, tend to come buth in speaks five languages including Rus- 
winter.' Our sunny Coast — six average sian. ,
hours of sunshine a day from Delegates took a day off for some

Cn

costa dol^Sol

resws In Winter. Co

Jt*
. ft ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE, BUT IT 

CAN
Not every

YOUR CASE 
TREATMENT

BE SAVED 
case is the same II

MAY REQUIRE SPECIAL

Ask for information nnd a study of your 
case, and you will learn the enuse of 
loss and the appropriate remedy.

HAIR TREATMENT CENTER 
(under medical direction)

MADRID: Torre de Madrid '8.° 9
BARCELONA: Via Layetana, 180

Tel: 2 41 44 75
Tel. 2 27 05 74

CPS 872

November to April — is becoming their 'itinshlnc nnd an extensive tour of the 
favorite winter ground, so much so Coast. They mostly agreed that, the .. 
that a huge congress hall is now 
planned.

•particularly impressed by Marbella's 
Ciudad Residential, the State holiday . 
resort for workers. Ix>cal Spanish 
reporters eager for an Interview found 
the Russian rather untnlknttvr, though 
he did confess he. liked Flamenco. The 
delegates rounded off the busy week 
with a dinner gala in the hotel, and 
left Saturday.

Gihralfaro Castle - A Tourist C-cntrr? 
The ruined ninthcentury castle on 
Gibralfaro. the pine-covered hill over- 

. looking Malaga, is probably going to 
' be urbanized as n tourist center. It 

has been suggested that nn auditorium, 
with rooms for gatherings like interna
tional congresses, be built within the 
castle walls. The idea was put to Ma
laga’s Mayor, Sr. Rafael Retrs, by the : 
Under Secretary of Tourism. Sr. Gar
cia Rodrigues-Acosta, during €hls short 
visit here last week. He said Gibral- 
faro’s beautiful position and views 
should be utilized more. The Mayor 
later took a bird’s eye view of the site 
from the helicopter of the visiting 
American flag ship. USS StrinftlitM. 
Gibralfaro is a great favorite with 
everyone. Tourists climb it to explore 
the castle, gasp at the breathtaking 
views of the town and harbor and eat 
at the State restaurant built just below 
the castle walls. The hill also over
looks the bullring and hundreds of 
malagiicnns climb it to take n free 
peek at corridas.

Winter Cmiryr For Foreigners. Belnw 
Gibralfnro’s battlements, just a spear’s ’ 
throw away, lies the comparatively 
new Casa de Culture where, on Friday 
last week, the Mayor opened the IRth 
Winter Course for Foreigners. More 
than 100 students have come from 
many countries for this extensive two- 
month course in Spanish language nnd 
culture, which happens to coincide 
with Malaga’s equally famous Winter 
Sports Festival. Students are lodged 
with local families nnd most days at
tend lectures by university professors, 
go nn excursions and take part in nil 
sorts of social nnd cultural events.

Tied in with this year’s course is n 
th roe-week exhibition of paintings 
by five well-known southern artists 
with strong local connexions. They nre 
Albcrka. Rarhudllln. Brinkmann, lirr- 
nandcg and IVInado. Gabriel Alber- 
kn. 30, lives In Torremnllnos nnd hns

20 SAY YOU SAW IT IN GUIDEPOST
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Income EBises; 
TTEoeaitire I'atse Larger 

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres showed record income 
for 1963 accompanied by a rise in earnings from the theatre division. 
President Leonard H. Goldenson

Exhibs Win First 
Round in Calif.; 
S TV Plans Moves

Film 
Drive 

president 
.ill serve
lotion Picture

of

7^1

Jacobellls Case Up 
To High Court Again 
lYashirpton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — The Supreme 
Court yesterday set the long- 
awaited second argument of the 
Nico Jacobellls case for next week. 
The second arguments will be heard 
just before a book obscenity case, 
and the decision of the highest 
court to listen again may presage a 
more sweeping decision on obscen
ity in motion pictures than has 
been handed down in previous 
cases.

Cleveland Heights theatre man
ager Jacobellis was convicted under

(Continued m Pag* 4)

disclosed yesterday. The AB-PT 
overall income was $386,729,000 
for the year compared to $379,- 
741,000 in 1962.

Theatre earnings, not usually re
vealed, were $76,209,000 for 1963 
compared to $75,956,000 in 1962. 
Merchandise sales were $29,948,000

A'3 

MANDEL

goal appeal

Jimmy Grainger Heads 
Sales for AllStar
West Coast Btirfta of THE FILi! DAILY

Hollywood — J. R. “Jimmy" 
Grainger, industry veteran who 
formerly headed RKO Radio Pic
tures, is back in action with the 
formation here of AllStar Films, 
a new distribution - production 
company.

Grainger, one-time Fox and
(Continued on Pogo 4)

'Greatest' Campaign 
Focus on Pictorial

Except for the picture itself the 
photography in George Stevens’ 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” 
will constitute __
“the single ’ —
greatest selling . '7
tool," according J. 
to United Art- fe
ists plans. v

Gabe Sum-1 
ner, UA nation
al director of 
advertis- 
ing, publicity 
and exploita- T' 
tion, said yes- f 
terday “The | 
Greatest Story” *■“
promotion stevens 
promises to be “the most exten- 

(Continued on Pago 4)

By WlttlAM ORNSTHN
It'd* Cotut Editor of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Subscription 
TV lost the first round of a 
four-round bout in the Cali
fornia arena with the Crusade far 
Free TV. The initial round dropped 
to theatre owners was dismissal by 
U.S. District Court Judge William 
C. Mathis of the $117,541,500 anti
trust and conspiracy suit filed last 
Dec. 17 against the Crusade and 20 
defendants, including theatre com-

odern Art 
1Y Festival 
odern Art may 
:he New York 
ear, a Museum 
Iged yesterday, 
i of participa- 
deeided by the

British Box Off ice Attendance Stronger
London — Both filrr. box office receipts and attendance for Janua^ 

1964, were up over. January, 19*3, statistics of the Board of Trade 
reveal.

Weekly average theatre take in Jan-, ary, 1964, was £1.24 million com
pared to £1.08 million. Weekly attenaonce for January, 1964 was 7.9

re

Uaify Fills Skouras 
Spot in Magna Pix

Marshall Naify, president of 
United Artists Theatre Circuit 
and of United California Theatres, 
has been elected president of 
Magna Pictures Corp. Naify fills 
the vacancy in Magna created by 
the death of George P. Skouras.

Another vacancy caused by 
Skouras’ death, the presidency of 
Todd-AO, has been filled by Salah. 
Hassanein, United Artists Thea
tre Circuit Executive Vice-Presi
dent.

Naify said that Magna, which. 
produced “Oklahoma!” and “South 
Pacific” would step up its picture 
production in both in Dimension 

r roadshow presentation trad 
5mm for regular release,

Greek Gods' to Roll in '65 
At $20 Million Budget

Diko Prod., Inc., a new Ameri
can-Greek company with head
quarters in Athens, plans to pro
duce "The Loves of the Greek 
Gods” in Greece and in the Bron- 

million compared to 7.6 million- in the s 'me month last year. (The pound ston Studios in Madrid at “a 
is at $2.82). (ContiiHiad on Pago 2)

1 Hollywood
. New Ydrk
I Toronto
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IncotBte Ibises; 
Theatre Take ILarger 

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres showed record income 
for 1963 accompanied by a rise in earnings from the theatre division. 
President Leonard H. Goldenson

Exhibs Win First 
Round in Calif.;IFFPA Moves for 

Free Fife Flow 
In Seven Rations

Madrid—A united attack on
of the barriers that prevent a free 
fiow of motion pictures in seven 
nations will be launched by the 
International Federation of Film 
Producers Associations, Ralph Het
zel. president of the association and 
acting president of the Motion Pic
ture Association of America, said 
here before returning to New York.

of 
as

Mandel Heads Film 
Division of UJA Drive

Harry’ Mandel, president 
RKO Theatres, will serve
chairman of the Motion Picture 
and Amuse
ment Division 
of the : United 
Jewish Appeal 
of Greater New 

’York.

' By WIUIAM ORNSTE1 
Wert Coart Editor of THE Fll 

Hoilywpod — Subs 
TV lost the first rou 
four-round bout in tl 
fornia arena with the Cr 
Free TV. The initial rouni 
to theatre owners was dis 
U.S. District Court Judg< 
C. Mathia of the $117,541 
trust and conspiracy suit 
Dec. 17 against the Crusa< 
defendants, including thei

disclosed yesterday. The AB-PT 
overall income was $386,729,000 
for the year compared to $379,- 
741,000 in 1962.

Theatre earnings, not usually re
vealed, were $76,209,000 for 1963 
compared to $75,956,000 in 1962. 
Merchandise sales were $29,948,000 

(Continued on Pogo 2)

Jacobellis Case Up 
To High Court Again 
ll’atkiealox Bsreau of THE FILM DAILY

Washington — The Supreme 
Court yesterday set the long- 
awaited second argument of the 
Nico Jacobellis case for next week. 
The second arguments will be heard 
just before a book obscenity case, 

•• and the decision of the highest 
court to listen again may presage a 
more sweeping decision on obscen
ity in motion pictures than has 
been handed down in previous 
cases.

Cleveland Heights theatre man
ager Jacobellis was convicted under

(Continued on Pogo 4)

'Greatest' Campaign 
Focus on Pictorial

Except for the picture itself the 
photography in George Stevens’ 
“The Greatest Story Ever Told” 
will constitute -- 
“the single ;
greatest selling ; w
tool,” according 
to United Art- & 
ists plans. 1

Gabe Sum- ,6 
ner, UA nation
al director of

MANDEL

j “It is most 
I important for 
* bur industry,” 

Mandel de
clared "to give 
additional sup
port to UJA in 
order that we 

‘may help ease 
the problems of 
those in need.”

Nationwide UJA goal appeal 
is $105,000,000.

, important
* k  r—J_.

Jimmy Grainger Heads 
Sales for AllStar
H'rrt Coart Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — J. R. “Jimmy” 
Grainger, industry veteran who 
formerly headed RKO Radio Pic
tures, is back in action with the 
formation here of AllStar Films, 
a new distribution - production 
company.

Grainger, one-time Fox and

& I

ing, publicity 
and exploita
tion, said yes
terday “The 
Greatest Story”
promotion STEVENS . 
promises to be “the most exten

(Continued on Page 4)

Nalfy Fills Skoa 
Spot in Magna I

Marshall Naify,' presi 
United Artists Theatre 
and of United California ’ 
has been elected presi

\ Magna Pictures Corp. N 
the vacancy in Magna cn 
the death of George P. Sh

Another vacancy cat 
Skouras’ death, the presit 
Todd-AO, has been filled 1 
Hassanein, United Artist 
tre Circuit Executive Vi< 
dent.

Naify said that Magni 
produced “Oklahoma!” am 
Pacific” would step up its 
production in both in Di 

roadshow presenta 
5mm for regular rele

Museum of Modern Art 
Moy Pass Up NY Festival

The Museum of Modern Art may 
not participate in the New York 
Film Festival this year, a Museum 
spokesman acknowledged yesterday. 
He said the question of participa
tion was yet to be decided by the

British Box Off ice Attendance Stronger
London — Both film box office receipts and attendance for Janua; 

1964, were up over. January, 19*3. statistics of the Board of Trade 
reveal.

Weekly average theatre take in Jan-, ary, 1964, was £1.24 million com
pared to £1.08 million. Weekly attenaance for January, 1964 was 7.9 
million compared to 7.6 million in the & 'me month last year. (The p^nd 
is at $2.82).

Greek Gods' to Roll 
At $20 Million But

Diko Prod., Inc., a new 
can-Greek company witl 
quarters in Athens, plans 

lduce “The Loves of the 
Gods” in Greece and in th 
ston Studios in Madrid at

.'a isin n ns m cm nos ra
■’fifcfiMri

Hollywoi
NewYdr
Toronto
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'Becket' Grosses Tops 
In First Five Erigogoments

Hal Wallis’ “Becket" shapes up 
as one of the top roadshow films 
of recent years on the basis of 
its first’ five engagements in the 
U.S. and Canada, according to 
Paramount.

In its second week, at Loew’s 
Stite here, "Becket” scored $30,- 
070 jn six performances. Others 
include $16,959, seven. shows, 
Warner Beverly,- Los Angeles; 
$11,849, six performances, Chi
cago Cinestagc; $12,370, seven per
formances, Eglinton, Toronto.

AB-PT Income; Rises; 
Theatre Takelarger.;

(Continued from Page 1) 

compared with $75,965,000 in 1962. 
The AB-PT operating earnings 

for 19G3 were $7,358,000 or $1.65 a 
share compared to $10,757,000 or 
$2.41 a share in 1962.

Goldenson explained the paradox 
of lower operating earnings when 
the record income exceeded that of 
1962 as reflecting 1962-1963 tele
vision business and the cost of cov-
ering President Kennedy’s assas
sination. He anticipated progressive 
improvement during 1964, better 
than 1963.

He noted, too, an improvement in 
theatre business despite a slow 
start in 1963. AB-PT, he said, con
tinued its policy of disposing mar-

; (March 23) =====

* NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
High Low Close Chg.

ABC Vending. 144b 14 14% 4- %
ABC-Por ...........36% 35% 36% 4- 1%
Am. Newt.... 23% 23’/a 23% + %
Am. Optical.. 68% 67% 68 — Vi
Am. Seat......... 35 35 35
Ampex ...... 16% 15% 15% +, 44
Auto. Canteen 13% 13%. 13% — %
Bausch & tomb 34% 33V* 33% — %
Bell & Howell. 23% 22% 23% 4- %
CBS ........ 43Vi 
Columbia Pict*. 21% 
Decca ........ 46% 
Disney ...... 45 
East. Kodak.. 129%
Gen. Prec. Eq. 28% 
Glen Alden... 14% 
Lear Siegler;. 13% 
Litton Indus... 664'0

43 43 — %
21% 21% — Va 
46% 46’4 — % 
44 44% + 1%

128 128% — %
28% 28% — % 
14% 14% 4- % 
13% 13% — % 
65% 65% — %

COM AND S(
MAX A. COMEN, head of Cinen 

and MRS. COHEN returned yeitet 
Europe.

M. J. FRANKOVICH, Columbia f 
head, returned to the coait (ran 
Parit and Rome.

BERNARD J. GATES/Allied Ari 
notional v.p., has returned from 
European trip.

JOSEPH E. LEVINE, Embauy Pict 
ident, to Boston on budneM. H
tomorrow.

MO ROTHMAN. Columbia Inh 
executive v.p., returned from 8ue 
following the company'* Latin Arne 
vention in Uruguay.

LOU FORMATO. MGM ossiston 
•ate* manager, to Seattle end Per 
return* Friday.

Brandt to West Coast 
For 'Weekend' Confabs

Bingo Brandt, vice president of 
Brandt Theatres, leaves today for 
the West Coast for promotion con-- 
ferences with Emanuel Barling, 
distributor of “Weekend” which 
opens at the renovated Globe 
Theatre here at the end of April 
Brandt will also discuss picture 
possibilities for Lotte Tarp, who 
is featured in “Weekend.”

ginal theatres and attempting to 
replace them with modern units in 
growing suburban areas. The com
pany, he revealed, dropped 14 thea
tres during 1963-and opened three 
new ones. Theatres are under con
struction in Charlotte, N.C. and 
Sunnyland, Fla., and a third is on 
the drawing board.

Levy Signs Sandy Oliver 
-To Compose for 'Fanny'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood—Robert Levy, pres
ident of Pebble Productions, has 
signed noted song writer and 
dramatist Sandy Oliver to write 
an original song for the company’s 
color featurette, “A Comedy Tale 
of Fanny Hill”, which begins roll
ing at Producers Studio in April, 
starring Judy Cannon. Working 
title for the tune is “The Song 
of Fanny Hill".

Levy has also set Cy Roth as 
production manager for the film 
which is aimed for July 4 nation-
wide release.

Loew't Thao.. 
MCA...................
MCA CVP.... 
MGM........... ..
Nat. General.. 
Paramount .. , 
RCA Common. 
RCA let Pfd... 
Republic Corp. 
Republic Pfd.. 
Stan. Warner.
20th-Fox . .... 
United Artist*. 
Warner Bro*.. 
Zenith .Radio.

22 2144
56% 56%
36 35%
30% 30

9 8%
58 57
36% 35% 
77%’ 77%
7% 744

15% 15 
26% 25% 
227/e 22% 
25 24%
28% 27%
.84% 83

2144 —• % 
56% — % 
J5% + % 
30 ...............

87/e —' % 
5744 4- 1%

WILLIAM 1. DEVANEY, MGM 
division tala* manager in Seoul 
heading lor Portland, Ore.

FRED HYNES. Todd-AO vice-pre 
the coast, has Returned there fr<

36%+ ¥< SHELDON SMERLING, head of B 
77% ****** terpmei, returned to the coast

■ ~ y* fortnight here an hl* theatre inter*
15 4 + 4 • include Eastern Management hous.
26% 4- 1
22% — % SAMUEL TAYLOR, who will <
24% __  % screenplay far “Three an a Coed
27% ...... Irving Pineal production for <
83 ............. huddling in Hollywood.

AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE

2% 2% 2% ...
12% 12% 12% •—

11 11 —

Allied Artiit*. 
Audio Dv....
Cinerama Inc.. 11% 
Filmway* .... 8% 
MPO VA........... 12%
Reeve* Indu*-. - 3% 
Screen Gem*.. 19%
SonoIone ... .■ 5 
Technicolor . .’18%

Vo 
% 

8% 8% + Ve
11% 11% — % 
3 3 ...............

19 19 — %
57/a 5 ......

17% 17% — Va

RUTH POLOGE, American lnl< 
eastern publicity director, to Chicc

Producer LAWRENCE TURMAN 
turned ta the coast after UA lai 
lease of "The Best Man."

DIRK BOGAROE and SARAH I 
turned to London; ditto JOSEPH LC 
directed "The Servant," in which

BETTE DAVIS is here from the cc

TV Indus..... 34 44 44 ..............
Trons-lu* .... 12% 12% 12% — Va

OVER THE COUNTER 

(Supplied by .the National Association

PETER GLENVILLE, director of H 
"Becket" ho* returned to lent
N. Y. far tomorrow's premiere at 
Theatre.

Batschelet Succeeds 
Sweeten as Denver Mgr.

Denver, Colo.—Ralph J. Batsch
elet, manager of the Mayan Thea-, 
tre and member of the cabinet of 
Fox Inter-Mountain Theatres, has 
been named managing director of 
the Denver Theatre, according to 
Ray W. Davis, area supervisor for 
the Fox organization, and John 
O. Denman, Denver district man
ager.

Batschelet succeeds Robert 
Sweeten, promoted to nationaljfll- 
vertising director for Na 
General Corp, in Beverly 
Calif., the parent compan

ills,

of Security Dealers) 

Bid 
5% 
4’4 

10%
7Va 
2 

16% 
10% 
2% 

11% 
66 

8 
2%

34% 36%

Commonwealth Pr. ... .
Ou Art Corp..........................
General Drive-In ...... 
General Artists Corp. .
Magna Pictures . . .,.
Medallion ........... ................
Seven Arts Production .
Skiatron ................... .. .....
Subscription TV .......
Universal........... ..
UA alres .................

er Reade 
ometco

Asked 
6% 
5 

11% 
8% 
2%

'Yesterday' Rolls Bi 
In Hew York and 1

Joseph E. Levine’s “Ye: 
Today and Tomorrow,” k 
the biggest grossing film 
Manhattan's East Side, ac 
to Embassy, which repoi 
expected first week's g: 
$59,000 at the Festival and 
East.

In Los Angeles, the film 
$15,304 in first three days 

px Wilshire, Embassy r<

Peter Lorre De
West Coast Bureau of TI FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Peter Lorre died 
here yesterday.. He would have

'Greek Gods' to Roll in '65 
At $20 Million Budget

(Continued from Page 1) 

of $20 million.”
Diko Dimitroff, head of the new 

company, has set next January for 
start of filming. Financing has 
been obtained from a Wall Street 
firm, the National Organization 
to Assist Small Business.

n% 
2% 

12%

Sehtant' Breaks 30-
Reco

Ely 
broke the^30-year record 
Little Carnegie with a fir 
feross of $20,402, the comp 
ports.

at Little Cai
dau’s “The S

been 60 in. June. The Hungarian- 
born actor was known film 
audiences for his characte’flkroles 
in a score of motion pictures! ost 
recently in a series with 
can International.

Shooting on the four-hour wide
screen production is expected to 
take a full year. All exteriors 
will be done in Greece and will 
involve the use of Mount Olymp 
itself.

Fil

Word' Here Today
Given Word,” 

release, has its U. 
re today at the Bcckm 

titre under auspices of f 
Dora A. de Vasconcellos, 
General of Brazil.
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TO: Soeratarr;dhr'>eawid^iW"X^
••.?77\-Dopartibmt.cf • -yl

float-./7 ■./;.■ ?■/Deputy■ Director tor;PlanaySXX
mihhXX XttMJBWF, Dtaiter AdMaaff ■XX®X;XBfiXX^53| 

/aka: DXBXTBOT» Dialtar ■■■

' - .■■:-.■;■■ ’ < y. ■ \ 'XXVXX^/”XXX-X6}X’ ■■/■,■ ;
- .-X:.-’ ■ ; ■ ' '•- - ■'■■■<■ "<■?:;< XX XXa7-’.' XX? XX ■< ;■■’ X'' 7 Tf. -^ ■1',>(1 ,< '.^ X •/ ' ■■-' ' ■;J'. / " ’

'XX---- 1. Reference< to nade to the rs^sstreceivedlS .
Jhanaary 1904 franltr»dassup canceming Subject • the X- 

■ ■// files.of.-.thiaofficecontain ..the .folloBdag.?iiifarMatiah»Xj 
regnoefc ii'aia^ '

b«ra 7 Bsy l934 ia Jfa^teeat3f Balgexiift» BB esesped to -t j
Greece la 1947 aad partiaipated astirely ia smti^nsemiet ^ 

'< octtiHilee ttamg Bolgariaa retagees. He vs»-;. X
ccrlied: as beiag dictatorial sod egotistical to tire-poiatXfS' " ? ;

- -..\r of having ^UmiORS^ of. grasdeor* ? Subject felt that he ‘
ixmld ceoee the dmmiall of. the Cansmtot gerenomt of XXXX : •-?- 
Balgaria and voald beceme prise sdaister of the

.j f: thereafter* By Septeaber 1951,: his lwdssvifflr;'6a^ hs^weO:WOXXW- 
C ? so pecoliar that ho was detaiaed for motel cbeejratien.^^O^SW?

/ and' tr®atnent» la Febrtmry; 1954, Subject io ca«sidered:;^&^W^ 
well enough tOOO returned to noomal refugee channels in ' - ’" 7 ' 
Greece and eas transferred to the Syrna refugee detention ~

.- ' caap to; amlt;dispesitlmi- ”v/:—<■ . '77//7:7/7;7XXXX^^^ 
— .*••••" •.■.'•'■••. .*■ • •■■■■ • • •• ■ :.r-• •. .••■•■ .-’■..• ^7 . '.'7; '•:•■•■• X=.XX'- •y/';’ :' ’

3» Subject isseigrated to the Itolt^l States ln l95®. 7
Since that tine he has vritten noBsrcMS letters to the

to violence, the above letters do Indicate that ha is

r>

SC: federal Bureau of Xarestigatlon
RID/CE: JMA/MC/dcl
Based on: 201-45145* 

EB/BB CS CORlLE IN
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. . . v US. OFFICIALS OWL>
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY .

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.

litb iiiisa '

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR POLICE COORDIHATIQN 

SUBJECT: Activities of Dimiter Adomov Dimitrov in Greece ;

l. The following information concerning the activities of 
Subject in Greece was recently received from the field. It is 
brought to your attention for your information, and for such 
comments as you may be able to make.

2. According to a fairly reliable informant, Subject, 
allegedly acting on instructions from members of the American 
Embassy at Athens, has lately become Very active among Bulgarian 
refugees in Greece. Early in October 1950, Subject visited the 
Lavrion Canp where he met with a number of his Bulgarian friends 
and advised them that he had been given a "charter and instruc
tions,” by certain members of the American.Embassy, to form a 
committee of five members for the planning and execution of a 
fight for the liberation of Bulgaria. This committee, according 
to Subject, would be established in Athens and would cooperate T 
with other similar committees which have already been formed in 
France, Germany and other countries. The committee would later 
expand to 20 members and would establish a so-called "Democratic 
Agrarian Bloc.” .

3. Subject is further reported to have stated that recruits 
would come from among the members and sympathizers of the 
Bulgarian Democratic Party (Moushynoy) and from the Gichev 
Agrarians. The members of the Leftist Agrarian Party (G.M. Dimitrov 
or "Pladne" group) and right-wing elements would be excluded. 
Eligible Bulgarian emigres would come to Greece from Western 
Europe to assist in the work, *md prominent members of the Gichev 
Agrarians and of the Democratic Party wouIdbeass^Eed in^escap- 
ingto Greece (presumably from BulgariaJ to join the organization.

4. Subject outlined the tasks of the organization as 
follows:

a. Intelligence activity in Bulgaria,

b, Organizing an underground resistance movement in 
Bulgaria, and

... SECRET
. G ONTR O L

U.S. OFFICIALS OlsLY .
—i/'&y
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c. Organizing sabotage activity against Bulgaria.

5. Subject also revealed that the members of the committee 
at present were: himself as president; Ivan Mitev Hristonov, 
secretary; Ivan Donev Ivanov; Dimiter Donev Ivanov; and a fifth 
member whosename wasnot supplied by source.

6. In addressing the group at Lavrion, Subject took 
frequent Occasion to mention that the committee has its head
quarters in -Where ha.frea a mnm aaaagned
for hiS OWT Pa nlan +>c+. +.ha HrtTrrm-l+.+^a T^aiQ-tains.
offices atL_________________ and he
stated that eight Bulgarian-speaking are already work
ing at this address. Possibly in an effort to impress his 
listeners, Subject commented that his office had two Bulgarian 
typewriters and a car with

7. Following his address to the group at Lavrion, Subject 
and Ivan Mitev Hristonov, secretary of the so-called committee, 
prepared a list of prospective members of the organization based 
on their screening of the refugees at Lavrion on the basis of 
birthplace, education, military training, and similar factors, 
the list having been prepared for submission to the American 
Embassy for approval, according to Subject.

8. On 1 November 1950, Subject again visited the Lavrion 
Camp to inform his recruits that they would shortly be moved to 
a pleasant home in Athens which the Americans were repainting 
for the purpose. On the occasion of this visit, the recruits 
were divided into three groups, as follows:

a. A group of 10 men to specialize in intelligence,^

b. A group of 6 men to be ±raimed in radio in Germany, 
■ and

c. A group of 15 men to specialize in sabotage.

9. On or about 10 November 1950, the following six members 
of Group "A” moved to Athens: Peter Zlatev, Krustyu Kiryanov, 
Ivan Hristonov, Ivan Gogov, Todor Djadiev, and one whose name is 
unknown. The others were to follow shortly.

10. According to our source, the radio group comprises 
Ivan Iskrov, Boris Popov, Georgi Nikolov, and others, while the 
sabotage group includes Serafim Vangelov Kbuyoumdjiey, Nikola 
Manev, Todor Nikolov Todbrov7 Marko Kor3£ev™,sE8“ others.
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11. Tn submitting the above report our source commented 

that Kbuyoumdjiev is a dangerous Communist, although he did not 
cite facts to support this accusation. Our source also described 
Subject as an unprincipled opportunist and Greek agent. Accord
ing to our source, Subject had previously worked for the Greeks 
and was in contact with the British last spring. ,—

Assistant (director

SO DB-31992

- 3 -

CONTROL
U.S. OFFICIALS ONLY ■
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13 Hov ember 1950

FOHrn/feSr

SUBJECT:./ Dimiter Adamov Dimitrov

RE?E?eNCEi < Request for Operational QLearancs for Subject
dated 23 October 1950.

1. Attached is additional biographic data on Subject, 

forwarded for your information.

Chief, EB-I

EE-l/CFA/lb 9

cc: Orig & 1 - addressee
#3, U - ee-i

5, 6 - III/RE



SECRET

DIMIT3R ADAMOV DIMITROV

Dial ter Adamov Dimitrov was bom on 7 Kay 19 2.h in the village of 
L’edkovets, district of Loa, Bulgaria* His father was a farmer. Hie 
primary education -was completed in Lon. He finished his high school 
training in 19bl-19li2 in Sofia, and studied philology for one year at 

z Sofia University (19)42-19h3) •

In 1?U2 he Joined a secret branch of the Bulgarian National Agrarian 
Union. In l?h3>"he claims to have begun underground activitiee, due to 
psrsecution by ’’Fascists*. On 2 September 19Uh, he emerged from hiding 
to begin work el th various Agrarian ladders. After the events of 
9 September 19&h, however, he again went into hiding and began activities 

■ aimed against Caeaunists.

On 28 October 19h4, he allegedly was accused by the governnent of 
sabotage because he had agitated against the Hussian occmiation troops. 
During the ensuing months, he was arrested several tines in Ferdinand, 
Vratsa, and Loa. Mhen released from prison, he continued his illegal < 
activities. His organisational activities often lead him across the 
Yugoslav frontier. Allegedly he worked in Vardar Macedonia in order 
to organize Bulgarian sympathizers for the Agrarian Party cause. In 
April and May 19b*>, Dimitrov was in Sofia. At one. point he procured 
an Illegal identity card add under the name "Boris Stolkov, a member 
of the 2nd Belgrade Shock Brigade*, he toured southwestern Yugoslavia, 
"organizing Agrarian pests’, and was eventually captured by the 
Yugoslav authorities and sent back to Bulgaria. During the elections - 
of 18 November 19h5 he spoke at secret meetings in Vrataa, urging the 
people to defeat the Communists.________ ........1.

On 16 August 19h6, he was captured by the police in Sofia. He 
claims to have been kept eighteen days without bread and twelve days 
without water, and to have spent four days on an electric torture 
machine which caused temporary blindness. From 13 October to L
11 November 19h6, he was tried In the Vratsa court for having organized : L
subversive groups all over Bulgaria and sentenced on four counts. On 
2 June 19h7» ha was tried and sentenced to death by the Sofia Military ?
Court. On 8 July he escaped from the authorities, and on 23 July 19L7 
he crossed the Greek frontier. ■

Re now works for Radio Athens and lives at Hotel New Phaleron, 
Greece.

SECRET

ododo-cu
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QXSTAfR.

■ 1/ft-: . FWip :A6REB)?UY/VS£ OF. LYLE 0 KELLY 

/; ■ ■ /nptO' MW HAS ... G1VEL *£. NAMES^S IX H15 

A B/fesI ..R£AD.Y<-TO":. INFILTRATE.. IWEDIATELY. . .r

/FOLLOWERS

LAKES NOW

C®^^SiS!'Tf^r;:TA35<‘/^ TO 6RI NG XIUT THINK WE.

be' are; all set.- request. iwedlate;

■., -»4awis: our lccal-akd. fla^clearance to..-get. this

- TT r ft? CO SW
■ T'S;'■ ■' ■

| ■■ 0^■■ Swra.t SWEDESASOTEURSWT. NOW IN .

I -Ft^cuces: jw-Ws-te»h4--0TH0K for■■.qps> ■■:■■■
, A ■:• ■'■ ■■'-■■■■ ■.'■■■ ■?<■■■■■'

'■■ /■■■.. .-■■■ ■■ <■-■■..■■■ : ■■- /■.■■ ..■ J$7>.;■■■„; , /■■....?<■: ..

I t also '.REWEST CLEARANCE. Rm/ KELLYS?lxal.lieutenant*

■ ■■ MOTEXEUY HA© 8EEW‘UNDER-. CLOSF-^-HCV^-Ft?. pAr...
i ■; . - .■ ... •-•• • ■•-•-■•

. SWEUMLCE SINCE I >
' ft/ -ft - • ■?■:■/ftzc ■ -• -....

• •£X-PE‘' 'A. A'DEROR'?".LC- ^-.^xi. WOFA-SR':?•»•
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23 October 1950

132.QRANDUM EORi II/OS

SUBJECT! Operational Clearance for Dimitri Adamov Dimitrov

1* It is requested that the necessary investigation be 
initiated for the issuance of an:: operational clearance for 
Dimitri AdamovDimitrov.

2* Subjectwill be used in psychological and political 
warfare operations in Greece in connection -with project QKSTAIE. 
Clearance should permit occasional trips to such countries as 
Italy, France, Geraaay, Switzerland, and England*

3* All possible efforts should be made to prevent any 
U* S. government or CIA interest being shown in this man* His 
usefulness would be severely restricted, if not eliminated, if 
it should become known in Bulgarian emigre circles that the U* S* 
government was intending to utilise his services*

4* Because of his background and experience subject can make 
significant contributions to QKSTASft operations in Greece* He 
is needed as soon as possible to participate in operations which 
are already underway* A provisional clearance is requested for 17 Nov. 1950

5 • All Biographical data available at present is attached* 7

■ Chief, ES-T

Attachments! 3

cc:- EE-I file . .
EE-I chrono
OPC file
OPC chrono

E-I/KSB/ej ff

sf tiht r ■
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BIOGRAmCAL DATA

DBHrnOV, Dlaitri Zdaaov

Dimitrov w bom in Ferdinand, new LUhaiXengrad, in 292b* There is 
littlo infomation about his youth but it appears he is fairly wall educated* 
Ha -qcs an active Albanian Agrarian at a young age* During tbs war ha worked 
illegally inGreek Macedonia and Vardar, l&cedouia to escape authorities* 
He returned hags after the warJ soon disillusioned tgr finamirrists, went to 
Sofia for help from Agrarian headquarters* He then made filandastlne tour of various Albanian citiss and towns urging Agrarians to taka positive action 
against CdsQKUxlsts* Finally captured in Sofia, he was given usual tpeat&s^Qt 
and soya life was spared because he was being groomed as witness against 
Petkaov* Escaped to Greece, where he has rsaained since, doing occasi onal 
propaganda for Greeks under nos de plane Difc* Subject ws strong Georges S*. 
Diaitrov man but has now veered to Teaenr group, and is autd^SinitrGV*
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CONFIDENTIAL AIR POUCH
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ATHENS October 13 9 1950 76?.00/10-1350

ACTION 
eur«

INFO 
DOR 
NRA

PERIPHERAL?.-* ACTIVITIES OF DIMITER ADAM0FTW4ITROV 
BULGARIAN REFUGEE PRESENTS IN GREECE 1E

' L ;. ■■ 
R known EUH/X 

Greece *F
Dlmiter Adamov Dimitrov 9 a young Bulgarian refugee 

as "Diko"s seems to be the most active Bulgarian now in _ 
His youth9 energy and capabilities indicate that he might be
come a figure of importance in Bulgarian emigre circles* This c 
report on him is divided into the following sectionss

- I* .: Biography ■' 
2* Present activities — 

a* Bnployment ■ V.
b; Publications ■
coThe "Democratic Bloe" 
do Memorial services for

.- Nikola 
3« Comments .

Petkov

1* Biography
The following ^biographic 

himself and cans be
Pimiter Adamov __  .,_______village or Medkowaca^ dlgf.rlrt of f.nm,,.4hSgarfe<» His father 

was a farmer* His primary education was completed in Lan* He 
finished his high school training in 1941»1942 in Sofia, and studied philology for one year at Sofia University (1942-1943) -

In 1942 Dike Joined a secret branch 
National Agrarian Union * In 1943» ho c derground activities9 due to persecution claims to have worked closely wdth(D 
the time* (This claim is partially dated by letterswritten to Dike by Dr* G* M« Dimitrov 1947*) —— ■?/>

On September 29 19449 Dike emerg from hiding to begdm 
work with the Mnshanov, Guitchev* Moraviev Agrarians* After ; 
the events of September 99 1944» however9 he again went into 
hiding and began activities aimed against Canonists*

dtails were supplied by IMbmitrev 
in Athena*. .. ■

garian 
s^t® haw begun un- \ "Fascists* ** He
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On October 2$, 19448 he allegedly was accused by the govern
ment of sabotage because he had agitated against the Russian 
occupation troops. " During the ensuing months he was arrested 
several times in Ferdinand 9 Vratsa and Lorn. When released from 
prison, he continued his illegal activities , which seem to have 
consisted in travelling from village to village, organising /< loose-knit groups of Agrarians to Withstand Communist pressures.

Diko9s organizational activities often lead him across the 
Yugoslav frontier. Allegedly he worked in Vardar Macedonia in 
order to organize Bulgarian sympathizers for the cause of Dy. 
G. Mo Dimitrov, and upon the advice of a certain General 
KitchharoVo

In April and May, 1945. Diko was in Sofia, in contact with 
Dr. Go Mo Dimitrov,Nikola Petkov and Mara Raichova. After Diko 
learned that GeMe had left Bulgaria, he went to Skoplje and 
asked American and English officers there to help him get to 
Barto He did not receive such help.

Diko procured an Illegal identity card and, as "Boris 
Stoikov, a member of the 2nd Belgrade Shock Brigade," he toured 
southwestern Yugoslavia, "organizing Agrarian posts." Eventually, 
Diko was captured by the Yugoslav authorities.

Upon the suggestion of "Gosho, the leader of the partisans 
of Greek Macedonia," Diko was sent back to Bulgaria. He escaped < 
during this transferand, although ha was ill, he went to Sofia 
where, he says? he was helped by a number of people, including / 
Peter Belgashki, an American Colonel named "Bekeles." an* • 
American Sergeant named "Bucky," General Craig and Mrs. Minnie 
Balabanova.'' ■

When he had recovered his health, Diko left Sofia and 
travelled throughout Bulgaria, organizing "secret posts." 
Allegedly he organized 2$0 of these throughout Bulgaria. During 
the elections of November IB, 1945» he spoke at secret meetings 
in Vratsa, urging the people to defeat the Communists.

On August 16, 1946, he was captured by the police in Sofia. 
He claims to have been kept eighteen days without bread and 
twelve days without water, and to have spent four days on an 
electric torture machine which caused temporary blindness. 
(His "indescribable tortures" are all described in detail in his 
book "The Liberation of Bulgaria." See enclosure No. 1.) Diko 
believes that he was not executed because the Communists wished 
to hold him as a witness in preparation for the trial of Nikola 
Petkov.
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From. October 13 to November 11, 1946,Diko was tried in 
the Vratsa court for "having organized subversive groups all 
over Bulgaria=” The chief prosecutor was a man named Chernev, 
the presiding judge was a certain Pencho Spasov. Diko was 
sentenced oh four counts2 to death, to 15 years, to 6 years and 
to 3 years imprisonment. He was jailed and put in solitary 
confinement.

On June .2, .1947, ■ he was tried and sentenced to death by 
the Sofia Military Court. Also, he states, he was tried and 
sentenced to death by the court at Lorn.

In June, 1947, Dikb was taken to a quarry in Vratsa where 
he worked loading rock. On July he escaped from the quarry 
and went toMesdra. In Mesdra he contacted the post which he'C- 
had established there, and received help in travelling further,, ; 
He went to Zvereva and then to Sofia. While in Sofia he asked 
for and received some help both from the British and from the 
Americans. He claims that on one occasion he slept in the Sofia 
house of Jack Horner, of the American Legation. (At this time 
Mr. Horner was living in his summer home at Simeonovo.) Dike 
claims also to have stayed with Michael Shipkov.

On July 23, 1947 he crossed the Greek frontier south of 
Zlatogrado . He gave himself up the next day at Shahim.

British authorities in Sofia had notified the British in 
Salonika, and they made arrangements for Diko to be acbaitted 
to the British hospital in Xanthi. After eighteen days in 
the hospital there he was transferred to the British hospital 
in Salonika. After a month and a half in Salonika he was sent■< 
to Athens. Greek authorities sent him to the refugee camp at 
Lavr ion. Diko spent nine months in Lavrio$ then went to Athens, 
where he obtained employment broadcasting in Bulgarian on Radio 
Athens. His subsequent activities in Greece are discussed in 
section 2, below.

Diko speaks Bulgarian, Serbian, Russian, some Greek and 
a very little English.

2. Activities
a. Employment. Diko works for Radio Athens. He broadcasts 

every Sunday evening in Bulgarian. He receives 30,000 drachmae 
per broadcast. (60,000 if his text is also used in a Greek 
language broadcast.) Unfortunately, however, it costs him twenty 
to thirty thousand drachmae to have his text translated into 
Greek for the benefit of the Greek censor. Additional expenses,
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such as those for renting a typewriter and local transporta* 
tion costs, give him a net return from this work of about sero 
drachmae<, In addition to his money pay, however, thqGreek

* Government provides him with quarters in a run-down hotel in 
Sew Phaleron and it pays him 2^00 drachmae per day subsistence. 
(Generally, a refugee is not entitled to subsistence money if 

v he has any employment whatosever.)
Dike also writes articles for various Athens newspapers 

(see enclosure So. 6) and has received money for then. Other 
literary activities are described in section 2. b., below.

A Mr. Humphries, technical adviser of the BBC at Radio P 
Athens, allegedly has offered Dike a job with BBC in London. 
Dike has refused to accept this offer to date, because of his 
primary interest in organising refugees into a "Democratic ■ 
Bloc.” Should he find it impossible to acquire funds necessary 
for his continued activities in Greece, however, he plans to 
go to London with BBC.

b. Publicationso Diko is a prolific author and is at 
present writing an eight part work on Bulgaria to be entitled 
"Under the Whip of Stalin." The -eight parts of the book are:

. J (1) The Liberation of Bulgaria 
(2/ In the Hands of the Militia 
(3) Justice and Communism .(4) Prisons and Camps.’.
(5) Agrarians and Communism 

. (6) Workers and Communism
(7) Army and Communism
(S) Church and Communism

Dike has already written parts-l, 5 and 7. -Parts’! and Jr 
have been published in Greece. They are enclosures No. 1 and No. 2 to this despatch. Part 7 (enclosure No. 3) is being pub* 
Li shed by the Greek General Staff and is at the printers at the 
present time. Diko received about 3»000,000 drachmae for each 
part of his book which has been published; he expects to earn 
about the same amount for Part 7, and for subsequent parts.

Diko states that he has written the books which have been 
published "for the Greek audience." He realises that they will 
not meet approval in the West , largely because they are too 
emotional. Also, he has omitted from the Greek versions of 
his book certain anti^Monarchist sentiments which he did not 
express "for political reasons." Diko has re*written the first 
two parts of his book "for the American audience" and is very
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anxious to have them published in the United States, Enclosures 
No, 4 and No. 5 are the Greek texts of these revised portions,

Diko refers to himself often as "the new Kravchenko - better 
than Kravchenko," The Peripheral Reporting Unit asked Mrs* Mary 
Johnston, former Press Attache at the United States Legation in 
Sofia, to read the Greek text of Diko9s books and check on this 
boast , ’ (Dike’s books are available only in Greek at the present 
time,) Mrs* Johnston stated that "Diko is certainly no worse 
than Kravchenko,"o»o^Mrs, Johnston believes that Diko is an inte
resting and graphic author and that — if he could abstain from ? 
frequent use of Balkan epithets . — his work might merit publica
tion in Englisha Mrs, Johnston selected a short passage from * 
"Agrarians and Communism" as being typical of his better writing. 
Enclosure No, 6, "Incident in Vulchedram," is a translation of 
this passage, .
fis ±a tgyi?gto r- . - 

organise a nDemocrat!cBioco^His present efforts are directed 
almost entirely toward Bulgarian refugees in the camp at Lavrion. 
Diko was made a member of the "P, D, Petkov" organization which 
was foxmed in Lavrion on April 30, 1950, (See CAS report E-3295, 
September 16. '1950,'); He has taken over and expanded the anti- 
vities of this group, and now considers himself-its leader.

Dike claims that he has twelve "hard core" mashers in his 
group and fifty-four interested supporters. He claims that ha 
will have ninety supporters as soon as he can find the funds to 
print and distribute his program, and to provide other concrete 
proofs of his growing strength,

Diko appears to be an excellent organiser. He keeps 
up-to-date lists of all the Bulgarians in the camp at Lavrion. 
The Bulgarians are listed according to Diko9 s estimate of their 
political position. Thus there is a group called Supporters, 
there is one called Potential Supporters, there is a group of 
"hard core" Gemetoists, a list of Nationalists, etc, Diko 
also files all of his ideas and correspondence and, in general, 
seems to have a good idea of what he has done and is doing.

Diko makes it a point to visit the camp at Lavrion regu
larly, and to bring with him cigarettes and food which he dis
tributes among new arrivals. Allegedly, he tells these new 
arrivals that the presents are given to them because they are 
Bulgarians, not as a bribe to join- his political group. "In 
actual fact, however," Dike admits, "this is a vexy successful 
way of getting people to support us," Diko claims that he pays 
for these little gifts himselfg he emphatically denies having 
received outside help in this matter.
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The basic program of Dike’s Democratic Bloc is to be found 
in the "Constitution of the Bulgarian National Agrarian Union,” 
as published in Sofia in 1922 . Diko carries an old and dog
eared copy of this publication with him, Presumably a copy is 
available in Washington,

In addition to these basic tenets. Dike's group has evolved 
a supplementary program. The points of this supplementary program are listed on enclosure No. Bo In general, Dike's program ap
pears democratic and idealistic.

Dike’s group is opposed unalterably to the Bulgarian National C 
Committee and to Dr. Go Ms Dimitrov. Diko states that, although .y he worked with Dr. Dimitrov for many years, he has come to realise / 
that Dro Dimitrov is guilty of those same totalitarian and tar- S 
rorist leftist practices of which the Communists are guilty. * ; / Diko states that the final break with Dr. Dimitrov came over the J* 
following; incident:'.;:.:';'

Dro Go Mo Dimitrov knew that Diko had orga
nised many secret posts throughout Bulgaria ; 
and, after Diko escaped from Bulgaria, Dr.:- 
Dimitrov asked Diko to name the posts.
Diko thought it wise not to write down the • 
names of the persons in charge of the posts, : 
and was also suspicious of this request.
When Dr. Dimitrov did not receive the infer- . 
mation he wanted, he became very angry and 
"showed his true totalitarian hand."

(Diko has made available to the Peripheral Reporting Unit 
many of his files, including those on his correspondence with 
Dr. Dimitrov® It appears that he does know GeMe and that GeMe 
at one time thought well of Diko. For instanc®, in a letter 
dated October 31? 1947. Dr. Dimitrov spoke of Diko as a "here” 
and in a letter dated January 2, 194B, Dr. Dimitrov stated 
that he had sartuDiko some clothing and shaving equipment.)

^b£cO\-lc%.
At the present time, Diko is collaborating with the Paris 

group of Tonchcffienev and VakrelAlanaVo (The four Bulgarians 
in Lavrion who stated that they supported Toneho Tenev — see 
Athens despatch 3B0, September 1, 1940 — seem to be Dike’s 
men now.) Diko makes it very clear,' almost illogically and 
stubbornly clear, that he will continue to work with Touch© Tenev only so long as Tenev does not change his present program, ji Diko seems to suspect that Tenev might later evince "Monarchist" || 
or "Gemetoist” tendencies.
J@^iko corresponds with Toneho Tene^VakJ^el Yanev and Yaakofc^g ✓ 

and X^etchoyDonev in Prance, with GrosiuXDanev and(Lts~C©lI
ia Italy7 with Fanayoi^an^otOv In_V^esuela, 

"and wit^ other Bulgarian 'refugee^ Enexosure No. £ is a trans
lation of part of the text of a letter from Vakrel Yanev, which
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throws some light oa the activities of the Tenev clique and 
/ the Barer brotherso

do Memorial Services for.Nikola Petkov. On Saturday, September 23 , X9509 Diko organized a memorial service; in. Latvian, 
v commemorating the third anniversary of the hanging of Kikoin

'■ Petkov<> Diko stated that about eighty refugees came to his 
church serviceo (Pictures of the occasion,, see enclosure So. 10, 
indicate that about sixty were present® ) The majority of the 
people in attendance were Bulgarians, but there were alsm a few 
refugees of other nationalities, a Greek priest and sacristan, 
and a few town officials.

The semorikl service lasted for more than an hour and in- ? 
eluded a mass, and a speech by Dike. Dikoclaimsthathis 
speech was so moving that all of the refugees cried, including , himself. Following the service, Diko laid a wreath at the town 
soldier9s monument and the group repaired to a tavern for re- 
freshments. ■ ,7<..

The cost of the memorial service, indicated below, was not 
inconsiderable. Diko states that he paid about half of it him- 
self, and that the other half was paid for from eoUsctions 
among the refugees.

COST OF MEMORIAL SERVICE 
«san*Msa0naHMMHMnmM0mMBmHa88aiM

1. Wreath 100,000 drachmae
... 2O Priest ■ UOjOOQ »

.. .3.;- Wine/s’- . '.... '
4. Ceremonial wheat-and-sugar 200,000 . »
5- Candles 100,000 »
6o Food and drink at taverm 320.000 *

~.... . ■■ 370,000 / ■/../

It is interesting to note that no Gemetoi&ts took partim 
or attended the memorial service. This was claimed by Dike, and 
corroborated by a Garnet© 1st who visited the Embassy early in 
October to complain about the ”high«»handed audacity of Diko in 
pretending to speak for Democracy.® (Bote? The Peripheral 
Reporting Unit had been invited to attend the Memorial Sendee but did not do so since it did not wish to appear to sponsor 
one refugee group as against another.)

3® Consents
Diko is a pleasant, hard working young man of average 

intelligence. He shows a politician’s glibness which is extra
ordinary in a man of his age. He can talk for hours about
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•Democracy"our program,” etc®, without actually saying 
anything, yet creating the impression that he is all-knowing®

As an example of Dikovs awareness of the politician's 
role, it might be mentioned that he now wears a well cut suit 
of the finest materials, a pair of excellent imported shoes,* 
a silk shirt and a silk tie® Diko is buying these on credit, at 150,000 drachmae ($10) per month® He claims that a good 
appearance is necessary if he is to inspire the confidence and 
cooperation of the refugees among whom he is working®

Dike is a rugged individualist and it would seem that his / 
individualism is his greatest enemy at present® He is intole- / 
rant and suspicious; of others, and is the type of person who A 
would prefer to lead: his own small group to suicide than to

There is a very great deal of the charlatan about Diko® 
CAS epoke with him b n two occasions , and then discarded him* as 
a "phony®“ The Peripheral Reporting Unit believes, however, 
that, notwithstanding his superficiality and the exaggerations 
to which he is prone, Dike has such an intuitive grasp of the 
rudiments of political deportment and showmanship, and he is 
so devoted to his self-appointed task of organising his •Demo"** ' 
cratic Bloc," that he might become an important Bulgarian figure®

10 Enclosures?
(Listed cm page 9»)

Copies to? , ..........(less enclosures 1,2,3,4,5,6, and 10) 
Paris (PR) 
Rome (PR) 
Vienna (PR) 
Istanbul (PR) 
Frankfort (PR) 
Trieste (PR)
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ENCLOSURES
I. * Ot axeXevQepwnat tt)G BooXYaptag” (Part L> =■ Greek version.

' 1 copy only. Unclassified.)
2« " *Ayp6tes xo^iovv ic^os" (Part 5* Greek version. 1 copy

ij only. Unclassified.)
3. " Ot *Pwooot EXeoOepwr^g*’ (Part 7. Greek version. 1 copy only. 

Unclassified.)
4. ” *0 BovXyap ixog ExpaTSc" (Part 1. Revised text. 1 copy

■ .• only.. Unclassified.) .;;
5. " *Ayp6te& sai Kop,p.ovv topSg* (Part 5. Revised text. 1 copy 

only. Unclassified.) '■
6. Six newspapers containing articles about or by Diko. (1 

copy only. Unclassified.)
7. "Incident in Vulchedranstt translation of excerpt fTwi Diko9s "Agrarians and CoBnounism." (Unclassified.) s
8. Program of the "Democratic Bloc." (Confidential.)
9« Text of letter from Vakrel Tanev to Diko9 dated April 1581950. (Confidential.)

10. Seven photographs of Diko and the 1950 Nikola Petkov Memorial Service at Lavrion. (1 copy only of each. Restricted.)
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"INCIDENT IN VULCHEDRAM"
•••

Excerpt from Agrarians and Communism, by Dimiter Adamov Dimitrov

So one day Tamkov ...(was).,, told to go to the "Committee," 
The invitation was made personally by Tinko so that it would 
not have the meaning and character of an order. (He was the 
father of a Communist who probably had an important post in the 
capital.)

"We have missed you, Tamkov, we see nothing of you." 
"0h9 well, business you know."
"Why don9t you come to the office of the People's Committee 

so that we can sit and have a talk?"
"To the office? What would I be doing there?" .
"Oh, having a talk."

"What do we have to talk about?"
"Well, as menand as fellow villagers we have mach to 

talk about."
Fellow villagers? Tamkov felt his blood boiling and 

rising to his head. That expression "fellow villagers" struck 
his ears as an irony, as an insult.—He felt he was being de
filed by the mouth of that sordid murderer; because it was 
against these fellow villagers that his mania and extremism 
had been directed and his fellow villagers had been killed on 
his instructions; killed by the rabid mob of the Party during 
its first onslaught. And among these fellow villagers whom - 
this jackal had killed there were his friends: the kind priest, 
the teacher aid the doctor, all those who were the heart and 
mind of the village.

"Like fellow villagers?"
"Anyway, like friends. ... I want to discuss something 

with you. It’s necessary that I should have a talk with you."
"Now I understand. That’s right, be blunt about it. At 

what time do you order me to be in your office?"
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"But don’t take it that way, Yamkov. X an not ordering 
you, Ivm inviting you."

"Okay, when do you want me to cone?"
"Come thin afternoon, unless you’d prefer tomorrow."
"Either today or tomorrow makes no difference to me. 

I’m coming this afternoon."
Before going there, Yamkov passed by the druggist’s, 

the only survivor of the circle of intellectuals, and told him 
about the invitation Tinko had made to him. He was the only 
man with whom he spoke with confidence and with whom he ex® 
changed ideas. The druggist rose, shocked, from his desk, 
affixed his spectacles with hands which were trembling, then 
put his hands on Yamkov’s shoulders as if they were expressing 
his love and anxiety.

"Be careful,, my friend Yamkovo You are a bit hotheaded 
and cannot control your tongue. Mind you don’t misbehave. 
Control your nerves, because we mustn’t lose you. We need you, 
we need you. Your home and your family and your village need you. You must not be missing when the moment arises...."

Yamkov left, greatly moved, and with a decision to listen 
to whatever they had to tell him at the People’s Committee 
without expressing the disgust and indignation ho felt for* 
them. He had decided to be patient, to swallow his tongue, 
and to listen quietly to all the filth of that social disgrace, 
Tinko, like a little pupil of the elementary school who is 
chastised by his master.

"The devil take hint" he spat with disgust. 7
At the People’s Committee, apart from the two "eminent" 

Party members « Tinko and Yanev - there was a Russian organic 
zer, a large brute with an elephant neck and with a well=> 
shaved Asiatic head. Through his large nostrils, which 
rhythmically closed and opened with his breathing, one felt 
that one was about to see the size of his mind. It seemed 
that he knew who Zamkov was, because his grey eyes were eon» 
stantly fixed on him, insistently and inquiringly. Tinko 
introduced him.

"He has a son too, a Party man, our man."
"Bravo, congratulations. Where is he now?" he asked.
"In ... (he felt like saying, Hell) ... Sofia," he 

corrected himself.
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■ '■ ■■■’ ■' "Is he studying?"
J "Yes/ he is studying to become a doctor.," (He thought to\ himselfs "a loafer.")

"Fine 9 " remarked the Russian with satisfaction. "In our 
set-up we respect doctors, just as we respect every scientist. 
We think highly of them. We give them the means to promote 
their science for the benefit of the whole and, of course, for 
their own benefit too."

"Yes, yes. You love than. I have seen that with my own 
eyes," agreed Yamkov, scarcely managing to control himself. 
And there passed before his eyes the tragic scene of the assas
sination of the doctor a few days ago.

After these words had been exchanged and he was sitting. 
- comfortably on his chair, the Russian opened his legs wide, 

assumed a serious air, and started the discussion. He spoke 
Bulgarian with great ease, like a Bulgarian. :

"The comrades," he said, pointing to Tinko and. Yanev, - ; 
"spoke to me with flattering words about you and your home. 
You are an honest and industrious family, respectable persons, 
and such persons who know how to appreciate work and honesty 
are valuable and dear to us. It, is even more fortunate 
because, as I was told, you are on our side. This is only 
too natural, of course, since you have your son...."

"My son has his own ideas and I have mine," interrupted 
Yamkov, who had started growing angry.

The Russian pretended not to notice the meaning of the 
interruption. ........

"Yes, I understand. Your son, being younger and more 
progressive, went further ahead. Youth has the lead. So 
I was about to say...what was I saying? Oh yes, that you 
have a son who could go ahead if you, too, helped, and if 
you didn't it would be the other way. You understand what I 
mean?" "

Yamkov felt that he was choking with anger, but he con
trolled himself. He swallowed his tongue.

"I understand," he said, between clenched teeth.
"It’s good to hear that," added the Russian. "It shown 

that you understand things in the right way, from the proper 
angle, like a reasonable man and like a father."He looked

z
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j satisfied® He thought that he had scared Yamkov with his 
threatening insinuation® He thought that he had him now at*( his mercy» :< 

( ■ '
"And now let us speak about the specific and interesting 

' > question for which we invited you®"
"Let us speak," the other man agreed®
"People like you are valuable for us® You are exactly 

what is required in each village to serve as an example to 
be followed by others, to overcome the stupid hostility of 
the villagers toward our social system and thus to facilitate 
its completiono Such persons offer an immense service to 
our cause® That is why we give them our respect and our 
confidence , and we reward them richly 9 both morally and mate
rially® We know how to honor honest men®"

"Yes, indeed® I can see that," said Yamkov and threw a 
glance at the other two "honest men," Yanev and Tinko®

Yamkov9 s highly expressive hint did not escape the at- 
tention of the Russian, but he pretended not to understand® 
The two'"honest men" went red to the roots of their ears and 
their eyes sparkted with anger®

"After all this," the Russian went on, "the only thing 
that remains is for me to tell you about my proposal. You 
should enter the kolkhoz® There you will be able to develop < 
all your activity, you will benefit the social whole and you 
will.create the fundamental pre-requisites for the proper development and progress of your son®"

Yamkov rose® From the first words the Hussian organiser 
had uttered he understood what he was about to come to® And, 
of course, he did not intend to accept the proposal for 
participation in the kolkhoz but had intended - following the 
advice of his friend, the druggist - to express his refusal 
in quiet and well chosen words® But when the Russian had 
made his son's progress dependent upon his own consent to be
come an organ of the party - thus indirectly blackmailing 
him and especially when he clearly intimated that he wanted,
him to use as the bait for his fellow villagers, his honest 
and pure soul revolted® The wave of anger which he- scarcely 
managed to control broke out like a torrent® The druggist's 
prescription was Cast away, forgotten®

"It seems to me," he replied, "that your affinity with 
base individuals like Tinko and Yanev, and undoubtedly with 
others still worse, has led you to believe that, all the
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Bulgarians are tailored to fit your plans. For otherwise 
you would not have spoken to ma about moral and material 
rewards for my person, about coins of treachery , and you 
wouldn’t have threatened me with the ’development’ of my 
good-for-nothing son. Oh no, Mr. Russian, you are wrong 
in thinking that all the Bulgarians take after your 
’comrades’» There are a few who cannot be bought9 who do 
not give way to threats and do not become bait.”

He put on his hat and left with dignity,,
The others remained there, stupified and spellbound, < 

looked at the departing Yamkovo '
When he had overcome the surprise which had stupified 

Mm j Tinko got hold of his revolver and hastened to reach .< 
Yancho Yamkov, who was descending the stairs without being 
aware of this. But the Russian organiser stopped him.

"Ho nonsense. This isn’t the time for it. We shall 
think over how and when, and where it must be done.®

And he did think about it„ A few days later Yamkov was 
found dead in a field outside the village,, He had been , 
stabbed with wild ferocity 0

Tinko and the militia made every effort to find the mur
derers o And they found them. They were two peasants, two 
stolid and incorrigible anti-Communists, who, according to 
their own ’confession’, written and signed before the militia, 
had committed the murder because they were informed that 
Yamkov had registered for participation in the kolkhos and 
because he insistently and persistently had urged his fellow 
villagers to join him„ The two-murderers were taken' away 
for trial and never reappeared.

Zamkov’s belongings, in accordance with a statement which 
he had "signed,” were taken over by the kolkhos.
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• CONFIDENTIAlf ' K Enclosuf $ ATHENE
security: ~ ' ■■ “ . October 13> ±950

/ PROGRAM OF THE DEMOCRATIC BLOC

1* The program is based upon the policies of the great 
Agrarians such as Nikola Petkov, Dimiter Guitchev, Nikola 
Mushanov, Constantin Moraviev, VenHl Dimov, Alexander 
Gerginov and Alexander Stambouliskil

2* The Bloc accepts the help and collaboration of all 7: 
Bulgarian anticommunists who agree to work along the path 7 
of Democracy*'

3 0 The Bloc refuses to collaborate with Communists, H Leftist elements of any type such as the party of Dr* G. M. I 
Dimitrov, extreme Rightists, former Monarchists, Fascists, V or with the Ivan Mihailov group* This Democratic Bloc must V 
remain purely democratic, in the American manner* '

4« The Bloc will ally itself with similar blocs now 7 
being formed among Albanian and Yugoslav refugees * : ;

5<> As soon as the Bloc can procure the necessary funds, ; it will prepare and publish protocols, resolutions, etc*, 
and distribute these both to Bulgarian emigrants abroad and 
to Bulgarians inside Bulgaria^ The first of these brochures 
will explain what the Bloc is, what it wants and why it does 
not support Dr* G* M* Dimitrov* The brochure will ask for 
the help of all Democratic Bulgarians*

6O "After the Bloc has proved itself", it will.request 
help from the United States and from the. Greek Government in 
penetrating and propagandising Bulgaria*

7 c The Bloc expects to help annoy the Communists in 
Bulgaria and when the time comes .<—> to help liberate the 
country*

So When the country has been freed, the Bloc desires 
free elections under a democratic system, restoration of all 
personal freedoms, the adoption of a bill of rights along the 
American system, the restoration of private ownership, the 
abolition of cooperative farms and the abolition of the 
people’s courts*

9» The program advocates just and proper trials of all 
Communist leaders — no terrorism*

10* In external affairs the Bloc advocates Balkan cooper- 
ration and cooperation with all democratic peoples*

CONFIDENTIAL
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‘ CONFIDENTIAL^ , f • J&elosurC ? to ATHENS 588* ' 
seoiritY; ——■ X. October 13/x950o

> Letter from Vakrel Tanev9 37* Hue de Berne, Paris 8 , France,( to Dimiter Adamov Dimotrov, Hotel Action9 New Phaleron, Greeceg
'j dated April 159 1950o

.?■ SXCERPT

oooool am here concentrating more on organizational work 
so that we can safeguard the idealistic purity of the Agrarian 
Union so heavily stepped upon and frightened by the self'-willed 
and evil activity of the Doctor and those who circle around him* 
Here in Paris we finally have an Agrarian Union and we have 
published a circular letter in which we announce in a?clear 
manner the division among the emigrants.. I sent you some of 
these letters and am now again sending you one so that you can 
distribute it wherever necessary and to people who are interested* 
I will await your prompt advice as to how it is received* I 
know how the Bar eV people will receive it , but now this means 
nothing to us* The Bulgarian problem in its entirety interests 
us and we will not allow it to be misused on account of our 
National cause* x '

I have not started a newspaper yet, but everything has 
been thought out and I hope that early next month I can re
lease the first issue* It is not easy* Tou know how poor we 
are and it is hard to get money from the poor emigrants* 
Newsprint is very expensive here* My material circumstances 
are not any better than before* The newspaper has been thought 
out in its serious form and contents, so many people will have 
to swallow their tongues. 1 y

About the National Committees I have nothing in common / iX0 with them* My opinion is that all in a very short time will r
be reorganized from the roots9 if wa h^ieatly desire to-do . v x'
good for our enslaved homeland * • irv, s'wx,.l ■ •

The temporary leadership of the Bulgarian Agrarian Union 
,Jin exile has been formed to include Eng*/Tenev, as also Pinko ^Argirov* The fight with the Barevites has started strongly* 
*and even though Dr* Dimitrov is on their side we shall con
tinue the fight, and will not stop, because it is for the pure, 
honest triumph of overrun Democracy *

The activity on the part of the Barevites about which you 
wrote is thiss they want to make a sub-committee and for this 
purpose they want Slavi Neikov as a representative* Ton see 
to what low levels they have reached and who are the leaders 
for the Doctors I wonder why up to now the emigrants in Greece 
have net organized and picked out a committee there, which will 
promulgate common interests and not allow outside interference*

CONFIDENTIAL
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You had promised me that you would, send me documentation 
os the bad activity of the Barevites in Greece but up to now 
you haven9t done it9 which has troubled me. You know that I 
am very strong on promises. I believe the declarations you 
have made more than once and shall await the fulfillment as 
quickly as possible of these promises.

I had read in the papers about the killing of Marin and 
others. I* d like to have you acquaint me with the circus?- 
stances of the emigrants and what are the fronts, which faces' 
come cut as leaders9 what kind of attitude they take, etc. ...

CONFIDENTIAL



MEMORANDUM

To: J: Oliver G. Martell

IS April 1951

From: Terence U. Nasmith

Subject: The Hanging of Lyle 0. Kelly.

1. The most serious accusation against Kelly is based upon 
the developmentsregard to Kelly’s connection with the French. 
He told us about recent contacts he made with Pierre and Mrs. 
Florimond from Salonika. He denied that he had ever had con
tacts with them previously. We have learned from Ogi.ve that, ■ 
in 1939» Kelly worked for Florimond.

On Thursday April 12 Kelly stated that he was to tell 
Florimond by Friday, April 13, ■whether or not he would work with 
him. Kelly asked us for instructions. We told Kelly his answer 
was to be a definite, final no. In other words he was never to 
see the French again. We know definitely, however, that Kelly 
saw Florimond on Friday, on Saturday and on Tuesday. On Tuesday 
he saw also a certain French Assistant Military Attache named Piray.

Yani Kolomonos, Kelly’s friend, stated that Kelly has 
agreed to meet Piray at the French Embassy between 11 and 12 o’clock 
on Thursday, April 19. At this meeting Kelly will (1) give the 
Frenchman detailed accounts of all U. S. int eJd-j-genee operations of . 
which he is aware, with special emphasis on Radio Gorianin, and (2); 
receive for this information 10 to 15 million drachmae.

It is imperative that this meeting be stopped. For 
instance, two of the Dreamer radio announcers are known to Kelly - 
and hated by Kelly. Since they have relatives inside Dreamland, their 
pur position should be as secure as possible.

Our Greek informant suggests, not without plausibility, ■ ■■/ 
that this effort of the Branch might be Communi st-inspired attempt 
to penetrate U. S. intelligence activities. The Greek bases his ■.■■■■ 
guess only upon the reasoning that normal French intelligence activities 
would not be so interested in penetrating U. S. work, since — • 
allegedly — we are close allies.

2. We accuse Kelly also of manyyproven lies and of theft of ? 
flinds. These malpractices, known to us through personal observation 
over a period of several months, include such things as the following:

a. Kelly stated that he wrote three books, for which he••••• 
was paid a sum of money. He did not write the books as he ? 
himself has testified on the enclosed photostat of a document 
which he signed.

b. On one occasion
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b. On one occasion Nasmith personally gave Kelly $300 
in dollars for an option on his books. Kelly signed a 
receipt for this. Kelly showed a signed copy of the receipt 
to the true author, stating that he could not divide the 
money with the author since, although he had signed the 
receipt, he had not received any money — that Mr. Nasmith 
had forced him to sign the receipt so that Nasmith could 
steal the $300 for himself.

c. Money given to Kelly specifically for the purpose of 
paying salaries to the members of his Committee was not 
turned over to the Committee in its entirity. Kelly stated on 
several occasions definitely that he no longer had any 
connections with Greek authorities. At the time he was making 
these statements he was observed by our people to be going into 
the Aliens Directorate, Radio Athens, and other official Greek 
residences. (Note: We wereppieas^dtto have Kelly maintain 
contact with Greek officials; we dislike only his lying about 
it.) - ; . ,

d. On at least 4 occasions Kelly has stated unequivocally 
that he had no relations with Ibrahim Mohammed. A friendly 

jobseEver saw Kel ly pay Mohammed gold pounds prior to Mohammad * s 
teient trip to Turkey. Furthermore, mysterious receipts have 
appeared in Kelly’s accounts signed by Ibrahim Mohammed.

It is interesting to note that aroused by our continued 
interest in Ibrahim, Kelly has given us a long song and dance — 
intending to force us to drop the subject — about Ibrahim’s 
being a Greek spy.

e. On one occasion Kelly told us about having received 
money from Major Nikoloupolos of the Aliens Directorate. This 

: is (1) an obvious attempt to drive a wedge between our closely
cooperating organizations, and (2) evidence of Kelly’s untrust” 
worthiness. .

f. Kelly has been warned repeatedly to maintain as good 
security as possible regarding the purpose for whidh he has 
rented offices at 13 Patissia Street. . Nevertheless, Kelly has 
blabbed his business (and ours!) all over Athens, so that he isve 
constantly visited by all manner of unnecessary people including 
a galaxy of st reet-walkers.

g. Kelly maintains constant relations with several people 
who seem unduly interested in our work. We do not attempt 
to dictate his friends but we do consider it improper when he 
deliberately lies in denying to us that he sees such people. 
(Example: A certain Papas, an elderly Greek who seems to be 
working with the French Mission here.)

3. In addition to the serious charges which we have against 
Kelly as indicated above, there is the additional charge equally

serious but less
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serious but less specific, that he appears actually to be insane, 
to be suff ering from illusions of grandeur (melomania). For 
instance, his many references to his future rolfe as prime minister 
of Bulgaria, and his illustrative anecdotes regarding the purpose 
of tiie meeting recently held between the members of the Committee 
and Mr. Man field.

4. It is recommended urgently that Kelly be removed immediately 
from circulation and that the Aliens Directorate be kind, enough to 
discuss with us in the next few days or weeks via at final solution 
we may evolve for the Kelly menace.

11
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QKSTAIR

: 1. DO. YOU KNOW OF DREAMER POLITICAL COM’'ITTEE CALLED (1) PURPORTED 

TO BE FORMED IN ZRMETAL? HAVE NO DETAILS. POSSIBLY GLANTZ

' .SPLINTERS

2. NEB SUBJECT* POSSIBILITY WE WILL SOON PUT LYLE 0. KELLY ON 

ICE. REASON* small success has gJ®e to head and is OUT-SLANT?ING

GLANTZ ON FUNDS AND DICTATORIAL APPROACH. THEREBY BEGINNING TO

ALIENATE FOLLOWERS. ALSO POSSIBLE INVOLVEMENT IM SUBJECT OF WASH 
'33606 (OUT ’>*/'. )• QKlNSANjE WOULD .'CONTINUE UNDER•MORE

MATURE AND ABLE LEADtFShiP OF (2) WHO IS PRESENTLY COMMITTEE 

MEMBER. SHOWDOWN NOT YET OCCURRED THEREFORE TH ISIS FYI ONLY 

UNTIL FURTHER INFO FRO’/ US. IF WE DO REORGANIZE -KELLY,\AFE
$ ..

CONSIDERING POSSIBILITY BRINING7(3) FROM HBFAIFY TO ADD HIS 

TALENTS TO COMMITTEE.? ANY COMMENT FFCf.’ H2J01 NT ON THIS? ?

3. NEft SUBJECT: FYI (4) OF 19 MARCH PRINTS LONG ARTICLE OK . 

KMSCHEME. QUOTES. SOME TEXTS* WE HAD BELIEVED JAM?,’ED-Cl'Ti

, .1025.Z 22-MAR 51
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13 March 1951

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief,. EE 1

SUBJECT Dimitri Adamov Dimitrov

REFERENCE: Your request for clearance 
dated 2j October 195Q» 

Provisional Clearance approved.
25 January 1951* .

1. In view of the. information and recommendation con
tained in a memorandum from the Chief, Special Security Branch, 
Inspection and Security Staff dated 10 March. - 1951, ‘
an Operational Clearance is hereby issued which will permit the 
utilization of Subject’s services as a contractual agent in . 
Greece engaged, in political, psychological and, guerrilla warfare 
qperat ions nr,d ar pro j art. QVRTA TPr

2, This Clearance is for the particular services for which 
it was requested. If at a later date it is decided to utilize 
Subject in a different capacity, or otherwise change his status, ' 
the matter must be brought to the attention of the Operational 
Security;Officer without delay. :

3. Attached hereto is a copy of the recommendation upon : 
which this clearance is based.

FOR THE ASSISTANT-DIRECTOR 'FOR POLICY COORDINATION:

R. CORNELISON
Acting Operational Security Officer

Attachment

Memo dated 10 March 1951

ccs- OPC Registry
n/cs

n/cs
SECRET
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ADFC
Attention* Security OfficerChief, Special Security Branch 1° March 1951

Dimitri. Adamov Dimitrov

1. Reference la made to your monorandum dated 25 October 1950 regarding the 
Subject and the background information furnished by your office, concerning hi&

A check of pertinent Government agencies and the indices of CIA produced no 
information regarding the Subject^ln addition to that furnished by your office. .

2. ConclusionandRecomendation: Due to limitations placed upon thia 
office* s inquiries, we were unable to develop any further information ocncerning 
the Subject since there is no indication in background information or in the 
results of a check o£ appropriate Government agencies and the indices of CIA, 
that Subject has ever resided in this country.

However, based on the lack of aiy derogatory information in the files of 
pertinent government agencies, and the indices of CIA, this office does not wish, ;. 
at this tine, to interpose any objection to the proposed use of the Subject by this 
organization, providing Inspection and Security is furnished with the results of 
the field Check whan available.

If the situation should be altered and information obtained from which an 
investigation in the United States would be productive, this office would gladly 
perform the same. ■. - ■:;

; This memorandum pertains only to the assignment mentioned above. Should you 
desire to use this individual in a staff capacity or otherwise change his status at 
a later date, the matter should be takenupwithlrispeetioauandSeGuri'^r. In the latter event, it is suggested that action be taken, if possible, suffteleatly in < 
advance so that no delay is caused in the transition.

Transmitted herewith are the attachments listed below. If it should be 
necessary, for any reason, to return the attachments, it is requested that they 
be returned in a sealed envelope marked "Eyes Alone8 to the writer.

i

FOR THE SECURUT OFFICER, CIA
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25 January 1951

MEMORANDUM FOR: EE I

SUBJECT: Dimitri A. Dimitrov

1. It has been ascertained from the Chief, Special Security 
Branch, Inspection and Security Staff, that as of 19 January 1951, 
the files of CIA fail to reflect any reason why Subject phonld not 
be operationally utilized by this office.

2. In view of the above and due to the urgency of obtaining 
Subject’s services, it is recommended that a Provisional Opera
tional Clearance be issued for Subject’s use as a contractual agent 
in Greece for political, psychological, and guerrilla warfare opera
tions in connection with project QKSTAIR.

3. Inasmuch as there is a calculated security risk involved in 
using an individual on a provisional operational clearance, you 
should use precaution in handling “Subject until a full clearance is 
granted.

4. This.Provisional Operational Clearance is recommended for a 
period of ninety days subject to renewal if the full clearance has 
not been granted.'

. W. R. CORNELISON 
Acting Operational Security Officer 

..OPC ..

APPROVED: 2- 5 January 1951.

I VW \J 
WmMG/lKsm 
Assistant Director for 
-Policy Coordination



23 January 1951

MEMORANDUM FOR: EAD

SUBJECT: ? ' Provisional Operational Clearance for
Dimitri A. Dimitrov.

1. It is requested that the attached Provisional 
Operational Clearance for Dimitri A. Dimitrov be approved. 
Mr. Dimitrov will be used as a contract agent in Greece for 
political, psychological, and guerrilla warfare operations 
under Project QKSTAIR.

< 2. In view of the fact that the recruitment of Bulgarian 
agents who are scheduled shortly to begin covert training must 
be accomplished through Mr. Dimitrov, his clearance is needed 
immediately.

_Gratian M^-YatsSvi t ch 
Chief, EE-I
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AND FRAN 2910 (IN 3^<777).

IN'Cf’ECIDLE -THAT !N ALL WESTERN XF 

EXDEPOT-CAMP OR RANCH, ETC. WHERE 
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.STILL'THINKS WE HI 3 '.PATRONS. KNOW THERE ARE NOW N0 FACILITIES
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DO SO RELUCTANTLY#

4. //ZSc> -..-anfield feels co'/pell 

CEASE REFERENCES TO THE MIRACLES 

ARRIVAL OF SENIOR REPRESE*iTATIVE 

OF WHOLE OF STAFF »HO HAVE BEEN ; 

MONTHS. SURE YOU CA'!' UNDER ETA;.C
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RGCHELL "ILL EXPLORE POSSIBILITIES USIuS IDENTITY (
•X'N as ADVISED' ‘..METHER ZRWEThL ’FOUL? C . JSIOEf. THE:

?,L APPROVES, SUGGEST KELLY RE I:'Ff Fnor SGEHE 
ICENTITY (A)’S INF ILTFATLW«;. >■ •' GONSO-
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HTSTEIK HAS NEITHER STAFF NOR FACILITY HOLD CHARACTER SUCH 
AS KELLY AND EXTENDED PERIOD.

2. IN VIEW KELLY'S KNOWLEDGE 22 DREAMER TRAINEES NOW HTSTEIf
...-R«D PAST CONTACTS HTCUP.IO PERSONNEL, ROCHF.LL DOUBTS TEMPORARY CONFINE- 
. ..IZ'ENT ANT PERIOD AOULC ELIMINATE RISK TO QKSTAl’R OPERATIONS. '.IORECVsR, 

KELLY'S ATTETPTED MANEUVER LAST SEflTE.mr '-ARA ' reF SUGGESTS ‘’ERL’ANENT 
DISPOSAL.NOT ONLY JUSTIFIED BUT ONLY SOLUTION REALLY SECURE.

5. AS MAXFIELD A3ARE, IDENTITY (A) BEING UROCHED FOR <OLE AS 
IDENTITY (8). DO ft CT -HS RELATIONS KELLY SC CLOSE’AS TO i)1'-Ri'Elu ' 
HIS LOYALTY TO FaRTlCL'LARLY 17HCN DR I EFEO C i RGt INSTANCES.
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ATHE 5150.
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SKSTAJn.
1. OS 18 APRIL HE HAD LYLE 0. KELLY PICKED UP BY BGKANTAR 

ASD PUT USSES PROTECTIVE ARREST. HE IS TOLD LIFE IS THREATENED AND 

DOES NOT KfiCW OF OUR ROLE. REASONS WE FOUND IT NECESSARYi GLANTZ«=LOKE 

ACTIVITIES INCLUDING MEGLOMANIA, LACK OF SECURITY, AND MISAPPROPRIATION 

of funds, kost Serious has that he was about to sell knowledge of

OUR OPERATION TO, THE LOCAL FAIRYS FOR AN INITIAL SUM OF LOCAL 
/7 fftscgr

EQUIVALENT OF Ey.?-;j^S»-«E-GGNS IDERED INSULTING LOW.

2. UNFORTUNATELY KELLY IS SO HO 

NORMAL FLAKE DISPOSAL SYSTEM IS N01 

TO MAIL LETTERS SO CERTAINLY KELLY k

| |wyiPBE$EfBLE

• IfW ;?(LL rejects manage

THAT OUR

3. CAN ZRMETAL OR BGMIDDY TAKETHBrOFF C’JR HANDS. REPEAT HE STILL

THINKS WE HIS PROTECTOR SO HE CAN EE PERSUADED TO LEAVE HERE VOLCN

TA3ILY. HE MUST HOWEVER BE DENIED MAIL FACILITIES. REQUEST UTMOST

■SERIOUS CONSIDERATION AID. WHOLE DREAMER OPS IN SECURITY JEOPARDY.

THREE MONT”? SHOULD BE SJFF ICIENZ-T&. P-UT-HIU-OUT OF DATE AND THEREFORE 

TOR: -■
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1 ■ COMPARATIVELY HARMLESS TO CPS

4O KELLY’S COMMITTEE i. ILL COL'TIM.E REQUEST METAL 1

) PAP.A 2

CLEARANCE CL (1 j CASE WE WISH HI’.' 

ATHE 4821 (IN

FILL IL. REQUEST HBJGILT ANSW

r
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1
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Office A&emorandum • united states government

to : Acting Chief, SE DATE: 21 July 1953

EROM SE/2

subject: Lyle 0® KELLI

: 1» In accordance with your instructions received through Mr® Donald F® / 
Ewing, CSE/2, and in coordination with Mr. Mahoney of WH Division, I flew to 
DTEOBALO, arriving there at noon on 26 May 1953, for the purpose of determining 
whether Subject has current operational information concerning SE operations 
and personnel that would make him a security risk if he were allowed to re
settle within the next calendar year®

2® Upon arrival at DTEOBALO I discussed the case with KELLI* a case 
officer, Mr. Philip A® Tocmey, and the Station Security Officer and learned 
that KELLI had been in detention until approximately 15 May when he was released 
frcm confinement and allowed to attend classes and live with other persons who 
are being prepared for resettlement*

3* Between 1300 and 1600 hours on 26 May, I reviewed the DTBOBALO Station 
files on KEIJ.Y and made an appointment with KELLI* s case officer to have a con
ference with KELLI at 0800 hours 27 May® It was decided to use the office of 
the Station Security Officer for the meeting because of its inv&erability to 
other agents and to the laborers who were working in the area® The Security 
Officer stated that the office would be made available for the time specified*

4® At 0800 hours 27 May KELLI*s case officer escorted me to the pre
arranged meeting site and introduced me as Mike Vargas to KELLY who had been 
waiting in the office® The case officer inf ormed KELLI that I had arrived frcm 
Washington, D® C® to discuss his problems with him and would endeavor to resolve 
all matters possible® KELLY appeared elated and in broken English said that he 
was very happy to learn that the organization (I presume he meant CIA) finally 
acknowledges hie as a friend® KETH stated that he has been waiting 25 months 
to speak to someone from Washington. The case officer departed from the rocm and 
left KELLY and me standing in the center of the room* I asked KELLI to be 
seated and told him that I speak Serbo-Croatian and inquired if he understood 
Serbo-Croatian® KELLI replied that he does speak Serbian and is glad that I 
speak the language also because his English was not fluent and he has difficulty . 
expressing himself® All conversations hereafter were conducted in Serbo-Croatian®

5® I opened the conversation by telling KELLI that his reports and letters 
were received and studied very carefully at Washington and assured him that 
pressing duties made it impossible for anyone to visit him at any time prior to 
the present® KELLI replied that he felt relieved that he was not forgotten by 
his friends and that he could now reveal everything that has been a puzzle to ~ 
him since his apprehension by the Greeks in 1951, and perhaps learn the causes

for certain

■ SECRET ■
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for certain actions that were directed against hira. KELLY stated that he was 
imprisoned a few times and that he suffered terribly duH ng those periods 
because of his inability to withstand imprisonment*

6* In order that I might have a clear picture of his background and 
initial contacts with the Americans in Sofia and later in Athens, as well as 
his associations with other intelligence services in Bulgaria and Greece, KELLY 
stated that he preferred to start from the beginning of his clandestine work in 
Bulgaria and chronologically bring me up to date on his activities and ensuing 
events* Since meh of KELLY*s discussion is repeated in a report he had pre
viously prepared and which is in his files and since a great deal of the dis
cussion had no direct bearing on the purpose of the mission, I will for the sake 
of brevity and clarity avoid those portions of his story*

7* According to KELLY, the highlights of his background and activities 
are as follows: When the Communist regime gained control in Bulgaria he realized 
the position tbs people of Bulgaria were placed in and that under Communism 
the people were not going to be any better off than they were under the Fascists 
or Nazis. The only salvation for the Bulgarian people was for the Democratic 
powers to achieve control and thereby extend their form of government to the 

!: Bulgarian people* He therefore proceeded to exploit Bulgaria with a view to 
organi zing adherents into clandestine groups in order to orerthrow the Communist 
government that was in control* KELLY stated that he had organized over 250 
cells consisting of some 10,000 persons throughout Bulgaria and Macedonia*

8* According to KELLY,in 1945 he met the American General Crane in Sofia 
and the General requested KELLY to prepare a program of his organization out
lining its mission, functions, etc*. Upon complying with this request KELLY 
stated that General Crane informed him that his program was very favorable and 
that he (General Crane) desired KELLY to work for him* KELLY said he agreed 
and proceeded personally to exploit the cells of his organization in Bulgaria*

9* In 1946 while KELLY was inspecting units of his organization in Bulgaria 
he was arrested by the Communists and tried and found guilty on four counts and 
imprisoned. According to KELLY the only reason he was not given the death 
sentence was beeanse the Communists had hoped to use him as a witness against 
Nikola Petkov, Agrarian leader in Bulgaria who was also fomenting unrest among 
the Agrarian factions* KELLY continued by stating that he remained in prison 
for approximately six months near Vratsa where he was tortured by the police in 
an effort to extract from him information on his organization and people with 
whom he was associated, particularly Americans* KELLY said he did not reveal 
the information which the police desired*

10, .Early in 1947 through members of his organization he was able to make 
his escape from the prison* He made his way to Sofia where he tried to contact 
General Crane, but learned that General Crane was no longer in Sofia and that 
his replacement was a Mr. Home (probably John Homer, Change d*Affaire A*I* 
of the Political Mission in Sofia), Through the Mission secretary, KELLY made 
an appointment to see Mr. Horne and when he did meet him Mr. Horne told him

that he was not

SECRET
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that he was not aware of anything that had existed between KELLY and General 
Crane, but for KELLY to telephone him several days later» KELLY stated that he 
telephoned Mr. Horne a week later but received no satisfactory response frcux 
him. ■

11. KELLY real! zing that he was wanted in Bulgaria by th® police for his 
escape from prison proceeded to work his way out of Bulgaria. He was assisted 
by one Fancha Fernandova near Plovdiv. On crossing the Bulgarian border into 
Greece KELLY stated that he surrendered to a Greek patrol who immediately 
channeled him through its interrogation center. During this process KELLY said 
he was approached by British Intelligence, a Mr. Andros (possibly Andrews) and 
Mr. Scott, and was told that the British had heard of his organization and 
wanted him to work for them. KELLY refused the offer and told the British that 
he preferred to work with the Americans. KELLY also said that the Greek IS 
had asked Mm to work for them, and that he refused them also. He was then 
placed in a refugee camp in Athens with other Bulgarian refugees.

12. In 1949 during KELLY’s stay in the refugee camp he said that he learned 
the art of making trinkets as a trade and was allowed to leave the refugee camp 
and seek employment in a shop where he could continue his trade. He found a 
shop that offered him a job and he accepted. He stated that he had no intentions 
of making a liviihood in that occupation but it did give him an opportunity to ■■ 
get out of the refugee camp and continue to seek means to combat the Communists 
in Bulgaria. While on this job KELLY met a Greek woman by the name of Flora 
Vavanou who said she had an aunt who lives in Chicago, Illinois. Since they both 
wished to go to the United States, they decided to get married and, with an 
affidavit of support from Flora’s Aunt, get visas to the U. S.. Their next 
move was to get to Italy through IBO channels.

13. KELLY claims that he did not know the Aunt’s address or name other 
than that she was referred to as Teresa. KELLY said that he and Flora planned 
to separate on reaching the United States. According to KKFLY, he checked with 
the IBO in Athens and learned that because he was a Bulgarian immigrant he was 
eligible for emigration through IBO and since Flora had probable means of getting 
him to the United States he decided to go through with the plan. He married 
Flora in February 1949 and by the latter part of March they were en route to 
Italy.

14. While in Italy KELLY stated that Flora cannunicated with her Aunt in 
Chicago who was preparing to process the necessary affidavit for their entry 
jnta the United States. However, during this period KELLY learned that Flora 
was pregnant and according to Italian graH nn officials she could not be 
considered for emigration from Italy until after the birth of her child. On 
learning this, KELLY said his whole plan had collapsed and, that he could not go 
through with it. He decided to return to Athens and leave his wife with her 
parents. They returned to Athens in October 1949* A daughter was bora in 
November 1949. .

15. Now that he
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15* Now that he had returned to Athens KELLY1 a Intentions were to earn 
sufficient funds ($2000) to build a home for his daughter. He was not con
cerned with Flora aa he had married her for the purpose of getting to the 
United States. The marriage was to be a temporary affair as they were not in 
love with each other and had no intentions of remaining married. Our information 
shows that KELLY worked for the Propaganda Section of the Greek General Staff 
headed by Lt. Colonel M. A. Alexandrakis on his return to Athens* In order to 
earn money KELLY decided to write several books on anti-Conununism. Since he . 
was not fluent in Greek be sought the assistance of a Greek scholar who could 
translate his writings from Bulgarian into Greek. KELLY said he wrote two 
texts and turned then over to a Greek educator to translate*

16. In August 1950 KELLY decided to take his texts to the American Embassy 
in Athens and inquire as to the possibility of having the texts translated into 
English and published in the United States* He said he was directed to a Mr* 
Ewning (probably Mr. Donald F. Ewing), Chief of Information Service, who in turn 
introduced him to a to. Willard Allan also an official at the American Bnbassy 
in Athens. KELLY stated that after several meetings with Mr. Allan he was asked 
by to. Allan to work with the Americans. KELLY immediately volunteered and was 
told in order to get an organisation that could accomplish its mission he would 
need several assistants. He explored the Layrion refugee camp for potential staff 
personnel and was given the names of Ivan Hristonov and Ivan and Dimitur Donev* 
Upon the suggestion of the Americans, KELLY said he accepted the persons named* 
He established a headquarters and proceeded planning operations to penetrate 
Bulgaria* KELLY claimed the Greeks and certain Bulgarian emigre leaders in . 
Greece were opposed to his position with the Americans and did dverything 
possible to belittle his position and impair his operations* The results of 
KELLY* s abortive missions into Bulgaria are contained in a report which KELLY 
prepared at DTROBALO and which is now in his file*

17* During the period in which he was trying to get his operations 
mounted into Bulgaria, KELLY was approached by the French IS to work for them* 
KELLY statad that he immediately informed his American superiors regarding the 
French approach and was thereafter directed by the Americans in his dealings 
and associations with the French IS*

18. kvt.t.y listed the following American personnel with whom he coordinated 
all his activities : The Chief, name unknown to KELLY —probably to. MacLean, 
to. Willard Allan, Miss Vera George (to. Allan>s secretary), Mrs. Kingsley 
(connected with the Radio Station), to. George and to. Clef (training officers)* 
KELLY referred to the following Bulgarian personnel as having been associated 
with his organization and with whoa he was acquainted: Ivan Hristonov, idiom he 
believes supplanted him in the organization in Athens; Ivan and Dimitur Donev, 
whom he claims are presently in Argentina; Choyo. Stonovski (probably Stoyo 
Chonovski); Andon Andonov; Gospodin Gospodinov; Hristo Traikov; Vasil Yanchev; 
Rafail Karakachanov; Dimitur Tabakov; Todor Hadjiev and Ivan Gagov*

19* KELLY continued
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19* KELLI continued by stating that he was apprehended by the Greek Police, 
allegedly for safe keeping in April 1951® He was placed, in detention and re
mained under Greek control until his departure from Greece to Frankfurt by air® 
From Frankfurt he was transported to Panama where he arrived on 5 September 1951® 
He was placed in detention at a hospital in Panama and was of the opinion that 
perhaps the hospital was an exterminating establishment for undesirables® Later, 
however, he said he learned otherwise and through a friend, Mr® Stanley, learned 
that he was sent to Panama to undergo several physical check-ups and that after 
that was completed he would be removed to an area some 50 miles sway where he 
would enjoy full freedom® Also that he would remain at his new location long 
enough to learn a language and prepare himself for resettlement® When he in
quired how long that would be he was told that would be about six months*

20® In March 1952 KELLI was ’transferred to DTROBALO® He stated that he 
remained at DTROBALO for six months and after that period he confronted the 
authorities concerning his release and resettlement® Approximately one month 
later KEL1X said he informed the Station authorities that he would leave the 
area if they did not release him as initially premised® He stated that he was 
apprehended and placed in confinement until his release in May 1953®

21® KETJ.I advised that the above is a true account of his past ex
periences and in View of my limited stay in DTROBALO would appreciate any answer 
I could give him regarding questions that have never been resolved and con
sequently have disturbed him® KELLI apparently had a list of questions prepared 
which he drew from a notebook and proceeded to read® The questions were as ? 
follows:

a® Why was he apprehended by the Greek Police?

b® Why was he placed in confinement in Panama and later at DTROBALO?

c® How much longer must he remain at DTROBALO?

d® Is there any possibility of his working with the organization 
(CIA) to complete the mission he initiated?

e® What happened to the texts he wrote that were taken to the 
United States by Mr. Willard Allan?

f® Why haven't any of his old friends visited him during the past 
* two years?

g® In regards to his family —KELLI stated that only as a last 
resort and only if he had to remain at DTROBALO would he want his family 
there® He would prefer working and saving sufficient money($2000) to 
purchase or build a home for them in Greece and drop the whole matter*

In response to the above questions I told Kelly that:

a® He was apprehended by the Greek Police because of his proposed 
negotiation with the French IS®

b® He was placed

• SECRET
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b, He was placed in Confinement at Panama to undergo mental and 
physical check-ups to assure his recovery from the ordeal which he had 
undergone* His confinement at DTROBALO was to prevent his Contemplated 
and announced escape*

c* KELLY’s stay at DTROBALO apparently is dependent on his quali
fications to meet resettlement requirements* I told him I was not able to 
judge when he had fulfilled those requirements* There was also the task 
involved of finding suitable positions for individuals with varied skills 
in South America* ,

d* I told KELLI that there was no opportunity for him to work with 
the organization because the men and organization as known to him are no .

■ longer existent* ~

e* I told KELLI that I believe the texts were returned to Greece " 
but that I would make a further check on my return to Washington*

f* KELLI was told that the people whem he knew in Athens and Sofia 
were no longer with the organization and therefore it was impossible for 
that to visit him*

g* I told KELLI that I did not know anything about his wife and child 
other than the fact that KELLI was married and that his wife and child 
resided in Athens* I again queried KELLI concerning his wishes regarding 
his family* KELLI asked how long it would take to bring the family to 
South America if that were possible* I replied that I had no definite 
answer* KELLI said that only if he knew he had to remain at DTROBALO 
indefinitely would he request to have his wife and child with him*

COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

A* I found KELLI to be a frail, nervous, alert, and extremely talkative 
person* During the twelve hour conference with KELLY I frequently interrupted 
him to query him on persons and activities he referred to in his story only to 
find him nap lying briefly and persistently requesting to be allowed to continue 
relating his thoughts and feelings*

B« In relating his story of the organization he established and members 
who comprised the organization KELLI appeared to have a dear and concise 
picture of operations he directed and names and descriptions of people with whom 
he had come in contact!

C* It is my opinion that KELLY knows little about operations in Greece*: 
I believe KELLI was so wrapped up in his own abortive missions and personnel 
difficulties while in Greece that he paid little, if any, attention to operations 
that were concurrently* KELLY mentioned names of agents who are bang
currently used in Bulgarian operations; however, he referred to them as Bulgarians

whom he had met

SECRET
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whom he had met in Athene and tried to recruit for his organization, or else 
he had been told of them by other sources* In reply to queries and in his own 
story, he made no statement 'which would indicate that he is cognizant of current 
Bulgarian operations*

Do I feel confident that KELLY realizes that his chances of resuming his . 
role in Greece are at an end and therefore he has resolved to do the next best V 
thing and that is to contact a former Greek companion (Mr* Karapides) who is a V 
successful business man in Caracas, Venezuela and seek employment* KETLY is | 
eager to be resettled and to get out of DTROBALO*

E* I recognize that KELLY is familiar with certain former operations and 
agents involved in those operations which, if revealed to unauthorized persons, 
could become embarrassing* However, I feel that KELLY* s knowledge of current 
operations is so minute that the security risks involved to our current operations 
would be very little, if any, if he were resettled* Therefore, my reconmendation 
is to process himfor resettlement*

EGRET
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27 March 1953

SUBJECT) Lyle 0* Kelly

REFERENCE: Memorandum from Acting Chief, Operations, DD/P dated
■ 7 January 1953, to Chief, SE

1* Since this Division has no facilities for the disposal of hard
core cases, the matter of Subject's disposal was discussed with the Chief, L 
DDP/Admin after receipt of reference* cu*. o-X— i ;u

2* For your infoxmation inmaking ultimate disposition of tnis case, phe<r 
this Division has reached the conclusion, based on facts set forth in the 
following paragraphs, that Kelly, if released from confinement^ will be a 
source of serious embarrassment to CIA*

3* Subject, dUBulgarian refugee in Greece, Was the principal agent 
in an ill-fated operation run from October 1950 to March 1951* The 
operation resulted in a major expose and tidal in Sofia during 1951* The 
agents used were those selected by Subject, at least one of whom was 
probably an operative of the Bulgarian Militia and acted as the betrayer 
of his colleagues*

4* Subject's behavior during his employment was extraordinarily bad 
and characterized by a complete lack of security and a conscious effort 
on his part to aggrandize himself at the expense of the United States and 
his fellow agents* Unfortunately, durin&the time of his use by us, he 
acquired considerable information about^CxA personnel, operations and 
installations in Greece* He was permitted to come and go freely in the CChwh 
CIA offices in the American Embassy*

5* Through another informant the Athens Station learned in early 
1951 that Subject had contacted French Intelligence officers in Greece 
and had agreed to sell complete details on U* S* plans for operations 
against Bulgaria for the sum of 16,000,000 drachmae* All subsequent 
information on this transaction corroborates the veracity of the original 
informant's story including a French document secured through another CIA 
channel which shows that as early as 1949 Subject had been an agent of a 
Franch Intelligence network run by the Military Attache of the French 
Eribassy in Athens* / t I

6* At the urgent request of the Athens Station that Subject be 
removed immediately/rrom Athens, arrangements were made for his trans
portation and InfiattggqtiQn at DTROBALO* To facilitate his removal, 
Subject was told that he was being taken to the United States for a 
meeting of important satellite refugee leaders* He was flown by CIA plane 
to Germany, and from there to Panama by U.S. Army plane*
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7®The American case officer who handled him in Athens reported, 
“Early in our relations with Kelly we foresaw the need to curb him or ? . 
al from mir apia rati ana Since, however, he was necessary to
us, we tried to use him, restraining him and teaching him the while® 
Kelly, unfortunately, did not learn - he got worse® He ’borrowed* and 
stole money from many sources* He lied to many people, including us, and 
he developed an infantile megalomania in which he persisted in considering 
himself theforthcoming Minister-President of Bulgaria®" During his 
inrnrrorntion at DTROBALO, we understand that these same character traits 
have been evident* /. i

8® This^Division believes that Subject*a confinement should be 
continued fnrirfilialpreclude the probability that he would again 
try to contact the French or another Intelligence Service, foreign 
Governments, or the press in order to capitalise on the information he 
possesses concerning CIA, its operations against Bulgaria, the details 
of his removal from Athens and information of disposal methods acquired 
'during’hi h Intern oration rtr Trunins.

cUWm 4* i>VR8BALO.
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•1. A v,■ell-placed, reliable source (a-1) has stated that the 1949 filest of 

French Intelligence network "Ulysse” of Captain Hiahel de la Roncier 

(military Attache oi thaFrench embassy, Athens) listed ilimitri Dimitrov- 

as an agent and contains the loilo'.dng informationj

”30 ye are old, a memberof tha Bulgarian Agrarian Party. -Reis a 

student and fled to Greece in 1946* He was in contact with the British '

brothers Baret (orBarev) while the later were in Greece. He is a contact 

of the Aliens Directorate. He received an order from the Americans requesting 

him to go to Washington for a time. His file contains two reports, one- ' ’ /
■■ 10 . .• . -i/.

dated $ April 1949 conterning the.military situation and the other dated ’

6 April 1949 containing an account of the Greek Government Council of Co*-/ ’

ordination. (Translations of these two documents was not made because the * - 

contents no longer seem to be of any importance).” ' •.,

2. His prior connection with the French in 1949 doubtless led Dimitrov to ;

make the later offer to Floiimond to sell U5 information for 16,000,000.. 

drachmae. Florimond was cnief of the other French network in Greece , : /

operating from Sulonica while de la Roncier conducted rnench operations ;

out of Athens. 'I; .1

3. The Baret or Barev brothers undoubtedly are Tsenko and. Ivan Earev, now . 
worked "/■ 

in Paris find Rome, respectively. They are Bulgarians who have/aad may be

still working with the British.

IT I

Above memo given to Col Smith. The info was furnished hv
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■ 29. Februaryl952 . . ■' ■
MEMCHAHDUM FOB: WH DIVISION
ATTEHTICSh Colonel Smith
SUBJECT* Kelly Case

1. In accordance with your request, the following information, 
which may be helpful in connection with subject’s rehabilitation, ia 
furnished.

2. All the inforaatioh we have concerning Kelly’s life prior 
to his arrival in Greece was furnished by Kelly himself and is almost 
wholly unsubstantiated. This, in brief, is Kelly’s story: He was 
bcm 7 May 1924 in Medkovets, Bulgaria. He studied philology in 
1942-43 at the University of Sofia. In 1942 he joined a secret branch 
of the Bulgarian National Agrarian Union and worked olosely with Dr. 
Georgi M. Dimitrov anti-Fascist activities (a claim which Dr. 
Dimitrov has denied.) After emerging briefly from hiding in September 
1944, he again went underground, engaging in antd.-CaBK»nist activities 
In various cities and towns In Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Macedonia 
where he urged members of the Agrarian Party to take action against 
the Communists. In October1946 he was arrested by the police, 
sentenced to death, but not executed as the Cammunists wished to use 
him as a witness against the Agrarian leader Hikola Petkes. Cn 23 July 
1947 .he escaped to Greece. '.

3. Further light is thrown on Kelly's experiences In a menu- j
script which he claimed to have written and delivered to U. 3. -
authorities in Greece with the propose of finding a publisher for 
this, and other, material. It subsequently developed that Kelly was 
not tiie anther of these papers but rather had furnished information ।
to a Greek friend (John Calavanoe) who was the real author. A rough 
translation of one of these documents is enclosed.

4. Because of his undeniable organisational ability, tremendous 
energy and glib, but largely untruthful, salesmanship, Kelly was able ; |
to organise q group-of Bulgarian immigrants in Greece into what he 
called the Bulgarian Democratic Bloc. His use by this agency was 
believed advisable inasmuch as his organisation provided the potential rfor recruiting infiltration agents within a shorter time and with J.
fewer political strings attached than any other emigre groups. Further- 
more, his organisation provided a convenient name for use as a front to I
cover operational activities. As a result of the limited recognition hand support, given him and of his b$n success in providing agents, F
Kelly developed a certain megalomania and consequently lost his initial 
popularity through dictatorial conduct and completely unwarranted behavior as the future head of the liberated Algerian state. An J
American case officer who was intimately involved with the Kelly oper- j.ations at this period has furnished the following statement: J

“Early in 'J
Q TP D i—5OLuhCi ^0/__ #3'/^'"
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"Early in our relations with Kelly we foreaw th® need to curb 
him or eliminate him from our operations. Since, however, ho was 
necessary to us, we tried to use him, restraining hits and teaching 
him the while. Kelly, unfortunately, did not leans ~ he got 
worse. He 'borrowed' and stole money from many sources. He lied 
to many people, including us, and he developed am infantile mega
lomania in which he persisted in considering himself the forth
coming Minister-President of Bulgaria.”
On the Kelly credit side, the statement adds?

"We suspected at the time that he was not the new 'white hope*, ? 
but we needed someone through whoa wo could obtain bodies. Wo 
obtained bodies through Kelly and actually have accomplished some T < 
substantive work. Thus it must bo remembered that Kelly performed 
a useful service for us."
5. The Incident which made of Kelly an immediate disposal problem 

developed along these lines? In early 1951 Kelly informed a msmber of our staff in Athena that ho had been contacted by a French Vice Consul 
in Salonica with a view to obtaining his, Kelly's services, for the 
French. We informed Kelly that ho could continue his contacts with the 
Fico Consul until it could be determined what the French had in mind. 
Upon our ascertaining that Kelly's connection with the French was counter 
to U. S. interests, Kelly was instructed to break off all contacts, this 
ho failed to do. In the meantime, a former Kelly man, who had beccmo 
disillusioned with Kelly's misrepresentations, informed us that Kelly 
had agreed to give the French complete information cm U. 3. plans for . 
operations against Bulgaria for the sum of 16,000, OCO drachmae. All 
subsequent information on this transaction which cur Athens station was 
able to learn corroborates-the veracity of the account.

6. Although the extent of Kelly's knowledge of operations was 
limited, it was considered extremely undesirable to allow these facts 
to fall into Fraud? hands. Arrangements were therefore made with Grade 
authorities for Kelly's arrest just prior to his scheduled meeting with 
the French representative to whem he was to deliver the inf Creation and 
fron whom he was to receive the money. In view of these facts, it wae 
immediately apparent that Kelly was of no further operational use and 
presented a definite security threat, for he was revealed as the typo 
who, in order to reap personal advantage or to curry favor with potential 
supporters, was likely to reveal to the highest bidder whatever operational 
information he had gathered. There have been no later developments 
which have changed our position lathe matter.

7. . Infcreation concerning subsequent developments in tho handling 
of thia disposal case are already known to your division.

Kndosuro
SE/PC/2-LT-lf
Distribution: Addressee —Orig & 1

SE/PC - 2 SD/RE - 2

GRAHAM M. lATSOTrCB
Deputy forPolicy Coordination, SB
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MEMORANDUM TI® BBCCRD
SUBJECT* Meeting with Col* Smith of W re Saftly Cas®,

20 DecsHbor 19&«

1* fatten*Potts, Aia/teea^ and Gregg set with ©SU Snith on 
20Deeemberl9$lfbr the purpose of dtscusslng a new development in 
the Kelly ease and determining the future ecarse of action in regard 
to the disposal of Kelly* The new development wee the statement by < 
the Athene Senior CIA Representative daring his visit to Washington 
in early Decenher to the effect that Kelly no longer oemtitutee a 
security bastard\to current Bulgarian operations in Greece since th® 
knoMadge that Kelly has about Bulgarian operations Is now outdated^ ; 
At present as for as Bulgarian operations in Greece are concerned 
the main problem is to toep Kelly out of Greece and* if possible, 
prevent his direct correspondence with people in Greece, in order to 
preclude Ms interfering with and stirring up the Bulgarian ©Mgraticn in that country •

2. it was pointed out to Col* Smith that in view of this new development, SE/?C feels that it is now possible to begin planning 
and offSating the ponuoMMst disposal of Kelly. CdU Smith indicated 
that be felt that no imoediaie solution would be necessary, as Kelly 
could be treated as an exploited agent and handled under the disposal 
and rehabilitation projects which the WH Division is now developing* 

< Col. Smith felt that folly could be held for a few more months, if 
necessary, in his present location until these project® were approved* 
However, io slow of the possible ixasadAate and permanent solution to 
Kelly* s disposal offered by his friend Johannes Karapidss in Caracas, 
Venssuela, it was agreed that the following action would be taken 
as soon as possible*

a* WH would brief ths Caracas Chief of Station and investigate 
_ Karapides* ".■

b* HH would attespt to loam more £na Panasa about Kally»ar 
■ relationship to Karapides*

c * W8~shculd investigate the problem of docuisenting Kelly .■ for
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possibledisposal in Caracas*
d« SB/PC would attempt tn check ©n Karcpider* life and 

activities when ha use in Greece*
3* Curing the disoxsaian of possible saLuiioae to the Kelly 

case* it tew explicitly understood and agreed between CtiU Saith and the representatives of SS/PC that responsibility and initiative for 
Kelly's disposal nos clearly rests with the WH Division and that the 
responsibility of SB/PC extends only to that support end assistance 
specifically requested by the WH Division* It wbs further understood* 
however* that si/?C still has a direct interest in Kelly’s disposal 
in view of his elf e and ohlld’s preooneo in Greene and their present 
undetermined relationship to Sally’s permanent disposal* iaS* dhethor 
it is possible and desireULa that they join hin*

CHARLSS ?» AMMSm
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1. Financial Finagling in Greece
(a) In February, 1951» when Kelly was head of theMjemocratic Bloc, 

three of his men arrived in Athens, coming directly from IRO camps. 
They needed shelter, but had no money. They were put on salary, but it < 
was not enough to cover the sixmonths advance rent which it is the custom 
to pay when a lease is made in Athens. Thus.Kelly's advance: account was ' 
credited with anxammuriac the amount of Cmsqa) $850, which was to be used 
to pay the rental advance. The three men were to pay it back in monthly 
installments.

Two such installments were paid by the men when Kelly was "interned" 
by our people. The men were then able to complain that Kelly had forced 
them into quarters best described as "very inadequate, insecurean and 
unhealthy."

Comparing the quality of the quarterns with the amount advanced for / 
rent,it becomes quite-certain that Kelly made some sort of deal with the 
landlord in order to make some money.

It should be kept in mind that Kelly forced three of his own countrymen 
to live in these quarters, from which they were forthwith removed for 
health and security reasons.

(b) Just prior to his removal, it was discovered that Kelly had a 
cash shortage of over $100 which was not accounted for in any way .When 
an attempt was made to collect the money, it was discovered that Kelly 
had spent it on himself.

2. 3tamkx3BFbnribr Manuscript Episode
In December, 1950, Willard Allen, in accordance with a promise made 

to Kelly, brought with him to this country three manuscripts, ostensibly 
written by Kelly. Allen was to see what he could do to have these manu- 
sripts published here. Keljy hoped to thus exploit and dramatize hie 
escape from Bulgaria. Re Was given, by us, a $300 advance on the publi
cation of the manuscripts. __

On December 14, 1951, in a conversation with Mr. Allen, it was learned 
by us that Kelly had not written the manuscripts at all. Allen learned this 
himself when the real author wrote to him demanding the return of his 
works. The author said-that he had a statement from Kelly disclaiming all 
credit for the manuscripts, furthermore, the real author had seen nothing 
of the $300 ginen to Kelly, although they apparently had agreed to go 
50-50 on any profits realized from the publication of the manuscripts. .

Kt is clear that Kelly lied to us, and used someone else's literary 
talentsin the hope of gaining notoriety and money himself.

3. Relations with the French
In early 1951» Kelly informed our people in Athens that a French 

Vice Consul from Salonica had contacted him in the hope of getting Kelly 
to work wifchriatsxjKcs for his country. Kelly was allowed by us to continue 
seeing this man until it was determined!just what the French wanted in the 
wqy of information. This point was reached, and Kelly was told not to see 
his Frenchman or asy Frenchmen after a certain Thursday. We know definitely 
that Kelly saw saw his Frenchman on the following Friday, Saturday, and

CTH-m TiTiFrWEWihl. ' ■' ’ '
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Tuesday.
We di not know what was said, but from a source whom we have no reason 

to doubt, (an ex-friend of Kelly's who deserted Kelly and came to us to 
warn us of £ax the situation with the French ) we learned that for a sum 
amounting to 16,000,000 drachmae, Kelly had agreed to give the French the 
names of all the American staff involved in plans to infiltrate Bulgaria, 
wamsmeplus information on Radio ftaxfadtitv Gorianin. Kelly was immediately 
picked up by the Greek Alien directorate, acting upon orders from Henry 
McLean.

k. Reaction of Others to Kelly
(a) The Senior Representative of OPC in Athens, Sept. 1951 
"Kelly was a notoriously insecure, disreputable, opportunisticiwe 

individual over whom control, other than physical, was next to impossible 
to exercise.^...He had a positive genius for troubke-making intrigue, 
rare even in this part of the world; his continued presence in Greece 
would have rendered impossible any oiling of the stormy Bulgarian refugee 
waters here. Kelly was tied in even more closely than other Bulgarian 
agents with the Embassy here,,,, and could be counted on to use that fact, 

a matter of common knowledge in the Bulgarian colony, to 
his own advantage and to the disadvantage of the best interests of u. S. 
Government policy."

(b) Chief of Station, OPC in Athens, May 1951
"Kelly, unfortunately, is of an essentially irresponsible Irish 

nature. Moreover, in his stupidity, he conceives all others to be equally 
stupid. Early in our relations with ^elly,... we foresaw the need to curb 
Kelly or to eliminate him from our operations. Since, however, he was 
still necessary to us, we tried to use him, restraining him and teaching 
him the while. Kelly, unfortunately, did no$ learn- he got worse. He 
'borrowed* and stole money from many sources, he lied to many people, 
including us, and he developed an infantile megalomania in which he per
sisted in, .considering h8mself the forthcoming Minister-President','of 
Bulgaria.Ahings took a serious turn when-Kelly'a committee,- men he himself 
had chosen, came to us behind his back complaining about,him. This became 
more serious when Kelly's closest friend,... deserted Kefcfey and came to 
us apparently in an honest desire to safeguard America and the struggle 
against Communism from further involvement with a character as shady as 
Kelly. .... Since that time we have examined more closely into the
Kelly affair and have found more lies, more secret agreements, more stolen 
funds... ¥e have enough. proof of "^trustworthiness to have a complete case 
against Kelly. We cannot continue with Kelly► He is finished." 

5. Kelly's Relation with his Wife
(a) From Chief of Station, Panama; "...it was learned through inter

rogation that Kelly has no particular concern or love for his wife."

•7 jv$v (b) From a letter written by Kelly to his wife; "...I think of you
daily and know in detail how you are getting along. I believe you under
stand this both bj the money and by all that you are receiving, when you 
want it. It is I that arranged all that."

(c)
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(c) From Memorandum for the Record, 27 Nov. 1951» signed by 
WilsoncPrichett; "Kelly’s wife is being supported at the rate of one . 
million drachmas a month through -Alien Directorate by (BulgarianProject)"

(d) From a letter written by Kelly to a friend in Greece* dated
27 December, 1951. "... I succeeded in leaving Greece, and freeing my 
soul from the slavery of Flora.... I want for the present that Flora will 
lose all traces of me."

(e) From Kelly's letter to his wife. "... you should be happy to 
ask God to protect us from harm and to unite us soon if possible."
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18 May 1951

MEMORANDUM

TO: Gerald I. Manfield

FROM: ; Terence U. Hasmith

SUBJECT: lyle 0. Kelly

It occurs to me, lying happily upon my hepatitic bed as I am, that : 
some sort flf a statement regarding the "demise" of Lyle O. Kelly might 
be in order "'for the record". I shall discuss two aspects of Kelly in 
this memorandum, apologising in advance for the vagueness of the dis
cussion which is due, I shall maintain, to my present horizontal position 
far from records, calendars and the recoil ectionful clink of the Ismailic 
gold pound.

1. The good of Lyle 0. Kellv.

In the summer of 1950 QKStair was in the ridiculous position of 
being unable to do anything because the alien support on which it de
pended, allegedly forthcoming from the reverend Dr. Glantz, was not 
forthcoming.; In a bit of a tizzy, anxious to get cracking, we picked 
up Lyle 0. Kelly. We suspected at the time that he was not the new 
"white hope", but we needed someone through whom we could obtain bodies. 
We obtained bodies through Kelly aud actually have accomplished some 
substantive work.- Thus it must be remembered that Kelly performed a 
useful service for us.

2. The bad of Lyle 0. Kellv.

Kelly, unfortunately, is of an essentially irresponsible 
Irish nature. Moreover, in his stupidity, he conceives all others to 
be equally stupid. Early in our relations with Kelly, before I left 
LCDrink in October, we foresaw the need to curb Kelly or to eliminate 
him from our operations. Since, however, he was still necessary to Us, 
we tried to use him, restraining him and teaching him the while.

Kelly, unfortunately, did not learn — he got worse. He "bor
rowed" and stole money from many sources. He lied to many people, in
cluding us, and he developed an infantile megalomania in which he per
sisted in considering himself the forthcoming Minister-President of 
Dreamland.



Things took a serious turn when Kelly’s committee,men he 
himself had chosen, came to us behind his back complaining about Mw, 
This became more serious when his ’’closest” friend, a Flake, the man 
who had actually written the books for which Kelly took credit, de
serted Kelly andcame to us apparently in an honest desire to safe-* 
guard America and the struggle against Communism from, further involve
ment-with a character as shady as Kelly.

The most serious matter, one which could not be ignored, in
volved Kelly’s relations with the HBFairies. Kelly had advised us that 
a Fairy Vice Consul from Salonica had contacted him with regard to work
ingtogether. We told Kelly he might go ahead and continue his relations 
with this gentleman until we learned exactly what the gentleman wanted. 
Welearned what was wanted and advised ^elly he was not repeat not to see < 
the Fairy agent, or any other Fairies, after a certain Thursday. We know 
definitelythat Kelly did see this Fairy on the following Friday, Satur
day, and Tuesday.

We do not know what he discussed with the Fairy but we have no 
reason to doubt the word of his Flake friend which is essentially as 
follows:

That the Fairies were interested primarily in the 
names and numbers of all the players (us, that is) in 
plans for infiltration of Dreamland, in information on 
Radio Gorianin, etc.; that Kelly had agreed to sell 
this information to the Fairies for a sum of 16,000,000 
drachmae and that he had an appointment to complete the 
transaction at 11 o'clock the following morning.

On this information we had Kelly picked up, and are now troubled with v 
the question of disposing of him.

Since that time we have examined more closely into the jgeily 
affair and have found more lies, more secret agreements, more stolen 
funds, more of that good, Irish whimsicality for which Kelly is already 
so famous. (Note that even if the hearsay evidence regarding the sell-,^* 
out to the Fairies is erroneous - although it is hacked by several in- 
dependent bits of substantial evidence - we at-? 11 have enough proof of 
untrustworthiness to have a complete case against Kelly.) We cannot 
continue with Kelly. He is finished.

(It is pertinent to note that Kelly's committee, and his party 
in general, feel no feeling of loss since his removal from, active politics. 
Not a single person has asked about him except his wife - whome he con
tinuously disowned - who wanted only to know how she might get in touch 
with him to ask him for some money. The committee and refugees in 
LCFlake in general, are in much better spirits than-they have ever been 
before. Kelly's removal is in every way a tonic.)
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I repeat, however, that at certain juncture in our efforts, 
Kelly represented the first and only alien body we had and, however un
wittingly and briefly, served his country well. One hopes he will 
eventually come out of his present habitat with somewhat stronger moral 

■ fiber.



9 May 1951

RANDOM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Development of the Rift with DIMITRI A. DIMITROV

1* Biography: (See 104 CAGWU, dated 4 October 1950) Born 7 May 
1924 in Medkovets, Bulgaria. Education—‘Studied philology for one year 
at Sofia University, 1942-43* In 1942 joined secret branch of the 
Bulgarian National Agrarian Union. . Claims to have begun underground, 
anti-Fascist activities in 1943 in Macedonia and to have worked closely 
with Dr. G. M. Dimitrov during' this time* After emerging briefly from 
hiding in September 1944, he again went underground engaging in anti
Communist activities, touring various cities and towns, (including 
sections of Yugoslav/Macedonia) and urging members of the Agrarian party 
to take positive action against the Communists. In October, 1946, he 
was arrested by the police. He believes the reason he was not executed 
was that the Communists wished to use him as witness against Nikola 
Petkov. On 23 July 1947 he escaped to Greece.

2. Initial operation: (See Athe 3200 (IN 46672), 25 October 1950) 
In October, 1950, the QKSTAIR Field Chief learned of Dimitrov through 
the local peripheral reporting officer and contacted him covertly. 
Dimitrov made six agents immediately available for infiltration operations. 
Three of these six were successfully infiltrated on 10 December, carrying 
leaflets signed in the name of the Bulgarian Democratic Bloc, the emigre 
political group organized and headed by Dimitrov.

3* Subsequent activities: Dimitrov has supplied an additional 21 
agents for QKSTAIR infiltration operations, 15 of whom have just com
pleted training in Germany and are being prepared for infiltration by 
mid—JtfiyT .

4* Origins of QKSTAIR break with Dimitrov:

a. In Athe 4821, IN 30224, Manfield reported on 22 March that,- 
he was considering breaking off association with Dimitrov because < 
he had become too unpopular and dictatorial and self-important. 
There were also indications of serious misappropriation of funds. 
Manfield felt that Dimitrov's group could continue to be utilized 
under the leadership of Ivan Donev Ivanov.

b. In Athe 5150 (IN 36130) dated 20 April 1951, Manfield 
cabled that he had had the Greek Aliens Directorate pick up Dimitrov 
and put him under protective arrest for the reasons indicated above 
and because Dimitrov was about to sell out to the French. (This 
was discovered through an OPC penetration of Dimitrov's organization.) 
He also requested instructions on how to dispose of Dimitrov for 
a period of three months, which he felt was sufficient time in 
which to render him harmless to QKSTAIR operations.

SECRF7
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an
c. Wash 38789 (OUT 97616) dated 21 April 1951 stated that 

there were no facilities in the United States or Germany for han-* 
dling Dimitrov and pointed out that temporary disposal for three 
months would be insufficient in view of Dimitrov's detailed 
knowledge of the names of present agents and his general famil
iarity with QKSTAIR infiltration operations. It was suggested 
that the possibility of indefinite confinement by the Greek In
telligenceService should be explored.

. d. Fran 2910 (IN 36297) dated 21 April 1951 confirmed that 
there were no facilities in Germany for holding Dimitrov and sug
gested that he be assassinated.

e. Athe 5205 (IN 37092) dated 25 April 1951 requested further 
investigation of disposal facilities.

f. Athe 5282 (IN 37839) indicated on 29 April 1951 that 
Dimitrov had been transferred from the Greek Aliens Directorate 
to Makronisis where he would be held by the Greek Intelligence 
Service.

EE 1/CFA/auh
>AMS0N
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Free Europe Committee, Inc. 1
• . ■ $

TWO PARK AVENUE NEW YORK 16, N.Y. TELEPHONE: LExingtoa 2-8902 • g;

* CABLE ADDRESS: NATFECOMM

April 12, 1957

Dear Mr. Dimitroff:

I was most pleased to meet you and to learn of 
------  —— your aspirations to bring .into being an Anti-Communist —— i 

moving picture for use -throughout the world.

From what you told me of the scope of this project, 
I must concur .with the opinion given by the head of the 
Motion Picture Section of the U.S. Information Agency.
This is a matter for a maj^r studio. .... 7 '

Accordingly, I would suggest first that you prepare
a one-page resume of your professional qualifications;

: second that you prepare in English a brief resume of your
proposed film;* third that you mail these for consideration 
to the. heads of major.motion picture studios, such as,

. Metro-Goldwyn Mayer, Paramount and 20th Century Fox,

.,7'.....-A 7-7-> ' Please accept all of our best wishes for your ."'a'-7'
; .. success. ■ 7A777 •^7Y7;774;

.? '7;-7?AA <. J’7 A-AA-rAA-AA^AA.'Sincerely yours, . ■5 ■"--a .•'/<

;

Stetson S. Holmes 
' .. .....■ •. ■

ssH:cf 'A": .AJ A-.../'' .'.'A-aa’AAA?A;A;A-c7A;7A

Mr. Dimiter A. Dimitroff,: 
9 Hillside Avenue, .

Newark, New Jersey.

Ai



UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON

March 19, 1957

Dear Mr. Ddmitrofft

Tour recent letter to President Eisenhower, outlining a 
film you propose to make, has been referred to this Agency,

Officers of the Motion Picture Service have read your 
proposal, and feel that the film "Under the Communist Whip", 
as you described it, would require the spectacular and dra
matic skills and talents of one of the major studios which 
could build into the film the drama and emotional appeal 
needed in a first-class theatrical feature. This film would 
demand treatment and re-enactment beyond the scope of the 
documentary films we produce for use in our overseas informa* 

. tion program.

We have read with interest the material you submitted, 
and we wish you success in your project.

Sincerely yours, ; "

;• Turner B, Shelton 
Director 
Motion Picture Service

Mr, Dim, Ad, Dimitroff 
23^9 - 37th Avenue 
Astoria, Dong Island, New Tork
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SECRET 
SECURITY INFORMATION

CANCELLATION TO DIVISION

Date 2ft July 195.3__ _

TO : Chief SE/2

ATTENTION: Hemoyich -

FROM : n/STC/SPB J

SUBJECT : Lyle 0. Kelly. ~

1. The action checked below concerning Subject of this memorandum is 
hereby cancelled: ' . • • ■ V'■

‘ a. Operational Clearance Nix dated 13 Tfe.mh 1951 ______ _

b. Provisional Operational Clearance No.

c. Covert Security Clearance dated________ ? ______________

d. Covert Name Check dated___________ ________________________

e. Other _____ _______  ' ’ ______ ■ -

2. This cancellation action is taken because of: 

■ a. Memorandum dated 28 March 1953_____ • ' ■ _____ __________

b. Termination of Project I I

c. Removal of Subject from Project ____________ _ I I

d. Other _____ _____ '' .' ______ _____________________

3. Before Subject can be used operationally in the future, it will be
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>' STAHDAKO.PORM NO. M .. ' - . ( 1 .

'V./ ' Security I nformatiorf. Ci ■ ' - ■ :

Office Memorandum < united states government

to : Chief, Foreign Intelligence DATE: 21 July 1953

FROM Acting Chief, SB

subject: lyle 0* KELLI < /

1* As a result of discussions between WHD, SB, CFI, and DD/A, it was 
decided to send an SE representative to DTRQBALO to interview Lyle O* KELLI 
for the purpose of determining whether he represented sufficient security hazard 
to current SE operations out of Greece to warrant his being retained in 

.detention* ••

2* In accordance with this agreement, Major Michael A. Removich,  was sent 
to DTROBALO where he arrived at noon on 26 May 1953*

3* Major Hemovichdiscussed the case with the case officer's concerned 
at DTROBALO, and then spent twelve hours talki ng to KELLI* As a result of 
this, it has been ascertained to our satisfaction that KELLI does not appear to 
have information of sufficient currency regarding staff or agent personnel, or 
current operations, in Greece to make his resettlement within the course of the 
next twelve months a serious security risk*

4* We therefore recommend that Lyle 0* KELLI be given whatever -twHn4ng ~ 
in language and trade WH Division feels is required, and that efforts then be 
made to resettle him in South America* Our only request is that this Division 
be kept informed of the progress of this rehabilitation and be advised of the 
steps taken to resettle KELLI* In this connection it should be pointed out 
that KELLI has a wife and child in Greece* When queried by Major Hemovich 
about them, he professed no interest in having the wife or child join him, 
stating that he would like to provide- some-money for the support of the child 
if and when he got a job and could put aside sone money for thia purpose* It • 
is therefore our Intention to have KELLI write his wife a letter telling her 
that he has no further interest in her, that she should obtain a divorce, but 
that he will provide her with a certain sum of money for the child* (This sum 
will be provided by this Division and will probably be in the neighborhood of 
$1000)*

5* Major Removich’s report is attached herewith*

Addressee - Orig & 1
WHD - 1
DD/A - 1
Ag/SE - 1
SE/2 - 2

SECRET
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6 December 1961

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT: Dimitri Adamoff DIMITROV

1. Subject was bom on 7 May 1924 in Medkovets, 
Bulgaria. Ha studied philology for one year at Sofia University
ircaaa 1942-1943. During the war he worked illegally inGreek T V "J'i
Macedonia and Vardar, Macedonia to escape authorities* He J £
returned homo after -Hit'ean he was soon ditillusitoad'by 
Csxxumuu0te, and weni to Sofia* jUator he made
tour of Bulgarian towns and cttips .urging agrarians to take 
tive action against communism. - Finally captured in Sofia.

. stated that Ma lito was spared because he was greened as a
’ witness against, PETKQF. :• Ho escaped to Greece- in-1947*. Itow 
worked tor the Greeks doing occasional propaganda under noon da 7 ?
plnma "Diko.n

2. In1950. the Amtricaa Embassy in Athens eval
uated Subject'.'as having a very great d««l of the charlatan about. 
hixar and was considered a "phony. w However, notwitiudandipg ^7.-5-^
his superficiality and the exaggeration to which he was prone? * <
Subject had unintuitive grasp of the rudiments of political deport* , \
meat and showmanship and he was sb devoted to Ms self-appointed S- , 
task of organising his "democratic Mock1* that it was thought that -
he might become an important Bulgarian figure. >7;

5. In November, 195O,because of Ms backgroundand
experience. Subject was considered ap an individual who could 
make significant psychological and political warfare contributions 
to operations in Greece. Subject was toon very active among 
Bulgarian refugees in Greece. Early in October, 1950, he visited 
the 'Lavrion Camp where he spoke to ths Bulgarian refugees and 
outlined the tasks that he was to assume, which includedintalli* . 
genes activities in Bulgaria, organising an underground reMstiusea 
movement in Bulgaria, and organizing sabotage activity against ~ 
Bulgaria. Subject was not security conscious; he revealed the 
location of his office and told his listeners that his office had two 
Bulgarian typewriters and that he had a car with United Skates

I*



license plates. In April* 1951* Subject wm in contact with the 
French Vice-Consul and hie wife* a French diplomat stationed in 
Athene* an elderly Greek who worked and otherwise had close 
connections with the French* and other Greek personalities. In 
April* 1951. besides hie wife he had several other bed partners. 
Because of the operational security violations which had arisen* 
it was recommended urgently that Subject be removed from cir
culation.

4. Observers in Athens considered Subject to betoo 
dictatorial and self-important and if he was not actually insane* he 
appeared to be suffering from dehisioas of grandeur. Far instance* 
he made references..-to his future role as prime minister of Bulgaria. 
Because cd Subject's neurotLe* unstable character, it was deemed 
advisable to transfer Subject to Panama. Subject was taken to 
Panama on 6 September 1951 and wm considered as a nsuro-psychiatric 
case. On 9 October 1951, he began a hunger strike at midnight and 

. did not; break the fast until 9 a.m. on 14 October 1951.Heasked that 
his former secretary in the Partisan Movement, who was located; 
somewhere in Bulgaria* be brought to Panama. The doctors* con- - 
cern* particularly ths neuro-peychiatrist, indicated that they cohid 
nettreat Subject adequately. ■ <

5. In February* 1954, Subject was returned to Greece. 
Prior to his return to Greece* Subject signed an agreement which: 
would have resulted in his confinement to Syros under complete 
Greek custody and jurisdiction. (Attachment A)

6. In October* 1955* Ssbjoct sought admission to the 
. United States under the Refugee Relief Program. Because years : 

had passed since he had been in operational contact with Bulgarian 
refugees* it was felt that Subject should hot be prevented from enter
ing the United States.

7. Since entering the United States* Subject has been 
a continual source of exnbarassment. His megalomania is evident < 
in the various communications with government agendas. For 
example* he recently commented in one letter that he would like 
to be appointed Richard Nixon’s anti-communist adviser for Albania* 
Yugoslavia* Macedonia* Romania* and Bulgaria. He stated that ho 
could liberate all these countries within five years if he were allowed
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■seem

to work actively with financial support. His first objective would, 
be to liberate Bulgaria, his homeland, make it a free democracy, 
and the 51st state of the United States,

8. More details on Subject’s thinking, attitude,* mega
lomania, and background can be found in the following attachments:

A. Certificate of Understanding,
B. Interview with Dimiter DIMXTROFF, 28 June I960,
G. Informal Memorandum from EE/BR, 1 July i960, 
D. OO Contact Report, 12 October 1961*
E. Memorandum for the Record, 17 November 1961, >

Attachments: a/ s
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STANDARD FORM NO. 04 \ ' C

Office Memorandum - united,states government

to : File date: 20 Nov 1961

from Acting Chief, Research and Analysis Branch

SUBJECT: DEMITER ADAMOFF DIMITROFF
#46i65

The Acting Director of Security asked that this file be docu
mented TO REFLECT THE FOLLOWING!

. Fred BLUMENTHAL of Parade Magazine called Mr. GROGAN, Assis
tant TO THE DCi, THIS DATE AND STATED THAT SUBJECT HAD BEEN IN 
CONTACT WITH HIM WITH AN"ANTI-CIA STORY. DIMITROFF WAS IDENTI
FIED BY FULL NAME AND BIRTH DATA. HE CLAIMED THAT HIS CODE NAME 
WAS ”DlKO”, THAT HE WAS A MOVIE DIRECTOR AND SCRIPT WRITER ANO 
THAT HE HAD BE^N CONNECTED WITH THE UNDERGROUND IN EUROPE. HE 
CLAIMED, ACCORDING TO BLUMENTHAL, THAT CIA TOOK HIM TO PANAMA, 
HAND CUFFED HIM AND HELD HIM IN CAPTIVITY. ' «

Mr. BANNERMAN reviewed DIMITROFF's file and advised Mr. * 
GROGAN OF THE BACKGROUND IN THIS CASE. MR. GROGAN WAS ADVISED 
'THAT DIMITROFF IS NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH CIA; THAT HE HAS HAD 
PSYCHIATRIC PROBLEMS, TRIED TO GET MONEY FROM FORMER VICE PRESI
DENT NIXON TO FINISH A BOOK, MADE WILD CLAIMS ABOUT CIAS TREAT
MENT OF HIM AND HAS, IN GENERAL, EXHIBITED AN ERRATIC BEHAVIOR 
PATTERN, CHARACTERIZING HIM AS UNRELIABLE AND UNTRUSTWORTHY.
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/□Chief, Contact Division 
Mtn: Stanpart Branch. (Crora

19& aftcgr fenJK
s;

Jcif-ef'Sr

> ""?H'

c?
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% XdoStroff** real al* Is to recruit five thousand ausportersef 
fighting age* Thera would be used to invade Bulgaria by air drag? ix&o 
the southern jaauutsin tier about April 19&. They would easily seise the 
citiesef thstarea, which are held by stere hnodreds of policeand eenrswdst 
officials, The attacks would be at night end in auffldrah strengthte 

^surpriraand ctrarwhela the oggraitira* Proclasatixa* would be issued*, 
psisraars released,zecruitlng carried out end a border area set up In the 
nauntaina with. the passes heavily defended. He said there ere only four 
sa&t roads late this saathem area, so that it could be y**yiy rad effncttvely 
sealed off.The United ^tiras would be called to intervraeimaedisfaaly,ra 
it Jias done la Kbrea aad the Congo* . :■<■■<.

:. 6» This raM&reinBulgsris would be-the start of the evertfaassw’’ of 
eonsMnist goverasrat i* that. country. Hfas* this Is acfafaved, '

jorfA wculdwast only five yrass as ths farad the state to ratbbMsh 
trusdeseczacy m the Ihxtted States order. Thereafter,, be would beMg^OOM 
to retire, baring fulfilled Ms poroodse to fats fbllorarsthat he would \ 
never give tha figkt* Be said thst he was willing tie diefor the cease ~ 
of a. free Bulgaria snd hepea theb he ean rah» it the flfty>flrstst*taaf 
the "United states.^

■ • •».•'•• • .^, •; ■• :■■ ’«.•.••••.• • » r *• -> ,
•••'• 7. : . • . 7: ■■■■■••■.'■■■ ' '■■ ■:■:■: -'••’</ ;

7. T0 these ■' rads he wrote; a letter on 35 Jun©' 3£& to Bcraident 
Kemiedy (a^ efttacfaed)*<<1ib^^^ did not receive a reply,, ha ral2ed/?'^4^?y ;:y^ 
persraally and was referred fay a secretary to the State Bepartaaeat and - 
then to ez&< i&Mtraf? needs funds end stggcrt treat CEA and cosaarated 
that if the Agency does not decide to support Ma ia Ms antt-caramist 
verb, M will try to Tmccirar the nanra of the IJS citizens rrapcnaiMa far 
wrecking Ms underground: activities and fin? holding Ma prisoner fisorthree 
years- Itls, ha said, he weed, to his supporters because he bra bera cftle 
to do nothing withoct suppoert.

8. Belatedly, he santiraed thM he had^writkra rae of the greatest 
notion picture scripts ewer. It is fictional bub "based ra ces^plete truths 
and is vesry strongly ao3tl*coaBKEnlst* Ibxfsrtiosatsly, he ecoaxsot find, financial 
backers and could use CIA nancy if Ms sajar project erarat be imediately 
adopted* The title of the piece ia "One Dark Blgttt*-

9* Bbaltroff was infanoad that his visit and comawts would "be passed 
to any interested officials, and he would be contacted should there ba any 
need to do so- He insisted, however, that he wouM rerais in Washington 
for a reasonable tins awaiting an answer and will definitely try to open 
other doors than those ef CIA. Ha is using a letter drop and answering 
service - 422 ftashingtra Building, DC5, ST 3-^74, in the pseudangan of 
DlMtriou. in the future he can always be reached through another name - 
Biro Petraff - at Gf Btcfanond Street Wst, Suite 3$&> Toronto 1, Ontario,; 
Craads.

P. J. Sheri dan
Enclosure: as noted . r ~ ~ r,.»» 
W-ibSTF •...... . ?
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MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT." Dimitur Adamov DIMITROV aka "Diko” DIMITROV

I. A review of Agency files reveals the following data concerning Subject 
and his association with CIA. .

if#

W8K2. Subject was first contacted in October 1950 by th© Field Chief &£ OFC 
activities in A then s,Gr esc e. The purpose of this contact was to aesesn^B?^ 
Subject as a pr incipal Agent and focal point in the recruitment of Bulgarians ? 
to participate in OFC operations directed against Bulgaria. For tikis purpose,, 
an organisation called the Democratic Bloc was established, and Subject was 

: placed- as its ostehsiblo organiser and chief.
'i- -. .■ <-

3. During the period October 1950 through March 1951, Subject remained ^ ” 
in the employ of OPC in Athens and provided 21 agents for infiltration into ~

•JSdrt r>- • ifc U . ' j

S®

4. In early 1951, variousoperatxonal and administrative difficulties 
began to manifest themselves-and it was decided that Subject should be 
removed from his position. In April 1951 it camo to OFC* s attention that 
Subject intended to sell his knowledge of CIA's activities to the French •> 
Intelligence Service. This fact was used as the primary reason for his 
removal from active participation in Bulgarian operations.

5. Because of operational security considerations stemming from his 
duplicity and personal make-up, it was deemed inadvisable to leave Subject 
at large in Greece and it was decided that he should be transferred to a CIA 
holding facility at Fort Clayton, Panama. He was airlifted from Athens to 
Frankfurt where he was hospitalised four days for observation, and then ■ 
flown black to Fort Clayton, arriving on 4 September 1951. He remained 
there until January 1954.. ... ■

6. A CIA case officer was dispatched from headquarters in May 1953 
to Fort Clayton where he interrogated Subject. was determined at that 
time that whatever operational knowledge Subject had of CIA, its method a , 
personnel, and operations was obsolete.
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7. With termination of the holding facility at Fort Clayton, Subject 
was temporarily removed to Greece since there were no other immediate 
possibilittea to resettle him. (Th* attached under standing with Subject 
was effected o/a L2 January 1954 at th* time of hi* removal from Fort 
Clayton. ) GIA made a commitment to tee Greek authorities that CIA V 
would not abandon Subject In Greece and would take step* to remove him 
from Greek soil within on* year. Efforts were mad* to effect Subject’s 
migration to Canada, New Zealand, Australia and elsewhere, but to no - 
avail. After due consideration by interested headquarter* element* andv 
the Athens Station,J it waa decided that th* best effective solution for 
Subject** disposal would be to let him immigrate to th* United States on 
hi* own under th* Retag** Belief Act program, hat without any assistauc* 

' from CIA.

S. Stnce arrival in th* United State*, Subject ha* come to our attention 
on the following occasion:

. Ont4 Mayl957,the Department of Stat* informed CIA that 
Subject had contacted their office b&d tried to internet them in - ■' —' 
purchasing a feature length film script. At that time Subject told 
the Department of State that he was living tn Newark, New Jersey, 
with hl* wife and seven-year «oid daughter and was in Washington 
on a visit. The State Department had no interest in the Alm script ■ 
and asked ifmembers of this Agency would like to meet Subject and ^ 
discuss &e script. This off er was turned down. The case cfBcer 
involved understood that Stat* Department then discontinued all 
contact with Subject. There is no farther information available.

9. Although he was considered to be of operational value at A* time he 
was originally picked up by element* of GIA, Subject1* subsequent actions, - 
lack of integrity and poor security indicated that he was unworthy of any 
further operational consideration. He ha* a tendency to exaggerate to the 
point of lying and become involved in deals of which he' was the financial 
benefactor. Throughout all hi* deals, however, there i» tee thread of alleged 
national pride and desire to project himself in tee fight against Communism. 
There have been reported rumors of hi* having been a Bulgarian IS agent 
even during the time when he was employed by CIA. No concrete evidence, 
however, was actually uncovered to substantiate these allegations, which 
are believed to be typical of denunciations made by rival political factions 

. among emigres, •
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- i _

that nothing further ba done for him sinew he does not posses® aux damaging 
information concerning current operations and his memory of past operations 
and personalities is between nine and ten years old... (la view e£ the eircum* 
stances of termination. It should be pointed out to Subject that in pressing 
the United States Government for further assistance ho is liable for prosecu* . 
tion under the espionage and secrecy laws of the United States <3©vernm®xi. £

under standing
^S.S&'^S®

I





SECRET
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promises of over ft year. Bafore h» soulA met the Awibawflsdor, Dimitroff was betrayed at Ms /~«aftr7 house in Sofia by ths landlady for os ndllion
. leva, and was arreatedoy ths Bulgarian secret police. Be was tortured 
by ©Isotrieity, physieal means, water, devises, and starvation. Suring 
thia tine he was regularly «uagfcicaed by ® Soviet Cassnissar but told 
nothing because ha knew ha tea to die and had to ereate aa eoasaspla. 
finally sentenced to death by hanging, ha waited daily for alas for ittote carrite out. Inter telearnte he fate nte bate executed 
because the autectfitiea wanted him to testify at the trial teMtola Bettor 
ttet Psttov hte supported IMmitroff* a swranmat.

8.1a l947 hft waa wteMng in a Aster gang sad was masoned by the 
wadsrgroute, wMto seat him to ths house of the IS Ambassador. Arrangements 
wars teds through W persesnteU over a period of tea weeks,to send 
DtoLtrofftoCteeoe. He waa waste nte to use his mams ’SdUte" but did

.. use his regolar zHuas. Ths Ctemaalateoffertes Millon lews. tetete^Z 
hia death or aaptmra in broMnxros wito Ma plstere.

O- tn CuMM^. tW *«i<toaHr tmmmuwhmI, MenaMriteA • ftM» th* ^ ■: ■< ’ .■
.... photographs and tote him from a Greek hospital. ; ME General 8tete-'teb Z';..<' 

.■■.'... ate offeredhia eos&lete support ate a radio stetinaat tetteite to 
■ ■ ■ renew underground astivitiee. Soott was vwy ateddft ate tor thst ■ 

. reastm Mtetroffrefused ths offerr^'Ate fbXXcwlng all tolfaarawate 
giftagivenhte toWE penwonM wuro resaved ate he wow teamed bate to 
the (brates, tea esployte Ma in a radio station to Athena bruteeateing .

■ agalsstSulgMrlsnCkxBSKKAista. '-■-^-^■■•■....,...
lO.ItaringlSM^&snmsiistagaate aero seteto Athens to kill

, him« £br tMs raaaoa he went to Italy at ths suggaatixm of tte Grete <■...-.:- 
SovtenteBt. ta. 1949 telle at Bate* a Mr. Clark from tha US Sdasqy in 
Oree**,knew him as ’’Zttto”, steed Ktaitroff to retaam to Greece ate 
to renew the fight With Ms utesrgroute if it could be revived. At dis

. pete, it hte eanslatte of SSd seoret poets ate ten thowsate active mesasere., ...:.
. dJhey retornte together to Athens ate Mt to an open liberation Gonsaitte® . >

.’ with Dimitroff as president. She organisation totetod BuXgateaaa- In -. :- 
IWatefurt ate near Athens. .Muy of theee were later parateutte lnto vO; -■■■< i Bulgaria storting in 19b$. M» ^peratiom were partey milltaay ate did not t

; invclveesplunags. Another - W sarvtoe in tototo>. priaarllyixtorested in .... . | 
.. espiOBage, ns headte- by a Mr, JBringv(ale) or Wtng (sis) tor telte all | 
types. of Bulgsrlaaa 'wee working for money. . WbMn Dimitroff ’ a men <. - .: .<. |
attempted to arose the Bulgarian fRnttor toey we1* sometimes .aaibuahte .- ?'" aby Bring* s people er wore betrayed to the BdXgariaa Corasuniato. T© . - (i
teete personally he wot te an fnapeetton of the frontier With a GS Army (' 
reprearatotive, a Mr. George. Bay talked to hie people too hte bean

■ fwete bate ate Georg® raaliste that Bring was eollteoratlng with, the ./ CcmBunista. George reported this to dark too returned to WMhIng&m - f 
with the story ate sewer sane., bate to Greeoe. ?Z:\.

11. dark was replaeteby a Mr. Allan> te Geawa origin, Baelaii ] 
speaking, toeete educated, ate a (frawmlBt. .. At their firsb neetlng* .. .- V Allan told XMtetoetr to take it easy, that there was plenty of tine to f 

. fight the Coawniste. Thereafter it was apparent that Being w . ? , . ■ Jh
isarnlng Ml of Dinitroff*s p^1****?* eohadules, and. seerets toto*^b ftii**** - u - 
ate &rlna‘a neowle betoa annhr to deride Dimitroff. This Wiled the 7 5.

X- ’\<CT ■■■■ ■<■■■...■■;- ' \
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tototo to SMnitfs to to* wu Ssws» &&& totototor /.? 
j^&fetokWto toaMMtofcstol •#0®ffl®l88KfcSS*toh»toto§* ■

; yy ;fl$y fehy |aaa^tei^a. a^ fefty* /
^^paKtak'lSft..tototo9££ itototo'toto®® *to .; ffiaaaegjy -..

to* to* JS89®fl5> Atlyw lyy^syng;
' jfr WBS S -* StottSBK «^wjfapM» yfoy. ia»foyy- yyyyj&tepjft ywt4Briji<faa ;
to* -toStol*,toBMBntoto-toto.toi* ’ tototoS^to totto® 5^'lstot .' 
^**Q$t£K** .****BWS0*g

'Wf^fegw^fy^fciysgea} ffiX3aa*ff
SfiUi J9sssBs@B^* JkXSaBk aato towjsstw® s* ma -gtgtoaM^ to® ®M0Ks£ato£. 

toB& toBy toatokSBto . to** to* S8Wtoto| tofite totototo**to ■Stto- *to-to*y ■. . 
4M& totolft-' wr^I to> toato'tototo* ~'*MayTaM>**ir*>j-

' WHwrit" ffiiHKMwiTlirtf toft • wiH frw irntfWi FttorftoifrjfrMf~ ffiEWMfitfSM*-' ynf^iwr*'^ - 
$> atoto iftjtofofftopfTfltf*-*** -<aw®t-. yy jfyffii yyy tot4toto isrtStoiRB^riSWte^--' 
to* feOtototo* Stoy J33to to** to® to && IflUfTlE ® Mft 9Stt» toWte W'

' ^nritilTif mtT ~pUB iwfc.M fewritl^Mgjj «iMa»'ifey a^ftaMay-wtaay^i. 8tey toto-^^fe
. 8305*8*®* S0? CtoHBll $0*$to 9& . ■-.
£tofttototototott« A£4SKtF' 4ftMKC^ 4& 'WMM9|t J^XXMB^ CtinPBS^0to& to* -Hfr- ■ << ~
tot-.® touto toto®*to* - toutoQr toftsMtos® smfc tot tolX tofly .■■ Jtoto® - - 
tototo$toB® ®UW®£ WtfltotoSt* JSB& ®d^F Mj
sEbqb^q*;..IBv^Pv ^QBvBHv wHBBESwiwVt 'JSOfiftltt ■y^'-4B3i®wp^HBlHs -■■'

. sseBsg^B>iwfteiBM0SMMft8tlflF tt® '^r fryy1*-
^nm 'Wkb- SbiSSHEi*s8*> 

&2Jb0ttJ9£BKtk*2;^^9t WB ■^**!||?i|||itf: f1^:-■^^■"'~ff‘:'^-;'^
- to W^ri&eg^OB# ly .V

wWffW SJWWt jKSSSBSEk ® 3®®^@68JSS w■ wft SKMHr-W- OWwWW'SyftwH^-ygMBMM9£> 
-JteMMatya* ^.4j^h <t^a^ :^gfc lfiiEaS@S3h? . ;-
•'^ffiaepy A^twat fofc ’ffirfy fey

yyyfo jfrjyflftiiyy flff ifoy j^yyiy|y yy ^hgfe^.-yyyyMayiye^- ..? 
.'. J& $&£* w®l 4M& ® ^taSRRgt W3®»

33* 1te^ari®sBi a«0j< ^sa^Hr
' fey j^iy 4taKtQ$ yfet^S $®agr }8i8SgS(K8r i&SA "

.®aW4^£t8b’ $9bMBa iWaa^kF ■«#$ ^MmBiOy.yjPg' iMyy-^i^'j^ritt 

- ma M&gfe fiRRtbs WM •^■1
-Saafttss 9b Sta • ffiKaws $iMgr .. ,v

'SgRSkMft' gttdgiaM1 'ggK3? JB?® ftitt®*
W)» JsMmcW ■ 

^wb j;Myiy<rtMrifc '$&."&* ifeld& **»*fe**- • <-:-'
a flMhgjhrtMMiirft. W irttlitwnH 5ffii wrffwri’ ®ass1^ Swsm9* :&bB^iiKgXS^
WOTB* aa<^«»a w®ft Mbs Im
a&gM&BftSft Je WMM*<ta% feiwftiwr nhiiitiifmfrijm ' j&fe

. >> w$^towfe&waafcp1©W® Ssra^^g^?;;\-

■ way «&«& MrM^ wgr %ia&Bb Wft M RsgaaaWssi^tA: .' 
- W wfflff ayift fr ^ *fti*fjyrf>,tJfeT *“*■
&r ari&F to to toto to toEtotoMto* ' to toft.ato toto stootoM to tosto ? 
to atoto tostotoato toa to£s» SSfifiXSar to to* mto. to toto- to SWBtoto feaaap 
ltto> toe tototo Wto toto to* tow toto a toarato s4a© 9&& toto tototo&r& 
xtto vto to toatoto Sto totototo atototo to totoato totoK Stotosato^jato 
to totos|r Mto*.
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Mr. Dim. Ad. Dimitroff 
1424 S. Kenmo re Avenue 
Los Angeles 6, California

Dear Mr. Dixnitroff:

On behalf of the Vice President I wish to ac
knowledge your letter of May 20 concerning your plans 
to fight Communism.

You may be sure that the Vice President sym- ■ 
: pathizes with your desire and your firmness of purpose; 
however, I must tell you that the State Department and 
the United States Information Agency are the operative 
agencies in this field. . I can only suggest, therefore, 
that as you continue to develop your ideas you keep in 
touch with them so that they can give your projects 
careful consideration.

I know that the Vice President would want me 
to extend to you.his good wishes and his appreciation 
for your generous comments concerning his South Amer- 
ican trip.

Sincerely,

to the Vice President
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UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON

May 12, 1958

’ Dear Mr. Dimitroff: . . .'

I appreciated your thoughtful letter of May 5 relative 
to the cultural agreement between the USSR and the United

i : States signed January 27, 1958.

As you know fromjtalking with me, I am fully cognizant 
of the problems that exist relative to the Soviet Union 
and their relations with the Free World. It is, however, 
because of the serious problems that we believe it is so 

Tl.Z very necessary to reach the people of the Soviet Union by 
’ the means of motion pictures, radio, television and other

methods of Communication in order that they may have a 
better understanding of the freedom and way of life which we 
have the great honor and privilege to enjoy.

I assure you that everyone connected with matters relative 
to the purchase and sale of American and Soviet motion pictures 
is completely aware of the problems relative to these matters, 
as well as to the opportunities which are presented.

Let me thank you most sincerely for your interest and 
assure you that we will not fail to exercise caution and 
deliberation in connection with the implementation of this 
agreement. ; a

Sincerelyvours, /

/Turner B. Shelton '/.■■: 
■"//■•//.//: Director ■

Motion Picture Service

' Mr. Dim. Ad. Dimitroff 
1424 S. Kenmore Avenue 

<;/// Los Angeles 6, California
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General Dico Dimitrov, Bulgarian Free
dom Fighter spoke briefly to the assem
bly as he urged everyone to do all in
their power to overcome the evil of 
Communism. Write your elected offic* 
ials in Washington telling them how 
you feeL
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■ Cltiirn*Ntw» chain
DIKO. REFUGEE BULGARIAN ANTI-COMMUNIST 

.. . claims Keth still peril him

Byram W^ns 
Today County 
Tax Deadline

County Tax Collector Howard 
Byram warned property owners , 
that they must pay current tax 
bills by 5 p.m. today or be sub
ject In penalties. p

Aflrr.tlw deadline, delinquent 
taxpayers will be charged, a set 
fee of $2.50 plus six per cent of 
the. total due.

Byram said about 76 per cent 
of the total lax charge of $63,- 
fXki.tXX) 'has been collected so 
far. ■ «

Property owners may pay 
bills in person at the lax col
lector’s office, MO S. Hill St.

Remittances by mail will also 
tie acceptable provided they are 

Iposlmaiked by 5 p.m. - 
| However. Byram advised citi
zens to mail their payments at 
least by noon to make sure they 
dear pastoffices.

Dinner-Dance Slated
The Men’s Club of the Sun- 

air Foundation will hold a din
ner-dance April ' 17 at the 
Sportsmen's Lodge Ln North 
Hollywood. . .

B

ft

■'S

>

GUARDS AGAINST REDS

Refugee- Lives in - 
Fear' of Tormentors

• \'X By DAN SWINTON ’

A square-jawed Bulgarian 
refugee said today he is living 

•;/ a life of fear and flight even in 
'iLos Angeles because’ .of com- 

f : munist tyranny.
Diko, a panedonym that once 

ignited ? resistance to . Bed 
force, said lhat ’ even here he 

■: had to guard against the venge- 
■ ful hand of his Old World lor- 

mentors. j
. ;. ’ "They do not give up.' Even 

■ in America- the peril is great. 1 
• am always in danger,’’ he said..

Dik<^ is Dimiter Adamoff 
- Dimitroff, five-foot five, : 140 
. \ '■ pounds, fte spells his name with 
; • the double "f" because the Rus- 

'■< tians like to spoil it with a "v.”
He said he made one. TV. ap

pearance in rtollywood. Which 
■was followed by a threat, of 
physical violence, • presumably 
Red-inspired.sparked underground

The pocket-sized, hazel-eyed 
t poet and writer once sparked 

the Bulgarian underground. 
His name flamed, from resist
ance pamphlets to teach Red 

- puppets that, the pen ran' be 
. mightier than the sword.

• .*• - His mission today is to "show 
' ■ . the free world how things 

were.before and how they are 
now and what.can. happen here 

.if the Reds take over. If they 
,.. like the picture, let them go 

ahearland accept if.”
<*. .'■ - -al.— lie ■ 1 

aj-.'ir?' '■|,‘i>i,i) when he w.x>;

$>y the Bulgarian Democfatic 
Bloc, which survived from 1944 
to 1953. .

After Diko escaped from his 
1946 .imprisonment, he contin- 

i ued the battle from Greece. 
Four attempts were made on 

‘ his life but he kept pounding 
out the fight talk in pamphlids 

‘ like '"Farmers and Commu- 
' i.ism."

In 1953, Uncle Sam offered 
• him refuge in. Virginia, ■includ

ing a house, a car and an in
come, he said. But he insisted 

. on staying with the mountain 
- people in Greece to guide the 
. attack on tyranny.

Fourteen months ago Diko 
"In Hungary and Poland the|^eci^e<* J*e Jnu*1 his story 

uprising originated among the ’? the ■ c®.-. , c’m* I® the 
Communists themselves. Those^“.-“;.as^ P°ht>coi refugee, 
among the populace who hated " ’ r ' ’ *
the Reds joined later. But at 
first it was an attempt to set 
up a Tito form of Nationalist 
Communism,” Diko explained. -

ESCAPED TO GREECE
His first anli-Red unit in Bul

garia ' was '. the Danube Val
ley Organization for Resistance, 
'this folded for lack of. outside 
help. Il was; promptly replaced

average person's life,” he says.
This story is wrapped up in 

a book Diko hag written. It is 
based on the.'facts of his.run
ning fight in Bulgaria with the 
Reds;...his imprisonment and 
death sentence in 1946 after a 
betrayal; his torture by elec
tricity at the hands of the 
Reds; his forced starvation 
18 days; his forced thirst 
12 days; the ■ slaughter of 
parents because they bore a 
sistance leader.

He said Bulgarian resistance 
was . grass roots resistance. 
“This • was different from. the 
recoils in Hungary and Po
land, said Diko.

OBITUARIES

for 
for 
his 
re-

STILL IN HllHXli

1

. .lOSEt’tl M. GASKI 
RASArv. wat recited Inriav for JoMph}

here. 1 have been .writing my 
story. Besides, 1 have to be 
careful about disclosing my 
whereabouts." said Diko.

Yankee dedication to hones
ty and veracity may lose the 
cold ' war with Communism, 
Diko warned. •
* "Americans have to he 
tougher, rougher. They have 
tp learn to lie the way the 
Reds lie. You can't pick up this 
snake with your hands." be

wib'n he «■ nniy; He warns again-,', (hr Sin'iel
17 p iei’i the village of cuHurc inlillralkm.'Tills i« the

. • father to meet a challenge: thej»* propaganda Let
Nazih'nf|- WM. He leaves hit wuiow Bilgula;*1"'"** —• *«—

-1V|;<< the Reds took over «»".Anne "nrt
Bulgari^' Di.ko stayed under- ' 

■ ground.RP1.i,iance is a Bulgarian s 
legacy- Fur centuries |he na-. 
linn his wrestled toescape theicaihoiic ciiurrh. she <neti‘s»iur<iay C l«t h" h™”». 2t»S6 S. Hnharl Bl«i. Rhe
bond4 ®’ succeeding ma-»tcis.;|,av,.s „ oaujhter. e,-» a: • »on.

I Tho-e who choose to fight can!*-’"*- *.nrt„a, Sr»iMlrMM. Interment ____  er,n. ki.,% C-ISUI »« m C»l»«ry cemeierr.

Hr l^avpA hi< widow Rrigiita;

MRS.: ID.A M> MURRAY
Reoitlem (of Mm, |<i« N. Mur- 

KV. p.i, v,t<1np />( MAxkn »nri weMern 
mining rt^iiinrr Capt, M. D. Murray, 

jrj.’ncv " '• ........ (............ - iAo crleofAird lad*v InHpIv N&ine
linn wrest led to escape the c»ihniie Churrh -......................bond " of succeeding masters.I,?.?"

fiyo many trails blazed. So 
• sp-aks Diko.

rOMMl'Sim MEANING
'Tin an anti-communist. I

them show the prisons and the 
torture camps, instead of the 
ballet^ and the motion pic- 
,lures," said Diko. •

He hopes the message will 
get through. But he admits his 
urging? may not sail any ships.1

"I'm not as important as 1 
was/’ says Diko. “But I’m still 
the same fellow.” ■ >

FUNERALS 'Miss Van Nuys'
frel obliged to tell this story, 
the story I lived. I feel it would 
be ,a crime not to tell what 
Communism • means : tri the

ir-: i r - i. _ c* i i.i-

HOLDEN—Marla Holden.
'.Beloved wife of Henry A.; 

Holden, sister of Richard D. 
. and Donald' R. Berry.

Services. Frldav,-9 n.ni., al 
' Kro /•!..( -t. rvf fl, - Mill-.'

OH to Penitentiary
Mrs. Anita' Baxter Estcr- 

wold.. 20, attractive: former 
“Mies Van Nnvs.” began a file-



the NATIONAL LEAGUE of AMERICAN PENWO1IEN 
LOS ANGELES BRANCH
/ Charter No.l ■

Dear Penwomen,

A happy NEIW TEARl Our new year of 1958 "begins with our next Meeting - 
Tuesday* January 14th»— let’s all be there* Our* Program startu at'lSxOO"''^ 
Noon, at the Hotel Knickerbocker, 1714 Ivar Street, Hollywood, California.

A General Workshop will be conducted at 11:00 A. H.

Joe Balding will lead us in the Salute To The Flag.

Dr. Edna Li. Phillips, Vice President, will give the Invocation, - ,

L• Demitroff. authrrr^J^urnalist. writer and poet, is our Guest Speaker.
We look forward with pleasure and anticipation to hearing him speak on ] 
"The Bole of the Bulgaria Writers Before and After the Communist Regime.

Mr. A. J. Burns, Educational Manager of the Western Division of the Beaders* 
Digest, will be presented with great pride. His subject, "Building A Better 
World Through Better Beading" should strike to all our hearts as writers.

Dr. Lucia Liverette, President, with her husband, Dr. Jack Liverette, 
Pastor of the Community Church of Los Angeles, will present a Musical 
Program of Accordion and Saxophone Numbers. s

Dean Gallerias of St. Sophia Greek Orthodox Church is our Honor Guest.

BOARD MEETING will follow the Program. 7X

We wish to thank our President again for the most enjoyable time as guests 
in her home on December 29th. : 7 —

PLEASE remember to pay 1958 Dues and help our Treasurer to start her work 
in our behalf•

DB. EDNA M. PHILLIPS, 
Program Chairman



UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY 

WASHINGTON

July 20, 1957

Dear Mr. Dimitroff:

I very greatly appreciated your thoughtful 
letter of July 17•• I shall certainly take occasion 
to watch the television program to which you refer 
at ny next opportunity.

' ■ Please accept ny best wishes.

Director
Motion Picture Service

Mr. Dim. Ad. Dimitroff 
1236 S. Menlo Avenue 
Los Angeles 6, California

■ : *


